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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1Background
Fluidization is a unit operation where solid particles are suspended in
a fluid carrier media, liquid or gas. This operation is often used in industry
for many purposes. The most ancestry application is oil cracking, where the
cracking reaction takes place on the surface of the catalyst particles. The
mobility of the solid media also enhances mass transfer, and heat transfer.
Stable fluidizationis achieved only after certain conditions are
satisfied.If a fluid, initially at low flow rate, is passed upward through a
packed bed,the fluid percolates through the void spaces between the
particles.Increasing the flow rate, the particles move apart, vibrate and
move to restricted regions; this is theexpanded bed stage.At higher flow
rates, it will eventually reach a point where all particles are suspended and
moving dynamically. At this point, the frictional force between particle and
fluid counterbalances the particle weight, and the pressure drop of the bed2
equals the weight of the fluid and the particles. The bed is considered to be
just fluid ized at minimum fluidization.Particularly, for liquid-solid systems,
an increase in the flow rate above the minimum fluidization will produce a
smooth bed expansion.The gross flow instabilities are damped, and
remained small, producing a smooth particle distribution along the bed. This
stage is normally referred as stable fluidization (Levenspiel, 1991).
Ina conventional fluidizedbed, the fluidizationconditions are
determined by interaction of forces acting on fluidized particles. This is
illustratedthroughthebalanceofthreecharacteristicforces:the
gravitational force, fg, the buoyancy force,fb,and the drag force,fd,as
shown inFigure 1.1. The equilibrium of these forces determines the
fluidization condition in regions that are far enough from the distributor
plate. Near the distributor plate, the fluid jets produce local turbulences and
the void fraction becomes larger than the bed average void fraction.
Moreover, these fluid jets are responsible for transferring their momentum
to the fluidized particles. Through interparticle collisions the momentum is
eventually distributed throughout the bed, thus supporting an overall
fluidization state.
Almost exclusively the fluidization research has been made under
normal gravitational conditions. It is only in our recent work (Pinto-Espinoza,
2000) and (Sornchamni, 2000) that fluidization in micro gravity and variable
gravity conditions has been addressed. We wanted to answer the question
r:i3
what would the fluidization scenario be under a different gravitational
effect? If the gravitational force becomes insignificant, the buoyancy force
also disappears and the drag force acting on the particles would be
unbalanced as shown in Figure 1.2(a).It is obvious that the balance of
forces no longer exists, and the particles in the fluidized bed would be
immediately swept away in the direction of the fluid flow.With the
introduction of an additional force, such as a magnetic external force, Fm,
the balance of forces can be re-established and the fluidization conditions
restored. The magnetic force acting on the particles is created simply by
placing magnetically susceptible particles in a non-uniform magnetic field,
as is shown in Figure 1-2(b).
Recently, the Magnetically Stabilized Fluidized Bed (MSFB) has
become one of the novel chemical engineering technologies in the area of
fluid solid contacting operation. It combines some of the best characteristics
of conventional fluidized bed and provides a wider range of stabilization for
higher fluid superficial velocities.These improvements are possible just
because the incorporation of a magnetic external field, which introduced
new forces into the classical balance of forces in the fluidization operation.
In a homogenous magnetic field, no external force affects the particles;
stabilizationisbased only on theinteractions between magnetically
susceptible particles in the system and the local gradient of the magnetic
field.[;1
The magnetically susceptible particles are magnetized by the external
magnetic field;such magnetization creates a fieldgradient withits
neighbors producing an interparticle magnetic force.
MSFB requires an external magnetic field generator to create a
magnetic fieldand thefluidizedparticles need to be magnetically
susceptible. Paramagnetic or soft ferromagnetic materials are normaiiy
used, as aggregates, in the formulation of susceptible particles. Ferrite and
cobalt powder are excellent candidates for this type of process. In the
Jovanovic lab we have used polymerized alginate beads with aggregates of
ferrite or cobalt powder.
To improve what had been previously done in a MSFB, we designed
and constructed a new generalized fluidization system. We named this new
technology as Magnetically Assisted Fluidized Bed (MAFB). The magnetic
forces in an MSFB and MAFB are quite different.In an MSFB, the
magnetic field throughout the fluidization column isuniform, and the
magnetic force that appears in this type of fluidization is exclusively the
inter-particle magnetic force, which is a consequence of the local magnetic
field gradient. In the MAFB, the strength of the magnetic field varies along
the fluidization column changing from bottom to top.Consequently, there
are two types of magnetic forces acting on the fluidized particles: the
magnetic inter-particle force (same as found in MSFB), and the magneticexternal force due to the magnetic field gradient. A schematic view of these
fundamental differences is shown in Figure 1.3.
Numerous studies have focused on the fluid dynamic characteristics
of the MSFB in a uniform magnetic field in the past. Mathematical models
predicting the stability of the MSFB has been proposed by (Rosensweig,
1979a) and (Fee, 1996). Fee extended Rosensweig's studies to liquid-solid
fluidized systems. In his analysis, he includes the fluid density as an
important parameter, that cannot be neglected, and also the effect of virtual
mass.
The fluid mechanics of the liquid-solid MSFB's and its operating
characteristics and properties have been studied by (Siegell, 1987). His
findings reveal that MSFB may generate several fluidization regimes,
similartothose describedinliteratureforordinaryfluidizedbeds
(Levenspiel, 1991).
The axial dispersion in liquid magnetically stabilized bed had been
studied by (Goto, 1995) and (Goetz, 1991). Their studies were focused to
theimplementationof MSFB inchromatographic separations. They
concluded that the axial dispersion of a MSFB is comparable to that of a
packed bed and smaller than the dispersion of fluidized bed.
There are several studies in MSFB similar to the ones mentioned
before. Thosetheoretical developments areexcellent sources for'4
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understanding and implementing mathematical models of tluidized bed
systems. Honestly, they become the base of further development. Some of
them are based on purely experimental approach, which serve as a good
source of data for validating mathematical models. Recently, the simulation
approach has been growing powerfully. Many studies developed in the past
can now be replicated and corroborated with computational support. Even
more, we will be able to predict fluidized bed behavior in conditions where
the experiments are prohibited
Most of the work related to numerical simulation of fluidization
processes has been done forgas-solidsystems. Three typesof
mathematical models are generally used: the two-fluid model, the molecular
dynamicsmodel, and the discrete particle model. There are other names
assigned to these models, i.e., the discrete particle model is referred as
discrete element model, or sometimes as Lagrangian model.
Thetwo-fluidmodel considers both phases as continuous and fully
interpenetrating (Kuipers, 1993), (Fee, 1996), and (Sornchamni, 2000). The
use of this approach is somewhat limiting. This model has great difficulties
incorporating interpar-ticle forces, which are often detrimental for the quality
of fluidization. Micro-scale effects, like interparticle forces, are not allowed
since the model does not recognize the discrete character of the solid
phase.I!J
The moleculardynamicsmodel considers the fluid as a large number
of discrete molecules. The solid phase is also considered as discrete. This
model emphasizes the micro-scale movement of the discrete molecules
and discrete particles. However, its engineering application is limited by the
computational requirements for a large number of discrete entities.
A modified approach of the original moleculardynamicsmodel was
used by (Seibert, 1996) to study the structural phenomena in liquid-solid
fluidized beds. They used a method similar to the Montecarlo simulation for
molecular systems. The forces affecting the motion of particles are
calculated and used to predict macroscopic bed properties. However, in this
type of simulation, the evaluation of inter-particle forces is not included, the
particle motion is evaluated by considering only the gravity and buoyancy
forces.
The discrete particle model (DPM) takes advantage of both above-
mentioned models. It treats the fluid phase as a continuum and the solid
phase as discrete particles or elements (Rodhes, 2001),(Li,1999),
(Mikami, 1998), (Delnoij, 1997), (Xu, 1997) and (Kawaguchi, 1996). The
mechanism of collision between particles has been described by the soft
sphere model as well as by the hard sphere model. According to (Mikami,
1998), the hard sphere model is not suitable for dense beds. The soft
sphere model, on the other hand, requires a long computation time when
simulating particles with a large spring constant.10
Similar to the gas-solid system, the liquid-solid fluidization is usually
studied using a continuum approach that views the liquid and solid phase
as two interpenetrating media, each phase governed by conservation laws,
either postulated or derived by averaging local properties (void fraction,
pressure, fluid velocity) of the fluidized bed (Asakura, 1997). Even more
challenging studies have been done using numerical simulation to study the
hydrodynamics of fluidized beds when three phases are presented (Li,
1999) and (Park, 1998).
Our literature search shows that numerical simulations of liquid-solid
fluidized systems are few and there are no references of simulations of
magnetically stabilized fluidized bed (MSFB) or assisted fluidized bed
(MAFB).
This research project is based on the discrete particlemethod
philosophy. The most important reason for the use of the discrete particle
method is the flexibility offered in studying the dynamics of the fluidized
system.The simulation approach adopted in this research is a hybrid
between Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) and the Discrete Particle
Method (DPM). We used CFD for considering the fluid phase and DPM for
tracking particle motion.
CFD commercial simulators usually provide continuity, momentum,
and energy equations, as well as numerical background for their solution.
Through an interactive interface, the user can introduce complicated11
boundary conditions normally dictated by the geometry of the system and
parameters. However, simulation programs cannot be extended beyond
generic fluid dynamics cases. The application of any particular CFD in a
research similar to what we are envisioning in this study greatly depends on
the openness of the CFD code to include additional terms in the mass,
momentum, and energy equations. Many CFD's fail in providing access to
their internal subroutines and are inflexible to introduction of new user
defined terms.
As it was mentioned before, we have special interest in
incorporating new forces into the overall balance of forces that normally do
not appear in conventional fluidization systems. Specifically, we introduce
the external magnetic force,Fm,and the magnetic inter-particle force,fmi.It
is recommended to simulate this kind of problem using a CFD-DPM
scheme. Similar approaches and schemes have been used by other
researchers, (Mikami, 1998), (Xu, 1997) and (Kawaguchi, 1996). However,
no one has reported the inclusion of other forces, which are not naturally
present in the fluidization process. This is obviously true with the external
magnetic force, Fm,and the magnetic inter-particle force,fmj.A list of
research previously done is provided in Table 1.1.Table 1.1Summary of fluidization research.
SystemPhasesParticle type
Particle sizeDensity Model used Inter-particle Reference
studied prn Kg/rn3 forces
Alginate-Fe/Pd 2000 1173 Analytic No [Graham, 1998 #361
Calcium Alginate- No data 1800 Analytic No [Fee, 1996 #1]
Chitosan- 550 1210 Analytic No [Goto, 1995 #31
L-S Nickel 100-150 8900 Analytic No [Chetty, 1991 #9]
Glass 100-400 2500
MSFB Nickel 95-45 3700 Analytic No [Goetz, 1991 #4]
Comp-steel 500-595 2700 Analytic No [Siegell, 1987 #5]
Steel 177-250 7750
Nickel 250-400 5870 Analytic No [Arnaldos, 1985 #8] Steal420-500 7500
C-S Magnetite 177-250 1300 Analytic No [Rosensweig, 1981 #59] Steal297-350 7860
Glass 860 2500 Analytic No [Anderson, 1968 #43]
Alginate-Ferrite 1840 1340 CFD-DPM Collision-magnetic [Pinto-Espinoza, 2001
MAFB L-S Alginate-ZrO 1840 1430 #60]
Alginate-Ferrite 2000 1200 Analytic No [Sornchamni, 2000 #58]
Hypothetical 1000 2650 CFD-DEM Collision-cohesive [Rodhes, 2001 #10]
Hypothetical 1000 2650 CFD-DEM Collision-cohesive [Mikami, 1998 #12]
Hypothetical 4000 2700 CFD-DPM Collision [Xu, 1997 #47]
C-S
Hypothetical 4000 2700 CFD-DPM Collision [Kawaguchi, 1996 #51]
CLASIC Hypothetical 4000 2700 CFD-DEM Collision [Tsuji, 1993 #72]
Hypothetical 500 2660 Two-Fluid No [Kuipers, 1993 #17]
Glass 2000 2480 CFD-DPM Collision [Asakura, 1997 #13]
LS Steal 1500 7630 Molecular No [Seibert, 1996 #19]
Nickel 150 8470 Dynamic
G-L-S Glass- Bubbles 800 2500 CFD-VOF-DPM Collision [Li, 1999 #11]13
1.2Magnetically assisted fluidized bed (MAFB) technology
Magnetically Stabilized Fluidized Beds (MSFB's) have found a wide
practical application.(Graham, 1998) developed and proposed a MSFB
technology for the dechlorination of chlorinated hydrocarbons in liquids and
sludges, specifically the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol by using a Pd/Fe
catalyst supported on alginate beads. (Abbsov, 2001), analyzed the
filtration of solids through layers of ferromagnetic particles in magnetized
packed beds. (Zhang, 1999), demonstrated the feasibility of using a MSFB
technology for the selective adsorption of proteins, products widely required
in bioengineering.(Chetty, 1991) and (Goetz, 1991) have studied the
MSFB in liquid-solid systems for the wastewater treatment process and in
chromatographytechniquesrespectively.The simultaneoususeof
nonmagneticadsorbentsandmagneticallysusceptibleparticlesto
overcome limitations attributed to MSFB has been studied by (Chetty,
1991). (Sajc, 1992) and (Rosensweig, 1979a) concluded that a MSFB is an
excellent technology for the bubble suppression in gas-solid fluidization.
(Arnaldos, 1985) studied the segregation rates obtained in a MSFB when
binary mixtures of magnetic and non-magnetic particles are fluidized
together. The MSFB is an innovative technology that can be used for many
purposes where the fixed bed and conventional fluidization processes
capabilities are limited. For instance, the MSFB allows low-pressure drop,14
particle motion restriction, and elimination of clogging due to sediment
buildup.
However, the Magnetically Assisted Fluidized Bed (MAFB), which is
developed in our laboratory, is even more versatile than the MSFB. In a
MAFB, the inclusion of a magnetic external force make possible to control,
more adequately, the quality of fluid ization.
Table 1.2 compares the operating characteristics of a packed bed,
fluidized bed, MSFB and MAFB. The ability to control and process liquid-
solid system gives to the magnetically assisted beds a distinct advantage.
The MAFB has one more degree of operational freedom than the MSFB
Table 1.2MAFB, MSFB, Packed bed and Fluidized bed overall
performance characteristics.
Characteristics MAFB MSFB Fluidized Packed
Bed Bed
Effective particle-fluid
surface contact
Continuous operation + + +
Mass transfer efficiency + +
Ability to process and
control multiphase
+ + + +
Reaction process
efficiency
+ + + + + +
Freedom to control the
+ + + + + + +
process
+ and - indicate greater or lesser characteristic degree.15
and two more than a fixed bed. In the MAFB, it is possible to independently
adjust the field strength, the field gradient, and the fluid velocity to obtain a
specific condition such as void fraction, height of the bed, and pressure
drop. Additionally, it is convenient to address that MAFB operation is linked
to the use of magnetic susceptible particles, but not limited, (Chetty, 1991)
used susceptible particles with active aggregates. The formulation of
susceptible particles is very important for the MAFB behavior. The amount
of magnetizable material used in the formulation dictates the particle
susceptibility. This susceptibility is closely connected with the response to
the external magnetic field and the particle magnetization itself.
1.3Thesis intent
1.3.1 Vision
Empirical modeling of a fluidization operation has been for many
years the only resource for describing fluid ized bed behavior and, of course,
a source of limited information for fluidized bed scale-up. Limited attempts
have been made considering a more rigorous approach, for instance,
solving analytically or numerically the governing equations of the fluid and
particle motion. In a fluidized system the motion of the fluid phase can, atleast in principle, be described by Navier-Stokes equations and the motion
of the suspended particles by Newton laws. Nevertheless, the analytic
solution of this kind of problem is quite difficult or even impossible, at least
for now. On the other hand, with the recent development in computational
processing, the numerical solution seems to be a good avenue for handling
this kind of problem.
The discrete particle method combined with the computational fluid
dynamics model can help to capture all the effects due to the fluid-particle
interaction,particle-particlecollision,particle-wallcollision,orother
interparticle interactions like magnetic interparticle forces and external
magnetic forces.
Fortunately, a lot of important developments about these types of
interactions and their numerical implementation have been studied by
others researchers (Mikami,1998); (Kawaguchi, 1996); and (Ouyang,
1999). In their development, the fluid motion is evaluated by solving the
local averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the particle motion is obtained
from Newton's equation of motion. The Hooke's spring-dash model is
implemented to consider the repulsive and damping forces due to particle
collision. Although, these studies were conducted for gas-solid fluidization
systems, they are useful to set up the simulation of MAFB technology.
In the immediate future, several potential uses of MAFB technology
are expected. The inclusion of a controllable magnetic external forceallow17
the MAFB to work in gravitational environment different of the existing on
the earth, for instance, at any outer space conditions. MAFB can be used
as a reactor with a natural feed back temperature control where the
magnetically susceptible particles can be moved from the cool zone to the
hot zone. MAFB can also be used as a platform for separation unit
operations, i.e., the separation of micro paramagnetic particles coming in a
sludge stream, just by adequately tuning the external magnetic field.
Numerical simulation of any kind of process is nowadays a very
important tool for equipment designing and scaling-up; in the future, it will
turn into an academic tool for teaching chemical engineering process safety
and inexpensively.
1.3.2 Goal
The major goal of this thesis is to study the fluidization dynamics
considering the effects of non-traditional forces like interparticle magnetic
forces and external magnetic field force. In addition, major effort is placed in
the creation of a CFD-DPM software named AZTECA, which will serve as a
platform for this and future investigations of Assisted Fluidized Beds (AFB).
In particular, we will study a liquid-solid Magnetically Assisted Fluidized Bed
(MAFB). Experimental data will be used to validate the simulated resultsiI3
obtained by a CFD-DPM simulation of a MAFB. The MAFB simulation will
establish the basis for understanding the MAFB hydrodynamics behavior
taking in consideration the influence of interparticle magnetic force, external
magnetic force, and the other forces commonly involved in fluidization
processes, such as the forces due to particlecollision,gravitational,
buoyancy, drag, and virtual mass force.
Interactive subroutines containing constitutive relationship related to
magnetic and other non-traditional forces considered in this study will be
written for the calculation and modification of fundamental equations. These
subroutines can be complemented with other similar software or eliminated,
thus leaving AZTECA as a fluid dynamics platform for any other simulation
of fluidized bed. An analysis of the simulated and experimental results will
beperformed,anddependingontheaccomplishment,specific
recommendations will be given. Finally, the accurate simulation of a MAFB
process will cement the basis of further related work.
To achieve this goal, specific objectives and task wiJJ be assigned
during the thesis development.Inaddition, an excellent advisingis
expected from academia and other researchersinvolvedinsimilar
problems.19
1 .3.3 Objectives
This research work is divided into three major sections that reflect
three main objectives. Each objective contains specific tasks required for
the successful accomplishment of the objectives.
First, the design and manufacturing of an experimental MAFB
apparatus is required to perform the experiments. Within this objective, we
also include the design and production of materials needed during this
research project, such as the magnetic and non-magnetic susceptible
particles.
Second, a theoretical mathematical model will be developed to
evaluate the interparticle magnetic forces. This mathematical model will
allow us to quantify the magnitude and directionality of interparticle forces in
a uniform or in a non-uniform magnetic field. Within this objective, a
validation of the mathematical model will be performed. Experimental data
willbe acquired from previous research(ifavailable) or from own
experiments.
Third, the simulation of the MAFB behavior isrequired.Itis
recommended to use a CFD-DPM approach that promise to be the most
adequate way to simulate fluidized beds with nontraditional forces. Within
this objective, an intensive search will be performed to find the satisfactory
commercial CFD-DPM software. Simultaneously, effort will be directed todevelop our own institutional computational code that can be used by other
researchers.It is evident, that either software will have to be open to inline
programming in order to connect the implemented subroutines developed in
this thesis.21
CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
The dynamic simulation of fluidized beds has been, for many years,
a challenging task for researchers. Many investigators have followed the
logical mathematical approach that best suits particular ideas and needs. In
general, three major approaches have been explored, the two-fluid model,
the moleculardynamicsmodel, and the discrete particle model.
All computational models have advantages and disadvantages; their
application depends on the type of problem and the purpose of the
simulation. The macroscopic effects in a fluidized bed (like, void fraction
and heightofthe bed) are well simulated by the two-fluid model. This model
has the advantageofrequiring modest computing time. The molecular
dynamicsmodel captures the microscopic effects extremely well, but a
largeofcomputer memory is required as well as a long computing time.
The discrete particle model takes advantageofthe previous models. Its
computation requirements are moderated.
The scaleofthe simulation required in this work definitely excludes
the applicationofthe moleculardynamicsmodel. Therefore, there will be no
furtherdiscussionofitsfundamentals.Thebasicmathematical22
development of the two-fluid model and the discrete particle model are
described in the following sections.
2.1Two-Fluid model
Thereisan extensiveliteratureexplainingthederivationof
continuum equations for multiphase systems. A considerable number of
models have been formally proposed by (Anderson, 1968), and (Fee,
1996). In the two-fluid model, both phases are described in terms of
separate conservation equations with terms that capture their interaction.
Fluid properties and physical characteristics of the particles are included in
the continuum representation.
According to Kuipers, the theoretical approach of the two-fluid model
can be seen as a generalization of the Navier-Stokes equations for two
interacting continua. A set of conservation equations which reflects the
balance of mass, momentum and energy are needed for each phase. In
order to solve this set of equations, basic variables should be specified in
advance and all remaining variables must be expressed in terms of these
basic variables through their constitutive equations,(Kuipers,1993).
Normally, the basic variables used are the bed voidage, e, pressure, p, fluid
phase velocity, u, and solid phase velocity, v. It is important to remark that23
inliquid-solid fluidization the density of the carrier phase cannot be
neglected, as usually done in gas-solid systems (Fee, 1996).
The generalized set of equations for liquid-solid fluidization systems
at constant temperature is as follows:
Continuity equations:
Fluid phase:
ôcp
+V.(cp1u)=o (2.1-1)
at
Solid phase:
a(lc)p+V.(1c)pv=O (2.1-2)
at
Momentum equation:
Fluid phase:
(cpjuu)= cVp v)+[V
4-
f(V
at
+(v. +(vu)TJ9+cp1g (2.1-3)Solid phase:
)pv]
+ [v (1- c)p5vv]= -(1- 8)Vp + v)
+(v.(l8){t[Vv+(vv)nJ)G(c)Vc+(1-c)p,g (2.1-4)
Constitutive equations:
Fluid-solid momentum transfer coefficient:
For0.8: = 15O + 1.75(1)
Pf
IuvI (2.1-5) (,4,J\2
\''sp) 'Vsp
8(1-8) "65 Forc >0.8:p=LCd
5dpíIuv[ (2.1-6)
where
Cd=--[1+0.15(ReP ] ;Re<10OO (2.1-7) p6871 Re
Cd =0.44 ;Re1000 (2.1-8)
and
Re8pju-vd
(2.1-9)
"If25
Solid rhase elastic modulus:
G(E) = 1 .O{exp[100(O.45c)J} (2.1-10)
Tosolvethesystemofequationsdescribedabove,itis
recommended to specify the initial and the boundary conditions in terms of
the basic variables. Among many possible initial conditions, the minimum
fluidization condition has shown to be the most adequate. The boundary
conditions are normally specified by the domain of interest, commonly
prescribed by free-slip or no-slip rigid walls.
In the equations presented above, there is no term that includes
forces which are the consequence of external magnetic fields. We are
particularly interested in forces generatedby an external magnetic field.
Studies involving a uniform magnetic fieldhave been presented by
(Rosensweig, 1979b) for a gas-solid magnetically stabilized bed and by
(Fee, 1996) for a liquid-solid magnetically stabilized bed. However, none of
them incorporates interparticle magnetic forces which are also a result of
the external magnetic field. The major difference between both studies
strives on the fact that for gas-solid fluidization the density of the gas is
neglected, which is not adequate for liquid-solid fluidization. Also, (Fee,
1996) includes the virtual mass force in his liquid-solid fluidization study.
The system of equations proposed by (Fee, 1996) was solved analyticallyby (Sornchamni, 2000) in his MS Thesis, to describe the axial voidage
distribution in a MAFB. Other studies involving the elasticity modulus have
served to describe the effect of cohesive interparticle forces in gas-solid
fluidized beds stability (Mutsers, 1977) and (Rietema, 1990). The two-fluid
model can capture only macroscopic effects, like the ones produced by the
external magnetic forces. Therefore, it is impossible to use it to study the
effect of magnetic interparticle forces.
2.2CFD-DPM model
Unlike the two-fluid model, the Computational Fluid Dynamics and
the Discrete Particle Method, (CFD-DPM), approach establishes a set of
Navier Stokes equations for the liquid phase and the Newton equation of
motion for each particle of the discrete solid phase. The most common
assumptions in simplifying the transport equations for liquid-solid fluidization
process are: isothermal conditions, incompressible fluid (constant density),
and constant viscosity. The Eulerian-Lagrangian model is a synonym of the
CFD-DPM model. Some commercial CFD softwares use this approach in
their framework of fluid-droplet simulation.
The governing equations and the constitutive relations required to
connect two phases are given as follows. Complete details of the27
mathematical derivation are given in(Bird,1960), (Wicks, 1984) and
summarized in Appendix A.
2.2.1Liquid rhase governing equations
The most common approachinexpressingtheconservation
equations for the fluid phase is by using volume averaged forms of
continuity and momentum equations. For Newtonian incompressible fluid,
constant fluid density, p, and viscosity,t1we have,
Continuity equation:
(2.2-1)
Momentum equation:
Pf + PfV (uu) = Vp +l.1fV2(gu)+pfgFf (2.2-2)
where,F1represent the volumetric fluid-particle interaction force (acting on
a volume fluid cell) between particles and fluid phase. The local void
fraction, c, is the volume fraction of the computational cell occupied by the
fluid phase.2.2.2Particle motion equation
Particles in a fluidized bed are subject to translational and rotational
motion. Newton's second law of motion describes both phenomena.
Description of the particle movement must include possible collision with
neighboring particles or the wall of the fluidization column. Particles also
interact with the fluid to exchange momentum and energy.
Itis obvious that the surrounding fluid and neighboring particles
influence the particle dynamics, including perturbations that might be
originated from liquid and particles far away. However, the inclusion of afl
secondary and tertiary effects into the modeling equations is prohibitively
expensive in computational time. A customary way to avoid these effects is
to adopt the concept proposed by Cundall and Strack. They suggested a
numerical time step, At, less than some critical value, Ate, such that, during
a single time step, the disturbance cannot propagate from the particle and
fluid farther than its immediate neighbors and vicinal fluid, (Cundall, 1979).
With this, the Newton's second law is used to describe individual particle
motion. Thus, at any time t, the translational motion of any particle is
governed by,
mpf!Y=FB+FJ+Fm+F, (2.2-3)The forces involved in the equation of motion are: the gravitational
and the buoyancy force,FB;the inter-particle forces, which include collision
forces and interparticle magnetic forces, F1; the external magnetic force,Fm;
and the fluid-particle interaction force acting on a particle, F.
From the collision forces, the tangential force produces a rotational
motion of the particle. For spherical particles this rotational motion is well
described by,
doI=If 'r (2.2-4)
dt
ctIp
and
I=-mr (2.2-5)
where, w is the particle angular velocity, I is the particle moment of inertia,
andis the tangential contact force.
2.2.2.1Gravitational and buoyancy force
The force term,FB,includes the gravitational force, fg, and the
buoyancy force,fb.Itis also convenient to mention that the external
magnetic force, Fm, is, strictly speaking, another body force. However, sincethis external magnetic force is not normally considered in a fluidization
system, it will be treated separately.
FB :=mgVp1g
2.2.2.2 External magnetic force
(2.2-6)
The magnetization,Mof a magnetically fluidized bed as a whole is
assumed to be proportional to the magnetic field strength, H. (Rosensweig,
1 979a) defined the external magnetic force acting on a single fluidized
particle in a non-uniform magnetic field as follows
Fm=V1j.t0MVH (2.2-7)
where,tOis the medium permeability,Misthe magnetization of the particle,
andVHisthe magneticfieldstrengthgradient.Furthermore,the
magnetization of a uniform particle in a uniform field can be expressed as;
M where,is the particle susceptibility. According to (Jackson,
1999), the external magnetic force can be expressed as a function of the
effective particle susceptibility, Xe, which depends on the particle geometry.F = Vl.t0XHVH
31
(2.2-8)
where, for a spherical particles, Xe is equal to (details of this expression is
given in Section2.3)
xp
Xe
1
(2.2-9)
1+-Xp
2.2.2.3Inter-particle forces
The total inter-particle force,F1,is computed in our experimental
system as a sum of the collision forces (normal and tangential contact
forces) and the interparticle magnetic force,fmj.Therefore, the total
interparticle force is given by,
F1=f +f +fmi
Collision forces:
(2.2-10)
Let us considers the schematic representation of two colliding
particles i and j as shown in Figure2.1.The interparticle magnetic force32
was not includedinthis figure only to avoid clustering of the graph;
however, it does exist physically. The collision forces include the normal
contact force, f,,, and the tangential contact force,fd.These forces are
estimated using the Hook's spring-dash model. The Figure 2.2 shows the
diagram of the spring-dash model.
Figure 2.1Schematic representationoftheforces
acting on colliding particles / and j, under the influence of
a magnetic field gradient, VB. The interparticle magnetic
force has been excluded to simplify the picture.33
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Figure 2.2Spring-dash system for the contact force model:
a) normal contact and b) tangential contact.34
In the Hook's model, the spring simulates the effect of particle
deformation and the dash-pot the damping effect. The coupler connects the
two particles when they are in contact but allows the particles to separate
under the influence of repulsive forces. The particle overlapping due
collision is taken in account by the displacement coefficient. The larger the
displacement, the larger the repulsive force. If the two particles slide under
the application of a normal force, a frictional force results. If the diameter of
one particle is set equal to infinity, the model reduces to a particle-wall
collision.
The linear contact force model is a simple and widely used model for
the evaluation of inter-particle contact forces. However, according to
(Cundall, 1979), the system will eventually tend to be stationary because of
the inelastic collisions between particles if a source of momentum is not
added. This collision mechanism can be emulated by introducing a viscous
contact damping coefficient to consume the system energy during the
particle collisions.
The linear normal and tangential contact force, due to collision of
particles, including the viscous damping forces, are given by
d5
= k,,16
and
(2.2-11)35
do
k,1O 1
d
"Ct YlJ
f =
t (2.2-12)
Yj I I I J
t,y
2hi
(2.2-13)
jir +(1ne)
where k,1,5,andk,, are, respectively, the spring constant and
displacement between particlesi andjin the normal and tangential
directions.IfIfI > IfIthen sliding occurs, and the magnitude of the
tangential force might be evaluated using the Coulomb friction law. y and i
are the friction coefficient between particlesi andjand the damping
coefficient, respectively. The damping coefficient,, canbe evaluated as
function of the restitution coefficient,e,the particle mass, and the spring
constant (stiffness). The spring constant,of Equation(2.2-13)should be
replaced for the normal or tangential stiffness according to the contacting
collision.
According to (Tsuji,1993),the bed behavior is not substantially
affected by varying details of the model used to describe the interaction
between particles. This is may be because in the fluidized bed environment,
there are enough collisions to make the particulate phase behave as a
continuum-like phase. Therefore, the fluid-solid interaction dominates the
motion of both phases. Similar conclusions are reported by (Mikami,1998).36
lnterrarticle magnetic force:
When a magnetically susceptible particle is placed in an external
magnetic field, an induced dipole is created. Such dipole will tend to align
with the lines of the magnetic field. If two particles of spherical shape with
similar characteristics are approaching each other, the induced dipoles will
exert a force, either, attractive or repulsive. This force is a consequence of
the induced magnetization of the particles. Special attention is given to the
evaluation of interparticle magnetic force because we believe that we are
the first to describe and incorporate this force in the description of MAFB.
For this reason the mathematical modeling is derived separately in the
Section 2.3.
2.2.2.4 Forces acting on the particles due to the interaction with fluid
phase
In the present work, the total force acting on the particles due to the
interation with the fluid phase is calculated by the sum of the drag force,fd,
and the virtual mass force,fvm.Then,
dvm (2.2-14)37
where, the drag force is a steady-state force that acts on the particle, in a
uniform pressure field, when there is no acceleration of the relative velocity
between the particle and the fluid. In general, the drag coefficient of the
drag force depends on the particle shape and orientation with respect to the
flow as well as the prevailing flow conditions most often characterized by a
Reynolds number, Mach number, and turbulence. In our developing two
approaches were used to evaluate the drag force: Di Felice approach that
claims to applied for all the fluidization ranges and the combined Ergun and
Wen-Yu approach applicable for dense and diluted fluidized bed systems,
respectively (Di Felice, 1994), (Tsuji, 1993).
The virtual mass force is anunsteadyforce due to acceleration of the
relative fluid-particle velocity. This force is related to the force required to
accelerate the particle surrounding fluid.
Fluid drag force:
a) Di Felice approach
Di Felice proposed an equation to evaluate the fluid drag force acting
on a single particle, which is applicable to any stage of fluidization, including
packed and fully fluidized beds over the full practical range of the particle
Reynolds number. That is,d=fc (2.2-15)
Where, the fluid drag force acting on a sigle particle in absence of
others particles, f, and the empirical coefficient, ,are respectively given
by
f; =1CdpfAPuvI(uv) (2.2-16)
and
(1.5_logRep)21
=3.7_0.65exP[_
2j
(2.2-17)
where, 4, is the particle cross sectional area, and Cd is the fluid drag
coefficient that can be evaluated from
4.8
Cd =[0.063
+ Re5J
(2.2-18)
Reis the particle Reynolds number defined as
Re
PfthpU
(2.2-19)
p
b) Ergun and Wen-Yu approach
For the fluid-particle interaction, the drag force acting on the particles
in a fluid cell,d'is calculated either by the Ergun correlation when c0.8
or by the Wen-Yu correlation when> 0.8.+1.75 (uv),c0.8 (2.2-20)
V
150
)2
(ic)p JuvJ
} n{
and
Cdpf(U vuvJdc267, c>0.8 (2.2-21)
where,
Cd =_--(i +0.15Re687), Re <1000 (2.2-22)
Re
Cd =0.44 Re 1000 (2.2-23)
Virtual mass force:
The virtual mass force accounts for the resistance of the fluid mass
that is moving at the same acceleration of the particle (Li, 1999). For
spherical particles, the volume of added mass is equal to one-half of the
particle volume, so that,
"m=Pfpd(uv) (2.2-24)
di'2.2.2.5 Particle-liquid interaction
Finally, the coupling between liquid and solid phase is achieved by
considering the interaction force exerted by the particles to the fluid in each
computational cell. Based on the Newton's third law of motion, the total
force acting on particles yield an equal and opposite reaction force on the
liquid. Therefore, the momentum transfer from particles to liquid phase is
evaluated considering the fluid-particle interaction force acting on a particle,
F, as follows
F-_____
AV
(2.2-25)
where AV is the volume of the computational cell, and k is the number of
particles located in this cell.
Another important parameter to be evaluated is the cell void fraction
defined as the ratio of the fluid volume to the volume of the computational
cell. As particles move inside the fluidized bed, it is normal that particles
might have part of their volume located in adjacent cells as shown in Figure
2.3. The void fraction in the computational cell is calculated by
=1 (2.2-26)41
where i',, is the volume of particle / inside of the computational cell. Since
we plan to use a pseudo-two dimensional fluidized bed, the volume of the
computational cell can be estimated by
AV = &Ayzz (2.2-27)
whereAx, Ay,and \z are the cell dimensions. In the pseudo2-Dmodel, Az
is considered equal to one particle diameter.
Figure 2.3 Fluid computational cell
2.3Interparticle magnetic force model
As it was mentioned before, one of many challenging tasks of this
thesis is the mathematical development of a suitable expression which can
successfullyrepresent the magneticinterparticleforce. The external42
magnetic field presence induces a magnetization on the susceptible
particles. The magnetized particles experience not only the external
magnetic force, Fm, but also a interparticle magnetic force, fmj, due to the
interaction with neighboring particles.Depending upon the position of the
particles, relative to their dipole moment orientation, this force can be
attractive or repulsive. If the particles approach each other along the line of
thedipolemoments,theforceisattractive.Ifparticlesapproach
perpendicularly to the dipole moments, the force is repulsive. This situation
is depicted in Figure 2.4.
Attractive interparticle forces are responsible for the chain formation
often observed at high magnetic field strengths.Even at low magnetic
fields, it is expected that interparticle magnetic forces may play an important
role in the bed behavior. For example, in the repulsive case, where there
are no horizontal components of weight and buoyancy forces and therefore
the magnetic force may be the only one contributing in that direction. To
develop the mathematical model of this force, let consider two magnetically
susceptible particles located at a distance,r,as shown in Figure 2.5. The
schematic illustration is presented in spherical coordinate system.43
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Figure 2.4Magnetic interparticle forces: a) attractive when the
particles approach aligned withtheir dipole moments, and b)
repulsive if they approach perpendicular to their dipole moments.
Bo
/
Figure 2.5Repulsive and attractive magnetic force between
two ideal dipoles under the influence of a uniform external
magnetic field, B0. The forces Fr andF0acting on particle 1 are
of the same magnitude but opposite direction.44
The origin of the coordinate system is located at center of the particle
1. The forces acting on the particle 2 do not depend on the azimuthal angle.
Therefore, it is adequate to locate particle 2 on the xz-plane.
Inparamagnetic materials(softferrites),themagnetizationis
proportional to the external magnetic field. For a sphere, the magnetic
dipole moment is given by, (Jackson, 1999),
m=°B (2.3-1)
The total external magnetic field, Bexi,is the sum of the applied
external magnetic field and the induced field due to the magnetization of the
surrounding particles. The terms inside the bracket can be rearranged using
the relationship =(i+toto obtain a more simplified expression, which
we can call as effective particle susceptibility, Xe.
3(tt0) Xp
Xe
1+L
(2.3.2)
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For thecaseofsphericalparticlesexhibitinglow magnetic
susceptibility (, < 1 .0), in a uniform magnetic field the decay of spherical
particle demagnetization is 1/3.
Therefore, the dipole moment of each particle, considering that both
particles are placed in a uniform external magnetic field, B0, and interact
with each other through their own induced magnetic field, is given by
X eVp
= (B0B,) (2.3-3)
t0
Xe"p
m2 (B0B1) (2.3-4)
The magnetic field of a dipole, Bd,,, expressed in a coordinate-free
form is given as, (Griffiths, 1999)
BdIP(r)=P0{3(mim]
4tr
(2.3-5)
Applying basic trigonometric relationships, from Figure 2.5,itis
possible to derive the dipole moment of the particle 1, as function of the
angle 'y, as follows46
m1=m1(siny+cosy) (2.3-6)
Similarly, the vector distance, r, as function of the angle 0 is
r=r(sin Oi + coso) (2.3-7)
and the unit vector of Iis given by
r =sinOI+cosO (2.3-8)
The magnetic induced field,B1,isobtained by replacing the
Equations(2.3-6)and(2.3-8)into Equation(2.3-5).This magnetic field is
the contribution of the induced magnetic field of particle 1 on particle 2.
After some simplification using trigonometric identities, we obtain
B
0m1
ff3sin(20y)+ sin y]i + 3cos(2Oy)+ cos}} (2.3-9)
8itr
Now, with the help of Equation (2.3-9), it is possible to obtain the
dipole moment of particle 2 from the Equation (2.3-4).Combining the
external magnetic field,B0which is directed toward the z-axis, with the
induced magnetic field strength, B1, we obtainm, = XeVp2
m1[(3sin(2O) + sin+ (3cos(2Oy)+cosy)]
8icr
47
(2.3-10)
By assuming that the dipole moments have the same strength and
are always aligned toward the same direction from the symmetry of the
problem, its possible to say that,
m1 =m =m (2.3-11)
According to this assumption, Equation (2.3-10) can be generalized
as follows
m = XeVp
m
[(3sin(20) + sin )i + (3cos(20)+ cos](2.3-12)
8icr j
Similarly, from Equation (2.3-6) the dipole moment of either particle
is generalized as,
m=m(siny+cosy) (2.3-13)Equations (2.3-12) and (2.3-13) represents the same physical
phenomenon, so equating them and separating into two components we
can obtain
x-component.
YLYm
mslny= {3sin(2Oy)+siny}
8mr3
z-component.
(2.3-14)
meosy =
m[3cos(2Oy)+cosy] (2.3-15)
8irr j
Equations (2.3-14) and (2.3-15) represent a set of two equations with
two unknowns, m and y. Solving for y from Equation (2.3-14) and since m is
cancelled out,
3asin2O 1
y=
where,
(2.3-16)X eVp
a
8itr3
49
(2.3-17)
Similarly,mcan be expressed from Equation(2.3-15)as a function of y
X eVpB0
m =
t0[(ia)cosy3acos(20y)]
(2.3-18)
The potential energy between two interacting dipoles is given by the
following expression, (Griffiths,1999).
jt0m1 rn,(1_3cos2a)
4mr3
(2.3-19)
whereris the distance between the dipoles. The angle a is measured from
the line that connects them to the dipole orientation. According to the Figure
2.5,theangleais given by a=Oy.
As we previously stated both dipoles are equal, therefore the dot
product, m m, reduces to m2. Then
2
=tom [1_3c0s2(o_y)] (2.3-20)
4mr350
Once the potential energy between the particles is found; we can
obtain the interparticle radial magnetic force and the angular magnetic force
by finding derivatives in r and 0 direction.
2.3.1Radial interparticle magnetic force
The radial magnetic force between the particles can be found by
taking the negative derivative of the potential energy inr direction,
Fr=öU/âr.Then,
F =_L_nl_3cos2(O_)]} (2.3-21)
4arLr3
In the previous expression,mand y are functions of the independent
variable, r. After differentiating Equation(2.3-21),we obtained a simplified
expression for the radial magnetic force as a function of ay/ar, and am/ar.
f_3m2
2mömli? F m
[-6 cos(0y) sin(0 +[i 3 cos2(o + 3
jJ
r
L3 or r r
(2.3-22)
where,51
9asin20
r{[1+ a(3cos20 -1)12+ (3a sin20)2 }
(2.3-23)
and
XeVpB0
{cosya[cosy + 3 cos(20 (2.3-24)
&y3a
{[(ia)sin y + 3a sin(20 [cosy + 3cos(20 )J} r
To corroborate the validity ofFr,we need to check the above
expression at limiting conditions. For a fully repulsive case we have,
O=ir/2 and for fully attractive 0=0, (see Figure 2.4). This exercise will
check if a mathematical expression can be obtained similar to those derived
independently. The expression forFr,derived independently, can be found
in Appendix B.
The fully repulsion model was derived to estimate the maximum
repulsive force and the result was compared with a similar force measured
experimentally as shown in Chapter 5.
Fully attractive: Case 0=0,
6(eVpB0)2 [22r5+ XeVp21 (2.3-25) limFr=
32rXYp)3 ]52
The Equation (2.3-25) is the same as the derived independently, see
Appendix B for details.
Fully repulsive: Case 0= m/2,
Similarly, in the case when 0 = 31/2 we can obtain the other limiting
equation that represent the fully repulsive force.
jim F =
r
12(XeVpBO)24ir2r5 XeVpltr2
14tr +xV)
(2.3-26)
Equation (2.3-26) is equal to the one derived independently. Details
can be seen on Appendix B.
2.3.2 Angular interparticle magnetic force
To evaluate the angular force, F, it is necessary to find the negative
derivative of the potential energy with respect to 0,F9 =(1! r)ÔU /ao.From
Equation (2.3-20) we have
F
amI1_3cos2(0_y)] (2.327)
4itr43053
The angular interparticle magnetic force as function of Oy/OO and
Om/O0is given by
F {m cos(0_)sin(0-41--+2m[13cos2(o_0m1
oo) 0 4
4itr
(2.3-28)
where
2(3a sin 20)2 + 6acos20[1 + a(3cos2O i)] (2.3-29)
00 [i + a(3 cos 20 1)]2 + (3a sin 20)2
and
3m XeJ"pBo
00 0[(ia)cosy3acos(20 (2.3-30)
{{(ia)siny + 3asin(20 6a sin(20
For the numerical evaluation of the interparticle magnetic forces we
have to know the position of both particles (which will help to evaluaterand
0), the particle susceptibility, (which characterizes the degree of
magnetization), the particle volume and the external magnetic field,B0.
The methodology followed in the numerical implementation is given
as follows
1.Evaluate a from Equation (2.3-17)54
2. Evaluate y from Equation (2.3-16)
3.Evaluate m from Equation (2.3-18)
4. Evaluate &y/ör,öm/ör,&y/00, and am/aO from Equations (2.3-23),
(2.3-24), (2.3-29), and (2.3-30) respectively
5.Evaluate the radial interparticle magnetic force, Fr, and angular
interparticle magnetic force,F0,from Equations (2.3-22) and (2.3-28)
As a final comment, the above mathematical development is strictly
applicableforauniformexternalmagneticfield,B0.However,the
interparticle magnetic forces fall quickly with the increase of distance r, and
they tend to become negligible at distances larger than two particle
diameters. Moreover, with the magnetic field gradients used in this study
and by using average magnetic field between the two adjacent particles, it
will create an error not larger than 2.5 % in the zone of the highest magnetic
field intensity.Itis also important to recognize, that the mathematical
models developed for interparticle magnetic forces are valid under the
assumption that theparticles can be considered asidealdipoles.
Nevertheless, we found experimental evidence that validates the fully
repulsive model. The results obtained will be discussed in Chapter 5.
As a general conclusion, two Visual Basic macros were constructed
to evaluate the interparticle magnetic force. The macros FORCER and
FORCETHETA are described in Appendix G.55
The results obtained are useful to understand the interparticle
magnetic force behavior as function of the distance,r,and the angular
position, 0. The total interparticle magnetic force, between two particles, is
evaluated by adding the two vector force components.
The graph of Figure 2.6 shows the behavior of the radial magnetic
force,Fr,as a function of the angle 0 at different values of constantr.Each
line was evaluated keeping constant the distance,r,between the particles.
From this graph, we can see the fast dropping ofFrwhen the distance
between the particles increase. The radial force is more significant when
the particles are located at 0 = 0 than when they are located at 0m/2.
The graph of the Figure 2.7 represents the angular magnetic force,
F0,as a function of the angle 0 at different values of constantr.Form Figure
2.7 we conclude that the angular magnetic force has a maximum at 0ir/4
and becomes zero at 0 = 0 and 0 = it!2.It is also true that the angular
magnetic force vanishes as the particles move away each other.61
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
3.1Equipment
The design and manufacturing of several experimental apparatus
was needed for the experimental study related to this thesis.
The thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) was modified to perform the
magnetic force measurements that allowed us to measure the ferrite
powder susceptibility Co., sample 73300 series) used for the
particle manufacturing. The major body of the experimental work was
conducted in the Magnetically Assisted Fluidized Bed (MAFB) apparatus
designed and constructed exclusively for the purpose of this thesis. Three
fluidized bed (PiexiglasTM) columns were constructed. The MAFB columns
constructed were cylindrical, rectangular, and 2-D conical. The columns
were equipped with a set of six magnetic coils of specific dimensions and
performing characteristics. Three power supplies provided the current for
the coils and created the desired external magnetic field. See Appendix C
for details of the experimental characteristics of the generated magnetic
field. Details of the equipment used are described in the following sections.3.1.1 MAFB apparatus
The MAFB columns were made of material. Column
dimensions were: (0.051 m l.D. x 0.28 m height) for the cylindrical column,
(0.076 length x 0.25 m height x 0.025 m width) for the rectangular column,
and (0.05 m base length x 0.10 m top length x 0.25 m height x 0.025 m
width) for the 2-D conical. Every column had a calming zone section of
0.05 m inheight positioned below the distributor plate. A schematic
representation of the three columns is shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2
shows a photograph of the rectangular and cylindrical MAFB columns.
The 2-D conical column was used exclusively in the part of this
project conducted during the NASA microgravity experiments. The data
collected at zeroG and variable gravity, in the KC-1 35 flights, served as a
proof of the MAFB capability to operate in microgravity and variable gravity
environment (Pinto-Espinoza, 2000).
Figure 3.3 shows the schematic diagram of the elements involved in
the MAFB column apparatus.Plastic
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Figure 3.1 Geometrical design of MAFB's; a) Rectangular, b) Cylindrical, and c) 2-D
conical "coffin" design. Measurements are in meters.
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Figure 3.2MAFB columns: a) rectangular, and b) cylindrical
Three Sorensen' DCS8-125E power supplies were used in the
MAFB experiment.Each power supply has an AC input of 115 V and a
maximum current load of 20 A. The DC output may be varied between
08 V with a current load between 0125 A. The DC current was passed
through the coils to create the external magnetic field. The arrangement of
the coils was selected in order to obtain a desired magnetic field gradient.DC Power
Supplies
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Figure 3.3Magnetically assisted fluidized bed flow diagramTypically, the maximum field strength was at the bottom of the
column.All coils were made out of electro magnet cooper wire gauge 10
HAPT manufactured by wire industry. The nominal wire diameter
was 0.0027 m. This type of wire is coated with a polyester-imide resin,
which provides resistance to temperatures up to 180 °C without insulation
damage. Details of the coil fabrication and materials properties are provided
in Appendix C.
A pressure transducer system was used tocollect differential
pressure data along the fluidization column. The voltage signal generated
by the pressure sensor was sent to the data acquisition card. The data
acquisition port transforms the voltage signal into digital signal and sends it
to the PC computer. Visual Designer® software converts the digital signal
into a pressure reading. Refer to the Section 3.2.1 for technical details.
A 1/8-HP centrifugal pump provides the power for the fluid flow
system. The fluidflow rate was measured simultaneously with two
flowmeters to corroborate the flow rate measurement. One measurement
was a conventional flowmeter operating in the range 0 to 5 gal/mm
(18.93 1/mm). The second flowmeter was an analog flowmeter system
consisting of a turbine flow sensor, FTB2005; and a 6-digit rate-
meter, Omega DPF7O1. The flow rate sensor has an accuracy of ± 3%
and a range of 2 to 30 1/mmof liquid. The sensor output at 50 mA maximum
provides a frequency between 33 and 500 Hz. The signal generated by the67
flow rate sensor is sent to the flow rate-meter card where the voltage signal
is converted to flow rate in I/mm(see details in Appendix E).
A 20-L holding tank containing de-ionized water was used in the
MAFB fluid flow system. The water was periodically replaced to reduce
accumulation of impurities and build up of biomaterial.
The alginate ferromagnetic or non-ferromagnetic particles were kept
inside the column between the distributor plate located at bottom of the
column and a screen mesh located at the top of the column. The distributor
plate, 0.002 m thick, used in the cylindrical column had perforations of
0.0018 m in diameter with a total open area of 16%. The distributor plate
used in the rectangular column was a cooper wire mesh with perforations of
3.54x1O m in equivalent diameter and a total of 33% open area. The
dimensions of the distributor plates were adjusted to match the column
cross-section area.
3.1.2Particle generator (Bead extruder)
The magnetically susceptible particles were a crucial component of
the MAFB experiments. These kindsofparticles had been made
traditionally in the Jovanovic's laboratory with a particle generator device
constructed for this specific purpose. The particle extruder was made ofstainless steel and was equipped with pressure valves to adjust the air
pressure of the holding tank and the pressure in the extruder chamber. The
alginate-ferrite mixture in the particle generator was continuously stirred to
avoid sedimentation of the ferromagnetic material during the particle
preparation process. The stirrer was connected to a variable speed two-
gear motor. The low-speed gear provided stirrer revolutions between 60 to
600 rpm whereas the high-speed gear provided 240 to 2400 rpm. A
schematic view and picture of the particle generator is shown in Figures 3.4
and 3.5, respectively.
A 2% (wlw) alginic acid solution and ferrite powder mixture was
poured into the holding tank. The tank was completely sealed before the
mixer was started. The regulator valve of the compressed air tank was open
and adjusted to 20 PSI. The pressure of the holding tank and the extruder
chamber were adjusted as needed for the particular particle size required.
The extruded droplets were collected in a 1.0 M CaCl2 solution and left
there until the particles polymerized completely. Particles were refrigerated
and kept in 0.2 M CaCl2 solution for storage. Extrusion needles of 16 and
20 gauge diameter were used for the particle extrusion.69
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Figure 3.4Schematic of the particle generator equipment.70
Figure 35Photographoftheparticlegenerator
apparatus.
3.1.3 Magnetic susceptibility measurement
The ferrite magnetic susceptibility is a key property required for the
operation of the MAFB. The ferrite powder manufacturer, Steward' Co.,71
only reports susceptibility as a bulk material property therefore evaluation of
the powder susceptibility was considered necessary.
The thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) model 2950 (TA Instruments
Inc.) was modified to perform the measurement of the magnetic force
needed to calculate the particle and ferritesusceptibility.The TGA
apparatus was selected because of its accuracy in measuring very small
weights (resolution of 1ig). The TGA maximum capacity is 1g. The TGA
measures the sample weight change in a controlled atmosphere, either as a
function of increasing temperature, or isothermally as a function of time. It
can be used to characterize any material that exhibits a weight change due
to decomposition, oxidation, or dehydration (TA Instruments, 1997).
Inthe TGA variation,a small ceramic canister containing the
alginate-ferrite particle is loaded into the weight support.A single coil
positioned beneath the canister generates the magnetic field.A current
from a DC power supply enables the coil to create the magnetic field
neededfortheexperimentalmeasurement. A schematicofthis
experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6.72
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Figure 3.6Schematic oftheexperimental setupforthe
susceptibility measurements.
A magnetic force was generated on the susceptible particle acting
toward the center of the coil. This magnetic force was equivalent to the
apparent particle weight gain. By applying different external magnetic fields,
we were able to calculate the particle magnetic susceptibility, which in turns
allowedustodeterminethesusceptibilityoftheferritepowder.
Experimental conditions for the susceptibility measurement are summarized
in Appendix C.73
A full view and a close up of the TGA setting is displayed in Figures
3.7 and 3.8. respectively.
Figure 3.7 Thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) showing the
canister for the particle above the coil.
To avoid disturbances from the circulatingair the system was
shielded with a box enveloping the most sensitive parts of the equipment
(not shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Magnetization of the TGA elements
were tested by applying different magnetic fields and checking any change
of the canister tare weight. No evidence of the magnetic field interference74
with the equipment itself was observed. To avoid dehydration of the
alginate ferrite beads, the small conical container located in the center of
the canister was filled with de-ionized water and the particle was totally
immersed. During the experiment, the coil generates heat and evaporation
of water is evident. The rate of water loss was measured independently to
account for this secondary experimental effect.
Figure 3.8Close up of the canister, conical container with
the particle, and the coil.75
The magnetic force measurements were performed with three
randomly selected particles containing 5,10,15, 19.7 and 25% (w/w)
ferrite. The current applied to the coil was in the range of 5 to 40 A, at 5 A
increments. The apparent weight of particles (real weight + magnetic force)
was recorded continuously. After subtracting the real weight of the particle
and correcting for water evaporation, the result was the net magnetic force
acting on theparticle sample. The results obtained are dscussed in
Chapter 5.
3.1.4lnterarticle magnetic force measurement
Interparticle magnetic forces were one of the main concerns of this
thesis. A theoretical mathematical model was developed (see Chapter 2) to
evaluate the interparticle magnetic force. Experimental validation of the
model was highly desirable. For this reason, an experiment was designed
to measure the repulsion force between two magnetized particles. This
study was performed in the experimental apparatus shown in Figure 3.9.
Two alginate-ferrite particles were placed inside a capillary tube filled
with water (characteristics of particles and capillary tube used are given in
Section 5.2 of Chapter 5). The capillary tube was then placed vertically in a
uniform horizontal magnetic field, produced by a set of two coils,in an76
arrangement similar to a pair of Helmholtz coils. Two DC power supplies
provided current for the coils. The magnetic field generated between the
coils was measured using the laboratory gaussmeter.
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Figure 3.9Schematic of the experimental setup used
to measure the interparticle magnetic repulsion force.
Initially, the particles were at rest at the bottom of the capillary tube.
When the magnetic field was applied, the particles were magnetized and
repelled each other. The bottom particle was supported at the base (see
Figure 3.10) while the top particle was free to move upward. The top77
particle moved to a position where the magnetic repulsion force was in
balance with the difference between the buoyancy and the weight of the
particle. A furtherincreaseinthemagneticfieldwould cause the
magnetization of the particles to increase, and the top particle would move
toa new equilibriumposition.A schematic representationofthis
mechanism is presented in Figure 3.10. This sequence is also shown in the
set of photographs presented in Figure 3.11. The electrical currents applied
to the coils were from 5 to 55 A, producing a magnetic field up to 0.08 T. At
each field intensity, a digital picture was taken and later analyzed with the
Image-Pro Plus® software to measure the distance between particles (see
Section 3.2.3 for details).78
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Figure 3.10 Interparticlemagneticforcemeasurement.a)Inthe
absence of magnetic field, particles rest at the bottom of the capillary
tube; b) Uniform magnetic field is applied, magnetizing the particles. As a
result, they repel each other. The magnetic force balances weight and
the buoyancy force (weight and buoyancy forces are not shown); c) and
d) Increasing the field increases magnetization and repulsion force,
consequently, the upper particle moves to a new equilibrium position.a) b) c)
Figure 3.11 Pictures of interparticle repulsion force experiment: a) No
field; b) I, = 15 [A] in each coil,B0= 21.2 [mT]; and c) I, = 55 [A] in each
coil,B080.8 [ml]. Scale in [cm].
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(03.2Instrumentation
3.2.1Pressure measurement
The pressure drop in the MAFB was measured with a pressure
measurement system consisting of a pressure transducer (model PX139-
OO1D4V, Omega), a dataacquisitioncard (model PCI-20450P-35,
Intelligent lnstruments), and Visual Designer® software. The differential
pressure was measured by recording a voltage signal from the pressure
transducer. This signal was sent to the DASport data acquisition card.
From the data acquisition card, the digital signal was transferred to the PC
computer where the Visual Designer® software converted the signal into
pressure.
The pressure transducer used in this study can detect a maximum
differential pressure of ± 1.0 PSI (6894.76 Pa).It needs an excitation
voltage of 5.0 V DC at 2.0 mA. Its output signal is in the range of 0.25 to
4.25 V DC. It has temperature compensation from 0 to 50 °C and a
repeatability of± 0.3%.
The DASport card is a portable data acquisition box for PC computer
with parallelportaccess with a 100 KHz multi-channel analog I/O using an
EPP (Enhanced Parallel Port). The analog input channels can be used as16 single ended or 8 differentials with output voltage ranging from 0-10 V
and ± 10 V, respectively.
The Visual Designer® Software is a block-diagram on screen
construction program. It supports a development of custom made programs
suitable for data acquisition,analysis,display, and control.After a
F/owGram is constructed and saved, it can be executed in real time during
experinents. Just before the actual run is executed, an intermediate
representation of the FlowGram is generated and given aFlowCodename.
This file contains the sequence of the instructions to be executed. To make
the program more interactive a Parameter file is created to store the user
input parameters for theFlowCode.A schematic of the structural logic of
the Visual Designer® software is provided inFigure 3.12,(Intelligent
Instrumentation, 1993)
The FlowGram created to measure the pressure drop in the MAFB
column is given in Figure 3.13. Each icon represents an action to be
performed during theFlowCodeexecution. Details of the FlowGram used
during this experiment are given in Appendix F.Visual Designer Diagram
Create or open FlowGram
Edit FlowGram
Generate FlowCode
FlowGram Parameter FlowCode
*DGM *PAR *.DGM
Visual Designer Run
Load FlowCode
Run, pause, or stop FlowCode
Optionally adjust parameters
Exit
Update parameters
Figure 3.12 Schematic informationflow diagram
followed by the Visual Designer® Software.pAnalo Input 1 Chart 4
Panel 1
Moving Average 1
83
Panel 2 Timer 1 Audio Annunciator I
mX+b 1
ASCllFiteWrite 2
mX.b2 Chart5
Panel 3
Figure 3.13 FlowGram used to convert the voltage
signal to pressure drop, in pascal, of a MAFB.
3.2.2 Magnetic field measurement
The magnetic fi&d generated in each experiment was measured
using a gaussmeter (model 410, Lakeshore'TM). The gaussmeter is equippedwith an axial and a transversal measurement probe and it is designed to
measure magnetic fields in the range of 0 to 2000 ml.
The magnetic field strength was also calculated using the Biot-Savart
law. The mathematical expression for a single circular loop was derived
from the vector potential as is given elsewhere (Jackson, 1999). According
to the Figure 3.14, the circular loop lies on the xy-plane and it is centered at
the origin.
x
Figure 3.14 Magnetic field created in a circular loop
carrying a current I.
The vector potential as a function ofrand 0 given as follows
2it cos4d4 (3.2.2-1)
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The components of magnetic induction as vector potential functions
are given as
B
1ö(sinOA)
(3.2.2-2)
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ForR>>r,R<<r, or 0<<1, Equation(3.2.2.1)can be expanded in
powers ofR2r2 sin2 O/(R2 +r2)2to get an approximate expression for the
vector potential,
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Similarly, the corresponding magnetic field components are
B
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To simplify the calculations and the experimental measurements of
the field strength we calculated and measured the magnetic field along the
centerline axis. Assuming that 00, r is located along the z-axis, then the
Equation(3.2.2.6)can be simplified asB p0IR2
3/
2(R +z2)
(3.2.2-8)
An Excel macro was created to evaluate the fieldalong the
centerline of the MAFB column using the Equation(3.2.2-8).Since the coils
used in this study consist of several loops, we considered the contribution
of every single loop in the coil. In theBfield3macro, the radius and axial
positioning of each single loop were taken into account. The current applied
and the location where the field is to be calculated completed the set of
parameters used in theBfield3macro. Details of theBfield3macro are
given in Appendix G. A comparison of the magnetic field measurement and
the calculated values from Equation(3.2.2-8)is provided in Figure3.15.
Data represents a specific condition of the MAFB cylindrical column.
Results show excellent agreement.counting objects manually or automatically. It measures object attributes
suchas:perimeter,diameter,roundness,andaspectratio.Most
importantly, the user can calibrate the spatial scale to any unit of measure.
Collected numerical data can be viewed graphically. With this software we
were able to determine the average particle size used in all experiments; in
the MAFB experiment, in the repulsion magnetic force experiment, and in
the magnetic particle susceptibility experiment. We also measured the
distance between the two particlesinthe magnetic repulsion force
experiment. The digital pictures of the mixing-segregation experiment were
also analyzed by /mage-Pro®PLUS counting the area occupied with objects
of similar color in the viewing area.
3.3Materials
3.3.1Chemicals
Several simple compounds were used in this study: de-ionized
water, calcium chloride (CaCl2l.O M), ferrite powder, zirconium oxide
powder (ZrO), alginic acid, and food colorant. No hazardous chemical
compounds were used, however, the chemicals were handled and disposed
according to the OSU and OSHA safety regulation.3.3.2Alciinate beads
All of the particles used in this research were composite beads
consisting mainly of calcium alginate. The magnetic particles normally
contained ferrite powder, however, some particle formulation also contained
ZrO powder to increase the particle density. The non-magnetic particles
contained only ZrO. These particles were pigmented with food colorant if
necessary. All the particles were produced in the Jovanovic's lab using the
bead extruder.Details of the particle manufacturing process are given in
Appendix D.
3.4Procedures
3.4.1Experimentalprocedurefor the bed expansion experiment
Thebedexpansionexperiment was performed to evaluate the
expansion of the fluidized bed as function of the fluid velocity, magnetic field
gradient, and properties of the fluid and particles (density, viscosity,
susceptibility, and particle size). The height of the bed and the differential
pressure along the column were measured. Two fluidization conditions,
magnetic field applied and non-magnetic (conventional) were compared.The minimum fluidization velocityin water for alginate ferromagnetic
particles containing 20% (wlw) of ferrite was 0.009 m/s (estimated from
(Levenspiel, 1991)). The experimental procedure is described below:
1.Start the fluid flow system and set the flow rate that gives us the
adequate fluid velocity (above the minimum fluidization velocity).
Wait until a stable fluidization is reached (about 5 minutes).
2. Apply the external magnetic field.Submerge the pressure
transducer probe, position it at the desired zone, and record the
bed height.
3. Run theFlowCodein the Visual Designer® software and collect
data. The FlowGram was set to collect all the data available for a
period of two minutes. To smooth the data variability an average
of every 2001 consecutive points was used.
4. A sound signal indicates that the time interval has passed and
that the probe should be moved to another location.
5. Keep collecting the data and checking the fluid flow rate and the
bed expansion.
The same procedure for conventional fluidization was followed with
non-external magnetic field applied. The time interval and the number of
averaging data were established based on preliminary runs.91
3.4.2 Mixing-Segregation experimental procedure
The mixing-segregation experiment includes the fluidization of two
types of particles in the same column, with similar diameter but a 10%
difference in density. This difference is necessary to have natural particle
segregation. The light particles (magnetically susceptible) stay in the upper
zone and the heavy ones in the lower zone of the fluidized bed. To conduct
this experiment the next procedure was followed:
1.After the two types of particles are loaded in the column, start the
fluidization system and set the adequate flow rate. Wait until a
stable fluidization is reached, and record the height of the bed.
Start the video capturing until experimental completion.
2. Apply the first external magnetic field according to the desired
gradient. Leave it at this condition until the dynamic equilibrium is
established (two minutes are enough to reach the dynamic
equilibrium).
3. After three minutes, it is possible to modify the external magnetic
field and record the new height of the bed.
4. Repeat this procedure until the fluidized bed is completely mixed.
5. Removing the magnetic field, the initial conditions of the fluidized
bed were restored92
3.4.3 Selective magnetic separation experimental procedure
MAFB can be used as a selective magnetic separator of a mixture
containing magnetically susceptible particles. To carry out the experiment
three types of particles were manufactured: collector, target andcompanion
particles.
The collector particles (fluidization particles) are those that exist in
fluidized state inside the fluidization column. The target particles and the
companionparticles do not exist or in the column under normal condition,
they were injected to the column, just above the distributor plate, as a
pulse.The injected particles are approximately 10 times smaller than
collector particles. Table 3.1 provides the properties of the particles used in
this experiment.
Table 3.1Particlespropertiesusedintheselectivemagnetic
separation experiment.
ParticleParticleParticle ZrO Ferrite Particle
type densitydiameter% % susceptibility,
[kg/rn3] [rn] (w/w) (w/w) (,,),H
Collector 1430 1 .84E-03 0 20 0.62
Target 1124 2.31E-04 5 5 0.12
Companion12672.56E-04 10 0 093
Two different operational conditions, with and without magnetic field,
were considered along the experiment to evaluate the degree of magnetic
separation. The flow rate was kept constant and the injected sample was a
binary mixture of target andcompanionparticles in the same proportion.
The experimental procedure was as follows:
1.Load the MAFB column with collector particles. Start the fluid
flow system and set up an adequate flow rate. Leave it running
until a stable fluidization is reached.
2.Apply the external magnetic field. Leave it running to achieve a
stable fluidization under this new condition.
3.Inject a pulse of target andcompanionparticles in the injection
portlocated in one side of the column and above the distributor
plate (rectangular column).
4.Immediately after, start collecting samples from theportlocated
at the column top. Samples were taken one by one every
5 seconds.
5.Forty samples were enough to collect the majority of the
particles that passed through the fluidized column.
6.Stop the fluid flow system and shutdown the external magnetic
field. Collect all the remaining fractions, retained into the bed94
and those that passed through. They were used to check the
mass balance.
A similar experimental procedure was followed for the background or
reference case. The only difference in this experiment was the magnetic
field absence.
Itis important to mention that in this experiment a visual particle
counting technique was implemented. The particle counting was made
using a microscope and a transparent grid. A grid of1-mm2squares was
printed in a transparency and attached underneath of a microscope slide.
The particles contained in each sampler were placed in the slide and
counted visually.This was possible because the particles are of different
color and their average sizes were 244 tm approximately.95
CHAPTER 4
MAFB SIMULATION
A search for a CFD software was conducted to select one that can
successfully serve for the fluidized bed simulations under conditions
pertinent to this study. Fluent®, CFX®, Ecosim®, and Star-CD®, among
other commercial software, were scrutinized based on their potential to treat
dispersed multiphase systems. Most of these programs solve multiphase
problems by using the two-fluid model approach.In Chapter 2, we
concluded that the two-fluid model approach is not adequate for simulations
of fluidized beds as we envisioned in this research work.
Two CFD-DPM type softwares were considered primarily.First,
StarCD®,a commercial software from Computational Dynamics
Limited1M,
was thoroughly investigated. Star-CD® had potential to be a good candidate
for the type of simulation needed for this study.Although there was no
evidence that this software had been used specifically for fluidized bed
simulations with external and interparticle magnetic forces, a large effort
was made to modify the software to accommodate our simulation needs.
The Star-CD® softwareprovidesadispersedmultiphasemodeling
framework adaptable to the phenomena mentioned in the definition of
MAFB. The Star-CD® framework is based on the Eulerian-Lagrangianapproach, which is another way of referencing the CFD-DPM modeling
approach. Second, an academic software, SAFIRE® Version 1.7, was also
considered as a good candidate for the simulation planned in this study.
Dr. Masayuki Horlo, (Mikami, 1999), provided an open code of the SAFIRE®
software under an inter-academic agreement between Dr. Jovanovic's
laboratory at the Chemical Engineering Department at Oregon State
University andDr.Horio'slaboratoryatthe Chemical Engineering
Department at Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology.
A discussion of our findings with Star-CD® simulation and the
imptementation of the AZTECA software, which has itsrootsinthe
SAFIRE software, are given in the following sections.
4.1Star-CD modeling
Star-CD® V3.100B software was tried in the first MAFB simulation
attempts. Star-CD uses the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach for modeling
dispersed multiphase flow problems. In this software the mass, momentum,
and energy conservation equations, for the continuous phase, is expressed
inEulerian form. The dispersed phase is considered by writing the
conservation equation of mass, momentum, and energy, for each individual
element (Lagrangian approach).If the number of dispersed elements is97
small,itis possible to solve the set of the aforementioned Lagrangian
equations for every single element. However, if the number of particles is
large, a statistical approach is more practical. In this situation, the total
population is represented by a finite number of computational parcels
(samples), each of which represents a group (cluster) of elements having
the same properties. Of course, the number of samples is not arbitrary; it
must be large enough so that the properties of the full population are well
represented. This can be assessed, in the absence of any other measures,
by performingcalculationswithdifferent numbers of samples and
comparing the results (Adapco, 1999).
The strategy followed in the MAFB simulation was: first, set up the
geometry and dimensions of the column and the characteristics of the
fluidized particles; second, generate a fluid flow mesh corresponding to the
MAFB geometry; third, set up the multiphase model (Eulerian-Lagrangian)
that describes the system; fourth, perform the flow analysis, and finally
analyze the obtained results.
The preliminary results obtained in Star-CD were simulated in a
pseudo 2-D MAFB column with 0.050 m length, 0.28 m height (fluidization
zone) and 0.002 m width (slightly larger than one particle diameter). It was
filled with 2130 ferromagnetic beads of 0.0016 m in diameter, randomly
placed with a void fraction of 0.5. The imposed boundary conditions were:
the solid surfaces were treated as smooth wall. The inlet fluid velocity waslarger than the minimum fluidizationvelocity, 0.009 mIs (calculated
according to Kunni-Levenspiel's book (Levenspiel, 1991)). The outlet fluid
flow was leaving at atmospheric pressure. Symmetry conditions were
imposed at the front and rear faces of the column. The particles were
spherical solids without loss or gain of mass. The carrier media was water
at standard conditions.
The computational mesh was dividedinthreeregions. The
fluidization region above the distributor plate had 560 fluid cells. Each cell
had a volume of5.OxlO8 m3(50 mm3). The distributor plate region had 250
solid and fluid cells combined. The cell volume in the distributor plate was
2.0x109 m3(2 mm3) each. The distributor plate open area was 16%. The
calming zone was located below the distributor plate. It had 100 fluid cells
of similar volume to the fluidization region (see Figure 4.3 part a).
Many computational attempts and experiments were made with the
MAFB simulation using StarCD® software. However, no one produced
suitable qualitative or quantitative results. These preliminary experiments
and simulations were performed in the MAFB column under two prevailing
conditions: with external magnetic field, and without external magnetic field.
The StarCD® software determines the pressure at the center of
each computational cell. The expansion of the bed height was determined
graphically by plotting the pressure distribution along the column height.
Figure 4.1 (as generated by Star-CD) shows an example of this type ofdistribution obtained by simulation of the 2-D MAFB column without
magnetic field. The Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between experimental
and simulation results obtained in the MAFB cylindrical column considering
both operating conditions mentioned above.
The simulation results clearly show a significant discrepancy with the
experimental data. After analyzing the post-processing animation displays,
we concluded that the Star-CD® software was failingin capturing the
influence of the interparticle collisions. The internal structure of the Star-
CD® software allowed the collision of fluidization particles only when the
centers of mass of two particles collide with each other. This is an
improbable event as oppose to reality where collisions of particles are
extremely numerous and represent the main mechanism for momentum
exchange. In the animation displays, we were able to corroborate the
finding that more particles are permitted to reside in a computational cell
than it is physically possible, see Figure 4.3. In other words, particle outer
boundaries do not exist, which causes particle overlapping. This situation is
clearly unacceptable for proper operation/simulation of phenomena in the
bed. Star-CD® avoids the most blatant errors by resetting the void fraction
into the cell to 0.4 whenever the number of particles in the fluid cell101
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becomes unrealisticallyhigh. This updatingis performed after every
iteration.
Therefore, we concluded that StarCD® software was unable to
represent adequately MAFB simulation and decided to explore another
CFD-DPM software. The SAFIRE® software is described in the following
section.
4.2SAFIRE code
The SAFIRE® (Simulation of Agglomerating Fluidization of Industrial
Reaction Engineering) computer software is a multiphase fluid dynamic
model for non-cohesive and cohesive particle behavior in fluidized beds. It
was designed to provide detailed information of particle location, gas
pressure, gas and particle velocity distributions, granular temperature,
pressure drop, gas bubbling, and agglomerating behavior of particles.
The capabilities of the SAFIRE® software hinge on the mass and
momentum balance Navier-Stokes equations for gas phase, and discrete
momentum balance equations, which are based on Newton's equation for
solid bodies. This software allows multiple contacts between particles
described by the soft sphere discrete element model and liquid bridging
phenomena between particles (Mikami, 1999). The SAFIRE® software is a103
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) software combined with a Discrete
Particle Method (DPM) modeling approach.
The adaptation of the SAFIRE® software for the MAFB simulation
required considerable changes of the main code. For example, SAFIRE
was developed for gas-solid fluidization system where the viscous forces
are normally neglected. The model was implemented to describe the
cohesive forces between particles and itseffect on the fluidized bed
behavior. On the other hand, the MAFB simulation implies a liquid-solid
system, which requires the incorporation of viscous effects. The collision
forces can be treated using the soft sphere model. The incorporation of the
magnetic forces required substantial reconstruction and additions to the
existing model.
Two new software were created and the SAF IRE computational
engine is appended to the newly written code. The AZTECA code, written in
Fortran 77, generates MAFB simulation, and the BOLITAS code, written in
Visual Basic, provides all visualization effects.104
4.3CFD-DPM modeling: AZTECA code
AZTECA code was created to simulate the operation of a fluidized
bed when additional forces, other than gravity, buoyancy, and drag forces
are incorporated. These additional forces, external magnetic force and
interparticle magnetic force, are created due to a magnetic field presence.
Specifically the AZTECA code simulates the dynamic behavior of fluidized
particles in a MAFB. The code describes fluid velocities, particle motion,
pressure drop, and average voidage.In .addition, the code contains
subroutines to consider interparticle interactions, external magnetic force,
fluidvelocities,particlemotion,andcoupling terms tointerchange
momentum between the phases. The AZTECA code also generates files
that are used by visualization software BOLITAS for post-processing
displays.
In the following sections, the implementation of the AZTECA code,
which follows the philosophy of a CFD-DPM model, is described.Itis
convenient to recall that the development of the mathematical for both
phases is described in Chapter 2. In this section, only the most important
features of the CFD-DPM model structure are highlighted.
As was mentioned previously, another important dimension of this
research work is the visualization of the MAFB simulated results. For105
visualization purposes, BOLITAS software, was written in Visual Basic,
(Cruz-Fierro, 2001), see code in Appendix H.
4.3.1Assumptions
The assumptions required for the implementation (mathematical
development) and computing of the AZTECA code are as follows:
The continuous phase, fluid,is considered an incompressible
fluid with constant viscosity.
II. The particles are spherical in shape and uniform in diameter. In
specific situations, it is possible to have two types of particles of
equal volume but of different mass and magnetic susceptibility.
Ill.The external magnetic field creates forces that act only over the
magnetically susceptible particles.
IV.The magnetic fieldis non-uniform. Typically, the field has a
constant magnetic fieldgradient with the maximum at the
distributor plate.
V. The interparticlemagnetic forceis assumed tofollow the
mathematical model described in Chapter 2.
VI.The maximum distance between the particles, for the interparticle
magnetic force calculations, are not larger than two particleiTsI
diameters (measured from center to center). Otherwise, the
interparticle magnetic force becomes negligibly small and it is not
evaluated.
VII.The soft sphere model describes collision between particles and
particle-walls. Multiple particle contact is allowed and a Coulomb
friction condition is postulated (Tsuji, 1993).
VIII.The designed 2-D MAFB simulation column has a thickness
equivalent to one particle diameter with frictionless front and rear
walls.Allother dimensions correspond to the experimental
apparatus.
4.3.2 AZTECA computational information flow chart
The information flow chart followed in the AZTECA code is displayed
in Figure 4.4. Since we are interested in the incorporation of magnetic
forces, the interparticle force computation is amplified in the flowchart of the
Figure 4.5. In this chart, three forces are considered: interparticle magnetic
force, collision force, and external magnetic force. The AZTECA code is
executed on a PC computer platform with a 900 MHz processor and a
compiler from Absoft® Pro Fortran version7.0. The AZTECA code
developed in this study is annexed in Appendix H.107
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Figure 4.5Information flow chart of interparticle and external
force calculation.109
4.3.3 Time step
The time step is an important computational parameter because of
the computation time and numerical instability restrictions. According to
previous simulation research done in fluidized bed systems a 20% of the
duration of collision contact,Td,is suitable for soft sphere DPM simulations
(Tsuji, 1993); (Kawaguchi, I 996);(Mikami, 1998).
Cundall and Strack proposed a model to determine the oscillation
period of contacting particles based on the characteristic natural frequency
of a spring-mass oscillation system (Cundall, 1979). The oscillation period,
T, of the springmass system proposed is given by
T=2ir If-
tJ
(4.3.3-1)
The duration of the collision contact,Td = T/2,was determined
followingtheprocedureproposedbyTsujietal.They found,
experimentally, that the most adequate time step is obtained by dividing the
duration of the collision contact by a factor of five (20% ofTd).
From Equation (4.3.3-1), the particle mass and the spring constant
are the major factors in determining the computational burden in addition to
the total number of particles. In the AZTECA code, the stiffness, k, (spring
constant) was fixed to 800 N/rn, which is smaller than the real stiffness of
materials(Mikami,1998).Accordingtotheparticlecharacteristics110
(m=4.36x106kg) used in the study of MAFB simulation, the collision
contact time is equal to2.32x104seconds and the time step obtained is
4.64x1 0 seconds.
4.3.4 Computational cells
The fluid cell size has to be carefully determined. According to
Mikami a cell size of 3.5 times the particle diameter, d, is adequate for most
DPM simulations. Larger cells will produce a loss of details of the particle
motion and accuracy. On the other hand, with smaller cells the concept of a
local average for fluid velocities fails (Mikami, 1999).
The computational domain followed by the AZTECA code is shown
in the Figure 4.6. The zero flags are for fluid cells, the 22 and 44 flags are
the left and right wall cells respectively, the 35 flags are the boundary fluid
cells, the 36 flags are the topmost fluid cells, and the 31 and 32 flags are
the inlet boundary cells, assigned to the distributor plate. In the distributor
plate, the cells can be open or some cells can be close alternately.
To evaluate the interparticle collision, a collision particle mesh is
required. This particle mesh serves as a searching domain for particles
which can be involved in the collision with the target particle. The unit grid
length is equal to one particle radius.112
somewhere in the center cell of the particle mesh. The target particle is
checked for possible collisions with the surrounding particles if their centers
are located inside of the particle mesh. This procedure is progressive and
starts from the particle with the lowest ID number (1). Once the particle with
a lower ID number is already compared with a particle of higher ID number,
the particle with lower ID number is discarded from the collision search
around the target particle with the higher ID number. The target particle is
located in the cell (XLOC, YLOC) and the particle mesh extends from minus
three to plus three particle cells in each direction.
vLoc+3
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Figure 4.7Particle mesh for particle collision and
interparticle magnetic force judgment. The length of
the squares is equal to one particle radius113
Similarly, the judgment of interparticle magnetic interaction between
the target particle and the surrounding particles was made considering a
9 x 9 particle mesh. This was decided in concordance of the result obtained
in Chapter 2 that suggests: magnetic forces at distances beyond two
particles diameter (measured from center to center) are not significant. No
major result differences were found using a 7 x 7 or 9 x 9 particle mesh.
However, the 9 x 9 particle mesh substantially increases the computing
time. In most of the cases we decided to uses a 7 x 7 particle mesh for
collision and interparticle magnetic force judgment.
The integration of the local averaged Navier-Stokes equations is
done by the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equation)
method employing the staggered grid system, (Patankar,1980) and
(Anderson, 1995). The control volume used for the continuity equation is
given in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 represents the control volume for the
momentum balance in the x-direction (staggered half-cell in the horizontal
direction). Similar control volume, staggered half-cell in the vertical direction
is used for the momentum balance in the y-direction.114
Figure 4.8Control volume for continuity equation
Figure 4.9Control volume for momentum equation
in the x-direction115
4.3.5 Boundary and initial conditions
The computational domain was constructed with two types of
computational cells (as previously shown in Figure 4.6). The boundary walls
are solid cells and the fluid domains are fluidcells. Their cell flags
distinguish fluid and solid cells. Similarly, flag numbers were assigned to the
distributor plate cells. In this manner, it was possible to assign the following
boundary conditions that served to solve the CFD-DPM mathematical
model used in the AZTECA code:
1. The horizontal fluid velocity on the sidewalls was equal to
zero.
u=OatX=O; OYDY
u=OatX=DX; OYDY
2. The vertical fluid velocity on the sidewalls was equal to zero.
u,=O atX=O;OYDY
u,=O atX=DX; OYDY
3. The inlet fluid velocity (at the distributor plate) was set to a
specifiedvalue.Itshould be larger than the minimum
fluidization velocity.
u=Ou=u atY=O; OXDX; UV>UmJ116
4. Pressure gradient and velocity gradient in the vertical direction
were assumed equal to zero at the topmost cells.
--=O, L=O atY=DY OXDX
ay ay
5. The solid cells are not permeable for fluid.
6.Initially, the particles were randomly positioned in the column
starting from the bottom of the column.
7. The inlet fluid velocity was gradually increased during a
STARTTIME period (1 second). After this period, the fluid
velocity achieved its maximum value.
4.3.6Interparticle forces
One of the most important features of the AZTECA code is the
incorporationof interparticlemagnetic forces. These forces can be
attractive or repulsive depending on the mutual position of the particles and
orientation of the magnetization vector. The external magnetic forces are
also included in the AZTECA code. These forces act exclusively on the
ferromagnetic particles. The mathematical models used to describe these
forces are discussed in Chapter 2.117
The normal and tangential forces, due to collision between particles
and collision between particle-walls, are considered by using the dash-pot
approach (Tsuji, 1993). Details of this model is described in Chapter 2.
4.3.7 Implemented subroutines
The AZTECA code make use of the general approach of the SIMPLE
method to integrate the momentum equations of the fluid phase (Patankar,
1980). In addition, four subroutines are included to consider forces such as
the external magnetic force, the interparticle magnetic force, the drag force,
and the virtual mass force.
The external magnetic force is a force applied exclusively to the
magnetically susceptible particles. Since the magnetic field has a gradient
along the axial direction, this force is maximum at the bottom of the
fluidization column. Because the field gradient is constant, the external
magnetic force varies linearly along the column height. A linear magnetic
field model was obtained experimentally and corroborated by mathematical
modeling(see the Excel macrosBcoiI3andBcoilGrad3in Appendix G).
This model was incorporated into the AZTECA code to evaluate the
external magnetic force.118
The interparticle magnetic forces were calculated by pairing the
target particle (particle # 58 in Figure 4.7) with the particles located in the
search region. The center of target particle is located inside of the central
cell of the particle mesh. The final interparticle force that the target particle
senses is the result of integration of all the forces obtained from the particle
pairing process. The evaluation of the resultant force is elaborated with the
mathematical model developed in Chapter 2.
The drag force was calculated using either the Di Felice approach
that is applicable for the whole range of fluidization conditions, (Di Felice,
1994) or the Ergun and Wen-Yu approach which applied for dense or
packed fluidized beds and diluted fluidized systems, respectively, (Tsuji,
1993).
The virtual mass was calculated to consider the effect of the fluid
displacement due to the particle motion. This force is more significant in
liquid-solid systems than in gas-solid systems. For that reason, most of the
softwares used for CFD modeling of gas-solid multiphase problems do not
account for the virtual mass force effect.119
4.4MAFB visualization: BOLITAS software
A very important tool for any CFD-DPM code is the visualization
software. The AZTECA code uses the BOLITAS software to display:
particle motion, pressure map, voidage map, particle mixing map, particle
tracking, and the average height of the bed. Furthermore, the BOLITAS
software has other features such as time display, zooming, frame selection,
frame saves, animation delayed, and colored scales for pressure, voidage,
and particle mixing. The particle mixingsegregation map and the pressure
map can be exported to other programs (such asExcel®).120
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Four different types of experiments were studiedin the MAFB
columns. The collected data were used to validate the results obtained with
the AZTECA simulator. Measurements of pressure drop, bed expansion
and mixing-segregationratio were determinedinthe cylindrical and
rectangular MAFB columns. The magnetic selective separation (MSS)
experiments were performed onlyinthe rectangular MAFB column.
AZTECA software was used to simulate all experiments except the MSS
experiment. The AZTECA simulator was designed to handle particles with
same diameter and possible different densities. In the MSS experiment,
three types of particles were used with different diameter and densities.
Two complimentary additionalsetsof experiments were also
performed and the results were used as the basis for all MAFB studies.
Specifically, the measurement of the magnetic particle susceptibility was
requiredbecausethisdata was notavailableelsewhere.Particle
susceptibility was usedinallmathematicalmodels;therefore,its
measurement was very important for this study. Similarly, an interparticle
(repulsion) force experiment was performed to collect data necessary for121
the validation of the interparticle magnetic force model. This experiment
was crucial in validating the simulated results.
5.1Particle magnetic susceptibility
MAFB operation requires particles with a desired degree of magnetic
susceptibility, thus information about particle susceptibilityis needed.
Fluidization particles were manufactured using ferrite powder, zirconium
powder, alginic acid, and calcium chloride in formulation described in
Appendix D. The magnetic susceptibility of the fluidization particles was
different depending on the weight fraction of ferrite powder used in a
particular formulation (5, 10, 15, 19.7, 20, 25% (w/w) ferrite content). A
modified TGA experiment was designed to obtain a relationship between
the volumetric ferrite content of the particle and the particle magnetic
susceptibility (refers to section 3.1.2 for experimental procedure).
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, a plot of the magnetic forceFm
against the quantityp0VHVH,see Equation (2.2-8), is expected to be a
straight line with slope 1(1+ 4xOnce the slope is known, the particle
susceptibility can be easily determined. Figure 5.1 shows one example of
the results obtained for the particle with 25% (w/w) (7.93% (v/v)) ferrite
concentration.M V,. = M V +Maig Valg
Since M = from the above equation we get
V1g
X,,_XFe+Xa1g
The alginate magnetic susceptibility is practically zero, therefore,
VFe
XpXFe =XFeF
123
(5.11)
From Equation (5.1.1), a plot of particle susceptibilities against the
volume fraction generates the ferrite susceptibility as the slope of the
straight line in Figure 5.2. Consequently, knowing the ferrite magnetic
susceptibility and its volume fraction is possible to calculate the particle
magnetic susceptibility.
Table 5.1Alginate-Ferrite particle susceptibility.
Ferrite
%(wlw)
Ferrite
%(vlv)
Particle magnetic
susceptibility [-]
5.0 1.11 0.16
10.0 2.38 0.26
15.0 3.92 0.41
19.7 5.62 0.55
25.0 7.93 0.92125
From the magnetic repulsion model developed in Chapter 2, we
implemented an experiment to measure the repulsion force between two
magnetically susceptible particles (experimental apparatus was discussed
in Chapter 3).
The magnetic repulsion force was determined by the difference
between theparticle weight and particle buoyancy force,fgh1'm
Therefore, these experiments were performedat constant repulsion
magnetic force. Under the conditions of all forces being constant and in
equilibrium the distance between two particles is enough information to
measure the repulsion magnetic force. The repulsion magnetic force was
also calculated from the theoretical model. The distances between the
particles, both measured and predicted by the model (the distance required
to obtain the same magnetic repulsion force) are shown in Figure 5.3.
Three different experiments were performed to validate the model. The
results of one of experiments is exemplified in Figure 5.3. A replicate was
performed to verify measurement accuracy and the calculated data was
determined with the repulsion model (see details of the repulsion model in
Appendix B). The filled triangle represents the minimum distance between
the particles, measured from center to center, with no field. Table 5.2
provides the general information of the particles used in these experiments,
particle characteristics, positioning into the capillary tube and the forces
involvedin the balance of forces around the upper particle.In each126
experiment, digital pictures were taken when equilibrium was achieved.
These photographs were analyzed with the image analyzer software to
determine the distance between the particles. From Figure 5.3 we can
conclude that there is an excellent agreement between experiments and the
model for magnetic field intensities lower than 0.04 T. Beyond this value,
the model does not describe the experimental data well. However, all the
experiments performed in this thesis were in the lower range of the
magnetic field intensities (0-0.025 T). Therefore, we can conclude that the
model is applicable to our research without any doubt. Additional plots can
be found in Appendix I, where similar trends are observed.
Table 5.2Parameters of the repulsion magnetic forceexperimentt.
ParticleParticlePositionCapillary
Run diameterinto thediameter fg, [N] fb,{N] Fm[N]
Em] capillary Em]
1 2.04x103 down
A 2.19x1036.27x1054.37x1051.90x105
2 2.04x103 up
1 1.14x103 down
B 1.27x1031.03x1057.18x1063.12x106
2 1.12x103 up
1 1.10x103 down
C 1.14x1039.43x1066.58x1062.85x106
2 1.09x103 up
Average particle density = 1434kg/rn3
Particle magnetic susceptibillty0.62
Ferrite content in all particles = 19.7 % (wiw)5OE-03
4.5E-03
4.OE-03
a
3.OE-03
25E-03
2
2.OE-03
w 1.5E-03
1.OE-03
5.OE-04
0
0 002 004 0.06 0.08 0.10
Magnetic field B, [T]
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Figure 53Magnetic repulsion between two magnetically susceptible
particles. The distance between them was measured experimentally
and estimated with the repulsion model. Experimental data(0and *),
model data (.), and the minimum distance between particles (a).
5.3Pressure drop and bed expansion
Measurement of the pressure drop along the columnisvery
important because this parameter isdirectly related to the fluidization
quality. Bed pressure drop is associated with the bed voidage. fluid velocity,
and bed height. Pressure drop was measured in the MAFB cylindrical128
column with and without magnetic field. Composite particles of1.84x103m
in diameter with 20% (wlw) ferrite powder were used.
Initially the packed bed was 0.123 m high, while the bed height at the
minimum fluidizationvelocity(9.7 mm/s) was 0.138m. Table5.3
summarizes all magnetic fields used in the MAFB experiments.
Table 5.3Magnetic fields at constant gradient used in the MAFB
experiments
Experiment'MAFB Field codeLinear model used
column
Cylindrical PD B-0.0503z+0.0115 Pressure
_2p ______________
B=-0.0417z+0.0099 RA
Expansion Rectangular RC B=-0.0584z+0.01 39
RE B=-0.0750z+0.0179
CA B=-0.0342z+0.0084
Cylindrical CB B=-0.0423z+0.0836
CC B=-0.0529z+0.0139
Mixing- RA B-0.0417z+0.0099
Segregation
RB B=-0.0500z+0.0119
RC B=-0.0584z-fO.01 39
Rectangular RD B=-0.0667z+0.0159
RE B=-O.0750z+0.0179
RF B=-0.0834z+0.0199
Magnetic Rectangular MS B=-0.0834z+0.0199
separation
Results obtained in the pressure measurements are displayed in
Figures 5.4,5.5. and 5.6.Figure 5.4 shows the pressure drop and129
expansion behavior of the MAFB operated conventionally (no magnetic
field). Similarly, the Figure 5.5 shows the MAFB behavior when a magnetic
field PD is applied. In both experiments, an increase in the fluid velocity
results in the expansion of the fluidized bed.
The Figure 5.6 shows the effect of the magnetic field in the MAFB,
compared at the same superficial fluid velocity (uU.O32 mis). The pressure
drop (the slope of the data) is larger in MAFB bed due to the apparent
weight added to the particles: obviously, the height is smaller than the
corresponding conventional bed. Since an external magnetic force is added
to the particles, the bed is compressed.
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Figure 5.4Pressure drop in a MAFB cylindrical column operated
conventionally (no magnetic field). h=O.123 [m].130
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Figure 5.5Pressure drop in a MAFB cylindrical column with a
linear magnetic field PD (B=-O.0503z+O.0115), where z is the axial
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The bed expansion experiment was performedinthe MAFB
rectangular column. The initial height of the packed bed was 0.13 m.
Particles with 20% (wlw) ferrite powder and a density of 1430kg/rn3were
used. Two magnetic fields with different gradients, Field RA and Field RE,
were considered. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the bed expansion at three
different operating conditions: without field, Field RA, and Field RE. Itis
obvious that the fluid velocity should be increased in the bed with the
magnetic field to reach the same bed height as in the bed without the
magnetic field.
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Figure 5.7Expansion in the MAFB rectangular column operated
at three different conditions: a) conventional, b) Field RA, (B-
O.0417z+O.0099), and c) Field RE, (B=-O.0750z+O.0179), where z
represents particle axial position in the column. h=0.13 m.132
It is clear that an increase in the magnetic field gradient causes more
compression of the fluidized bed. Further increase in the magnetic field will
result in the loss of fluidization; i.e. the particles willfreeze".
5.4Mixing-Segregation
The mixing-segregation experiment was designed to demonstrate
the importance and versatility of the MAFB column under the influence of
the external magnetic field. In this experiment, two types of particles with
the same diameter(1.84x103m) but different densities and different
magnetic susceptibilities were placed inside of the MAFB column. Under
normal fluidization conditions, the particles segregate due to the density
difference (at least 8%). However,ifa magnetic fieldisapplied the
magnetically susceptible particles (lighter particles) receive an additional
force (magnetic force) that pulls them to the zone of maximum field
strength, the bottom of the column. By Increasing the magnetic field
gradient, we were able to modify the particle dynamic equilibrium, which
eventually resultsineffective particle mixing. Stronger magnetic fields
cause lighter magnetically susceptible particles to become heavy enough,
due to the additional magnetic force, to switch the position with the non-
susceptible particles (originally heavier).133
This experiment was carried out in the rectangular and cylindrical
columns to seeif geometry influenced the results. We did not find
significant differences, however, the rectangular column showed a better
stability mainly at the distributor plate (no dead zones, where particles stay
motionless). Figures 5.8, 5.10, 5.12 and 5.14 are digital photographs taken
from the above described mixing-segregation experiment, performed in the
rectangular column, at four different gradient magnetic fields (No field, RB,
RD, and RF fields, respectively).
Initiallytheparticleswere segregated,withthemagnetically
susceptible particles(lighter)at the top of the fluidized bed and the
magnetically non-susceptible particles (heavier) located at the bottom of the
bed (see Figure 5.8). As the magnetic field was increased, both types of
particles started mixing (see Figure 5.10 and 5.12). Stronger magnetic
fieldsproducedalmostperfectmixing(seeFigure5.14).Three
characteristic snap-shot photographs were taken at each condition once the
dynamic equilibrium was reached. The photographs were analyzed with the
lmagePro software.
Figures 5.9, 5.11, 5.13, and 5.15 represent the results obtained in
the mixing-segregation experiment performedin the MAFB rectangular
column, Figure 5.9 shows the results at initial condition (no magnetic field),
the rest of the figures correspond to RB, RD, and RF fields, respectively.
Additional results are shown in Appendix I.Figure 5.8 MAFB rectangular column during the
mixing segregation experiment without magnetic field.
Particles are segregated.
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Figure 5.9 Analysis of the MAFB mixing-segregation without
magnetic field: non-susceptible particles(a),andmagnetically
susceptible particles (). Particles are segregated.IKIii
Figure 5.10 MAFB rectangular column during the mixing
segregationexperiment:FieldRB (B=-0.0500z+0.0119).
where z is particle axial position. Particles are partially mixed.
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Figure 5.11Analysis of the MAFB mixing-segregation: Field RB
(B=-0.0500z+0.0119), where zisparticleaxialposition;non-
susceptible particles (), and magnetically susceptible particles (.).136
Figure 5.12 MAFB rectangular column during the mixing
segregationexperiment:FieldRD (B-O.0667z+O.0159),
where z is particle axial position.
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Figure 5.13 Analysis of the MAFB mixing-segregation: Field RD
(B-O.0667z+O.0159), where z isparticle axial position; non-
susceptible particles(A),andmagnetically susceptible particles
(.).I
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Figure 5.14 MAFB rectangular column during the mixing
segregationexperiment:FieldRF (B=-O.0834z+O.0199.
where z is particle axial position. Particles are well mixed.
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Figure 5.15 Analysis of the MAFB mixing-segregation: Field RF
(B=-O.0834z+O.0199), where zisparticleaxialposition:non-
susceptible particles(a),andmagnetically susceptible particles
(.). Particles are well mixed138
5.5Selective magnetic separation
The MAFB unit can be used as a selective separation device of
paramagnetic particles mixed with a non-susceptible material. To achieve
this task an experiment was designed to separate paramagnetic particles
from a binary mixture of small particles (1:1) ratio. The average size and
particle density were256urn, 1124kg/rn3and231 urn, 1267 kg/rn3for the
target and the companion particle, respectively. The fluidization particle was
1840im with1430 kg/rn3density (about five times larger than target
particles). The magnetic field applied was RE (B=-O.0834z+O.0199), where
z represents the particle axiallocation inside the bed (details of the
experimental set up and particle characteristics are given in Chapter 3).
Characteristics of the Field RE are given in Appendix C.
To demonstrate the degree of separation two experiments were
performed, one without magnetic field (background) and the other under the
presence of a magnetic field (Field RF). Figures5.16and5.17represent
the experimental obtained results. Our qualitative results suggest that a
high degree of separation is achieved.139
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Figure 5.16 Selective magnetic separation in the MAFB rectangular
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Figure 5.17 Selective magnetic separation in the MAFB rectangular
column (Field RE). Accumulative (.), target(A),and companion (.)
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
6.1Particle susceptibility and interparticle magnetic force
The particle magnetic susceptibility, measured independently, shows
an excellent repeatability according to the Figure 5.1 and the Figures 1.4
through 1.7. The information obtained from these graphics serves to create
the Figure 5.2. This figure shows that the ferrite powder used inthis
experiment has a magnetic susceptibility of 11.12 ± 0.89 at least for a
volume fraction below to 0.08 (vlv) of ferrite.The linear expression
obtained from Figure 5.2 relates the ferrite volume fraction in the particle to
the corresponding particle susceptibility.
The theoretical mathematical model proposed to measure the
interparticle magnetic forces shows an excellent agreement with the
experiment, Its credibility is supported with the interparticle repulsion data
obtained experimentally. According to Figures 5.3, 1.8, and 1.9 the model
matches the data for magnetic field lower than 0.04 T. which is higher than
the field normally used in the MAFB experiments (0-0.020 T).141
The inclusion of interparticle magnetic forces in fluidization system
modifies the dynamic behavior of the particles, changing the quality of the
fluidization. It has been observed that increasing the magnetic field intensity
causes particle chain formation, (Rosensweig, 1981), (Villers, 1998), and
(Arnaldos, 1985).Figure 6.1 shows a close-up of the MAFB rectangular
column with particles of 0.0018 m in diameter and magnetic susceptibility of
0.632. Figure 6.2 shows one frame of the result obtained from the AZTECA
code under the same operating condition.Inthe AZTECA code the
interparticle magnetic force mathematical model was implemented to
capture theinterparticle magnetic interaction.Qualitatively, comparing
Figures 6.1 and 6.2, we can compare that the particle chain formation in the
AZTECA simulation is similar to the observed experimentally.142
Figure 6.1Close-up of the experimental MAFB showing the
particle chain formation at high magnetic field.
Figure 6.2Close-up of the AZTECA MAFB simulation showing
the particle chain formation at high magnetic field.143
6.2Pressure drop and bed expansion in the MAFB cylindrical
column
The pressure drop obtained from the AZTECA simulationis
presented in the Figures 6.3,6.4,and 6.5. The simulation operating
conditions were the same as the experimental conditions (as it is described
in Section 5.3). Figure 6.3 shows the comparison between the experimental
and the simulated bed pressure results obtained in the MAFB cylindrical
column without magnetic field. Figure 6.4 displays the comparison between
the experimental and simulated bed pressure of the MAFB cylindrical
column under the influence of the Field PD (B-O.0503z+O.0115). Figure
6.5shows that the magnetic field increases the overall pressure drop and
compresses the fluidized bed.Inthis figure, the experimental and the
simulated results are plotted to demonstrate the agreement between them.
From the data obtained experimentally and simulated, we calculated
the overall pressure drop (vertical intercept) and the bed height (horizontal
intercept) of the column. These values are summarized in Table6.1,and
plotted in Figure6.6,for the overall pressure drop, and Figure6.7,for the
bed height. The compared pairs lie close to the45°line, proving that the
agreement between the experimental and simulation findings is good.If
they were equal, the points would fall over the45°line. According to the
Figures6.6and6.7,the maximum absolute error for the overall pressure
drop is 10%, and for the bed height is 9%.144
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Figure 6.3Pressure drop in a MAFB cylindrical column without
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Figure 6.5Pressuredrop comparisonina MAFB cylindrical
columnwithoutandwithFieldPD(B-O.0503z+O.0115).
Experimental and AZTECA simulation (2450 particles). h)=U.123 [m].
Table 6.1 Comparison results obtainedinthe MAFB cylindrical
column, experimental and AZTECA simulation.
SuperficialOperating Pressure drop, [Pa] Bed height, [m]
velocity,
ExperimentSimulatedExperimentSimulated [mis] condition
0.020
No Field 347 361 0.170 0.186
Field PD 383 423 0.165 0.160
No Field 357 378 0.250 0.251
0.032
Field PD 397 418 0.220 0.205146
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6.3Bed expansion in the MAFB rectangular column
The bed expansion experiment was performedinthe MAFB
rectangular column and simulated using the AZTECA code under the same
operating conditions. In this experiment, the bed height was measured in
situ with a metric ruler. The bed height in the simulations was calculated
with a linear regression of the column pressure data provided by the
AZTECA simulator.
Theresultsobtainedexperimentallyandfromthe AZTECA
simulation are displayed in the Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8Bed expansion comparison between experimental and
simulation in the MAFB rectangular column.4;
According to the Figure 6.8, the absolute average error between the
experimenta[ and the AZTECA simulation of the MAFB rectangular column
expansion are 2.3, 1.5, and 3.5% for the conventional (no field), the Field
RA(B=-O.0417:fO.0099)andtheFieldRE(8--O.0750:tO.0179),
respectively.
The following set of figures is presented to illustrate the agreement
between the bed expansion experiments and the corresponding AZTECA
simulations. The complete set can be found in Appendix I. Each image was
scale-down to provide the same size ratio.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the bed expansion at conventional (no
field applied) operating condition and superficial velocities of 0.020 m/s and
0.028 m/s respectively.
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the bed expansion under the influence
of the magnetic field RA and superficial velocities of 0.025 rn/s and 0.036
rn/s respectively.149
Figure 69 Conventional fluid ization at u= 0.020 mIs: Experiment
(left) and AZTECA simulation (right).
Figure 6.10 Conventional fluidization at u= 0.028 mIs: Experiment
(left) and AZTECA simulation (right).150
Figure 6.11 MAFB fluidization field RA at u= 0.025 mIs: Experiment
(left) and AZTECA simulation (right).
Figure 6.12 MAFB fluidization field RA at u= 0.036 m/s: Experiment
(left) and AZTECA simulation (right).151
6.4Mixing-Segregation
The mixing-segregation results obtained from the AZTECA simulator
are displayed, compared, and analyzed in Figures 6.13 through 6.20. To
emulate the mixing segregation experiment, all experimental conditions are
conserved in the simulation. The simulated results show an excellent
agreement with the experimental data asitis shown inthe mixing-
segregation analysis graphs.
In Figure 6.13. we compare a picture of the experimental (left) and a
frame of the AZTECA simulation (right) for the MAFB rectangular column. It
is evident that the overall particle behavior is the same. This qualitative
conclusionisconfirmedquantitativelyinFigure6.14,wherethe
experimental data (isolated symbols) are displayed together with the
simulated data (connected symbols). These two figures correspond to the
conventional (no field) operation of the MAFB column. Similar comparison
and analysis are performed for the cases where the magnetic fieldis
applied. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 correspond to the magnetic Field RB,
Figures 6.17 and 6.18 are for the magnetic Field RD, and Figures 6.19 and
6.20 correspond to the magnetic Field RF. The simulated data are obtained
averaging 10 frames once the dynamic equilibrium stability is achieved,
normally after 60 s of real time.152
Figure 6.13 Experimental (left) and AZTECA simulation (right) of the
MAFB rectangular column. Mixing-segregation experiment without
magnetic field. Particles are segregated.
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Figure 6.14 Analysis comparison of the experimental (isolated symbol)
and the AZTECA simulation(connected symbol)for the MAFB
rectangular column. Mixing-segregation without magnetic field: non-
susceptible particles(A.),and magnetically susceptible particles (,.).153
Figure 6.15 Experimental (left) and AZTECA simulation (right) of the
MAFB rectangular column. Mixing-segregation experiment with Field RB.
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Figure 6.16 Analysis comparisonof theexperimental(isolated
symbol) and the AZTECA simulation (connected symbol) for the MAFB
rectangular column. Mixing-segregation Field RB: non-susceptible
particles(as,.),and magnetically susceptible particles (.).154
Figure 6.17 Experimental (left) and AZTECA simulation (right) of the
MAFB rectangular column. Mixing-segregation experiment with Field RD.
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Figure 6.18 Analysiscomparisonoftheexperimental(isolated
symbol) and the AZTECA simulation (connected symbol) for the MAFB
rectangular column. Mixing-segregationField RD: non-susceptible
particles(o .),and magnetically susceptible particles (..).4.
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Figure 6.19 Experimental (left) and AZTECA simulation (right) of the
MAFB rectangular column. Mixing-segregation experiment with Field RF.
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Figure 6.20 Analysiscomparisonoftheexperimental(isolated
symbol) and the AZTECA simulation (connected symbol) for the MAFB
rectangular column. Mixing-segregationField RE: non-susceptible
particles(A,.),and magnetically susceptible particles (,.).156
It is convenient to address that a necessary assumption is made to
obtain a satisfactory MAFB simulation when a magnetic fieldis present.
According to the mixing-segregation simulation findings, it is visually evident
that the external magnetic force influences the particle behavior. This
external magnetic force acts on the susceptible particles and pulls them to
the zone of maximum field strength. Therefore, the particles are mixed.
However, in the simulation of the MAFB pressure drop and bed
expansion, this force was not large enough to resemble the compression
and the overall pressure drop observed in the corresponding experiments.
All evidences indicate that the calculated drag force is overestimated, but
only in the cases where the magnetic field is present.
In the presence of a magnetic field the particle magnetize and the
chain formation modifies the quality (structure) of the fluidized bed. This
effect has been observed by other researchers, including (Villers, 1998),
and (Sajc, 1992). Villers evaluated the bed porosity in a MSFB assuming
that the particle chain is equivalent to a virtual particle diameter. Obviously,
the virtual diameter islarger than the actualparticle diameter.Itis
reasonable to assume that because of the particle chaining the drag
coefficient of the fluid acting on a particle in the chain is smaller than the
drag coefficient over individual particles, due to particle shielding.
In the AZTECA code, the Ergun or the Di Felice equation evaluates
the drag force considering the particles as independent entities, without any157
particular influence due to particle chaining. Consequently, a correcting
linear factor is required to compensate the overestimation of the drag
coefficient. This correcting multiplying factor allows the AZTECA simulator
to successfully represent the experimental findings. A Linear relationship as
a function of the maximum field strengthis developed to account this
overcoming. The linear model, factor= -25.13I3+1.0. provedto be
adequate for the MAFB column pressure drop, bed expansion and mixing-
segregation experiments.
6.5Selective magnetic separation
The main idea of implementing this experiment is to demonstrate the
potential and possible future industrial application of the MAFB technology
in the purification of liquids or gases containing ferro- or paramagnetic
particles of micron and sub-micron sizes.
According to the experimental setup described in Chapter 3, a 50:50
binary mixture of paramagnetic and non-magnetic particles (tracer particles)
is introduced as a bolus in the MAFB rectangular column. Properties of the
particles usedinthis experiment are summarized in Table 3.1. This
experiment was performed at two different conditions: no field (control) and
with Field RF.158
Based on the experimental data summarized in Figures 5.16 and
5.17, the fraction of magnetic material non-retained into the MAFB is
calculated using the rate of susceptible particles and the total particle rate
that leave the system. The obtained results are displayed in the Figure
6.21.
At the control conditions, neither the target nor the companion
particles are retained into the bed. Consequently, the output ratio is 50:50 in
average. However, when the magnetic field is applied, the target particles
are retained into the bed, and this decreases the output ratio to 6:94.
Therefore,it can be concluded that 88% of the target particles were
retained into the bed.
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Figure 6.21Non-retainedfractionofmagneticallysusceptible
particles in the magnetic selective separation experiment.159
A significant effort was directed to implement the simulation of the
magnetic selective separation experiment into the AZTECA code. However,
there are important technical difficulties, mainly related to the difference in
particle sizes, the criteria to evaluate interparticle magnetic forces, and
particle collision. These issues are not compatible with the simplified 2-D
model approach, and cannot be overcome unless the AZTECA code is
implemented into a full 3-D GFD-DPM approach.160
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1Conclusions
The first objective of this thesis was the design and manufacturing of
the MAFB apparatusrequiredtoperform experiments andcollect
hydrodynamic data.ThreePlexiglas MAFB columns(rectangular,
cylindrical, and 2-D conical) were manufactured and equipped with the
basic instrumentation.
The second objective was to develop a theoretical mathematical
model to evaluate the interparticle magnetic forces. The presented model,
based on interacting ideal dipoles, successfully calculates the radial and the
angular components of the interparticle magnetic force. The experimental
evidence presented in Chapter 5 validates this model within the range of
magnetic fields used in this research.
The third objective was to simulate the MAFB behavior, using a
CFD-DPM platform. According to the references cited, this is an excellent
approach to emulate fluidized systems because of the individual treatment
of the dispersed phase.161
A Fortran code, AZTECA, was written considering the volume-
averaged Navier-Stokes equation for the continuous phase, and the
Newton's equation of motion for the dispersed phase. It also includes drag
force, virtual mass force, interparticle collision forces, external magnetic
force, and interparticle magnetic forces. The simulated MAFB column is a
pseudo 2-D, with height and width identical to the experimental apparatus
and one particle diameter depth. The AZTECA code generates particle
positions, fluid velocities, pressure distributions, and voidage distributions.
A Visual Basic code, BOLITAS, was written to visualize the data
generated by the AZTECA simulator. This was a key tool for representing
the MAFB simulated behavior in an integrated form for easy human
understanding.
Four groups of experiments (pressure drop, bed expansion, mixing-
segregation, and magnetic selective separation) were performed in the
MAFB apparatus, as described in Chapter 3. The experimental data
gathered served to validate the corresponding AZTECA simulation. It was
provedthattheAZTECAsimulationssuccessfullyemulatedthe
experiments, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The magnetic selective separation was not simulated due to the
difference in particle sizes. Such a simulation would require a fully 3-D
approach. Nevertheless, the experimental results obtained demonstrated
the feasibility of the MAFB column for possible industrial applications.162
7.2Recommendations
This research work represents a solid platform upon which many
future developments can be achieved. The immediate recommendations
include:
Experimental fluidization studies considering alternate composite
magnetic materials, and different magnetic field arrangements.
Experimental fluidization research involving chemical reactions to
study the mass and heat transfer in the MAFB.
.Further studies of the effect of chain formation on the drag force
using prototype particles that resemble the chains observed in the
Explore alternative solution algorithms for CFD calculations,i.e.
implement the PISO method for the integration of the Navier-Stokes
equation, instead of using the SIMPLE method.
.Include additional forces that are significant in liquid-solid systems
due to viscous effects, such as Basset and lift forces.
Upgrade the AZTECA code into a fully 3-D platform to obtain a
closer representation of the reality. The BOLITAS visualization code
will need to be upgraded, as well.163
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APPENDIX A
2-D DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF FLUID FLOW
A.1Equation of continuity
The equation of continuity is developed considering a mass balance
over a stationary volume element,AxAyAz,through which the fluid is
flowing (see Figure A.1).
rate of
mass mass mass
L
accumulation} {
rate of
} {
rate of
}
out in
I \
) L+
Figure A.1Control volume for continuity equation.170
Only the mass flux in thexand y-direction is considered, because
our CFD-DPM program is a two-dimensional simulation program. Then the
mass balance becomes,
&Ay=Ay{(pfu (pju}+&pju(pfuVA}(A.1-1)
at
One can divide both sides of Equation (1.1) byAxAyAz.In the limit
asAxandAyapproach zero, we obtain
aP [a(pfuja(p1u)
ay
(A.1-2)
This equation is conveniently expressed as
(A.1-3)
However, in liquid solid system such as fluidized bed, it is necessary
to consider the volume fraction occupied by the fluid, which normally is
referred as void fraction or voidage (s). The expression of Equation (A.1-3)
is modified with the inclusion of this voidage term,
aEp
-fV.(cpju)=O (A.1-4)
at171
A.2Equation of motion
For a volume elementxyAz, as seen in Figure A.2, we can write
the momentum balance in the form
rate of 1 1rate of1 1rate of1 1sum of forces
)momentuml)momentumL-JmomentumL...)acting on
accumulation
( 1 in
( 1 out
1 1 volume
L J J J element
'1
Figure A2 Control volume for momentum equation,
showing the convective momentum transport for the
x-component only.172
Itis convenient to emphasize that the above balance is a vector
equation with components in the x, y, and z directions. However, within this
study there is no momentum exchange through the front (x-y) and through
the rear (x-y) face because the system is simplified to a 2-D model.
Momentumflowsinto and out of the control volume by two mechanisms:
convection (bulk fluidflow),and molecular transfer (velocity gradients).
The net convective x-momentumflowinto the volume element (see
Figure A.2), for 2-D analysis, is given as
Ay{(pfuux(p11 (pfuYuX} (A.2-1)
Similarly, the net x-momentum rate by molecular transport (Wicks,
1984) according to the Figure A.3, is given as
Ay{tTI}+AXAZ{t (A.2-2)
where tiS the normal stress on the (y-z) face and is the tangential
shear stress on the (x-z) face resulting from viscous forces.
In the usual analysis of the momentum equation for fluid flow
systems, the only important forces are those arising from the fluid pressure173
and the gravitational force per unit mass, g. The resultant of these forces in
the x-direction is
AyAz{ppi}+gAxAyAz
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Figure A.3Molecularmomentumtransportforthe
x-component (solid arrows) and v-component (dashed arrows).
Finally, the rate of accumulation of x-momentum within the control
volume is
(op-u
&v&\-j
(A.2-4)174
SubstitutingtheEquations(A.2-1)-(A.2-4)intothe momentum
balance, dividing the entire expression byAxAyAz,and taking the limit as
Ax,andAyapproach to zero, we get the x-componentofthe equationof
motion
aPfUX-1apftXh1XaPfUvUxJ_+.J2J op
ax ay
(A.2-5)
at ax+ ay ax
Similarly, the y-componentofthe equation of motion is obtained as
aPjuv _1+22
aJ)
at ax ay ) Ox J---+pfgv (A.2-6)
Equations(A.2-5)and(A.2-6)can be expressed in vector form as
aPi"
=-v.(pjuu)-v.t-vp+p1g (A.2-7)
Equation(A.2-7)is similar to the Equation(2.2-2)of Chapter2,
except for the term(v r)in the Equation(A.2-7).This term is the same
term(v2u)of Equation(2.2-2).175
For Newtonians fluids, the stress components in terms of velocity
gradients and fluid properties are given elsewhere (Bird, 1960). For a 2-D
analysis, neglecting the z-component, certain stress components vanish
from the equation. Similarly, from the continuity equation, we haveVu=0,
thus the remaining stress tensors are as shown below
öu 2
'xx
2 au,
'xv
ôu..2
'=_2Jxf--+-tf(V.u)=0
(a1 au
txv =txv
(oi
t=t =_t i+---i=0
xv
az8))
(au
= 'z = -jt1l _._+__L I = 0
'öxöz)
The divergence of the stress in the x-direction is obtained as
(Vt)v=-+176
1a2 1a21 ô2u'i
(v.)
+
regrouping the terms,
(2 a2 a (au au,
(V.t) +
(v = t1V2u ii) (A.2-8)
Similarly, the divergence of the stress in the y-direction
(v.t) =_fv2u_Lf(v.u) (A.2-9)
Equations(A.2-8),and(A.2-9)can befurthersimplifiedby
introducing the equation of continuity for incompressible fluid, V u = 0.
Finally, one can get
V. =t1V2u (A.2-10)
Replacing the relationship of Equation(A.2-1 0)into Equation(A.2-7),
and considering the volume fraction occupied by the fluid (voidage) in the
fluid cell volume, and introducing the interaction term between solid and
fluid phase, the Equation(2.2-2)of Chapter2is obtained177
ö(cu)
Pf + (81111)=cVp +t1.V2(8u)+ Epfg (A.2-1 1)
Equation (A.2-11)isthe so-calledNavier-Stokes equation for
fluidized bed. (The original Navier-Stokes equation was derived first by
Navier, France, 1822, by molecular arguments).178
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE TOTAL REPULSIVE AND ATRACTIVE
INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCES
B.1Repulsive interparticle magnetic force
This model was developed to evaluate the repulsion force between
two magnetized paramagnetic spherical particles.It is assumed that two
identical magnetically susceptible particles are positioned side-by-side in a
uniform magnetic fieldB0and separated by a distancer,as shown in
Figure B.1. Furthermore, it is assumed that these real size particles, can be
Bol
I
Figure B.1Repulsive and attractive magnetic force between
two ideal dipoles under the influence of a uniform external
magnetic field, B0. The forces Fr andF0acting on particle 1 are
of the same magnitude but opposite direction.179
considered ideal dipoles in the calculation of the repulsive and attractive
forces.
The magnetization of each particle is due to the magnetic field at the
particleposition.Each particleis considered as a magnetic dipole
producing a field
B(r,O)= lton: [3sinOcosOI +(2_3sin2 o)]
4icr
(B.1-1)
Since we are considering only the total repulsive force, we are
interestedin the field produced by the dipoles only at 0= tI2;i.e.,
perpendicularly to the dipole orientation. With this simplification, the fields
produced by the two particles are,
Bi(r)=_b0m (B.1-2)
4irr
B7(r)=_0m (B.1-3)
4tr
The magnetic field at the position of the particle determines the
magnitude of the dipoles moments. For the particle 1, this external field is
the superposition of the applied fieldB0and the field created by the
particle2,B2. Therefore,XpVp(l+xt0+B20_3 (B.1-4) m1 =
t0 47tr}
Likewise, for particle 2
X p Vp m2 (B.l-5)
jto 4icr)
Because of the symmetry of the problem, we can assume that dipole
moments are of the same strength and are always collinear. This simplifies
the above expression by settingm1 = m2 = m.Then we get,
XeVP
t0m
m =
L0°4rJ
(B.1-6)
Solving formone can obtain the expression formas a function of
both the external field and the distance from the other dipole
m="4itVr3
0(4mr+XeVp)JBO (B.1-7)
The energy of interaction of the two dipoles, at a distance r and
orientation at an angle 0 (measured from the z-axis to the line that connects
the particles) is given by (Griffiths, 1999) as,
2
U=}Lom(1_3c0s20)
4tr3
(B.1-8)
For the interparticle repulsion case, 0 = it / 2, and after substitutingm
in the above equation, we can obtain181
=4eVpBo[ r 1 (B.1-9)
[(4r3+XeVp)2j
The magnetic repulsive force between the two particles can be found
by takingthenegative of thederivativeof U withrespect tor,
Frepuisive =-ÔU /r,to get
r25 12(XeVpBO)214ir r_XeTp7t12l
Frepuisive
o
[ +XeVp
)3
]
B.2Attractive interparticle magnetic force
(B.1-1O)
The magnetic attractive force model can be obtained in a similar
manner as the repulsive force derivation. In this case, the particles are
aligned over the vertical axis (z-direction) and the orientation of the dipoles
is in the same direction. The angle between the particles,O, measured from
the z-axis, is zero and the fields produced by the particles, simplified from
Equation (B.1-1), are:
Bi(r)=_0m1 (B.2-1)
2irr3B2(r)=_0m
2itr
(B.2-2)
The total dipole moment of the particle, considering the influence of
the external magnetic field and the field induced by the other particle, gives
XYp
(B.2-3)
2mr)m1
= B0+
XeVPIB (B.2-4) m2 =
1to 2irr,i
Under the symmetry assumption, we can conclude thatm1=m2= m
and obtain an equation relating the dipole moment to the external field Ba
and the distancer,
Xe"p
(B.2-5) m=
to 2irrJ
Solving form,
2ltXeVpBo r3 1
m =
to[(27tr3_eVp)]
(B.2-6)
The potential energy of the two dipoles at 0 = 0 position (both
particles are at the z-axis) is derived from Equation(B.1-8)as183
u=_b0m3 (B.2-7)
2itr
Substitutingmone can get,
_27t(eVpBQ)2 [ r 1 U= I I (B2.8)
[(27tr3_XeVP)21
The attractive magnetic force between the two particles can be found
by takingthenegativeof thederivativeof U withrespect tor,
Frepuisi,e =öU /ar,to get
6(XeVpBO)2 r2t2r5 +XeVpmr2l
''attractive =
o
L(2 XeVp
I
(B .2-9)
The negative sign of this equation indicates that the particles attract
each other.184
APPENDIX C
COILS CHARACTERISTICS AND FIELDS PRODUCED
C.1Copper wire used for the manufacturing of electromagnetic
coils.
A copper wire of gauge 10 HAPT (acquired from MWS® Wire
Industries) and nominal diameter of 0.1051-in (0.0027-m) was used in the
manufacturing of coils. This type of wire is coated with a polyester-imide
resin, which provides resistance to insulation damage up to 180 °C.
Polyester-imide PT magnet wire is insulated with a Class H modified
polyester resin. It has excellent thermal endurance, solvent resistance and
exhibits a low coefficient of friction to improve windability. For connectivity it
requires mechanical or chemical stripping. It is commonly used in appliance
and tool motors, continuous operation coils, sub fractional instrument and
servomotors, and solenoids. Table C.1 provides the properties of the type
of wire as reported by the manufacturer.iE*1
Table C.1Wire properties.
Resistivity at 20 DCCoeff. of Tensile
Wire Chemical linear exp.strength, PSI
code composition
(w/w) between 20-
_______K1
OHMS/ TCR
Mm
I
IMax CMF 0-100°C 100°C
MWS-302 Ni, bal. Cu 30 0.0013 0.00001653000060000
Specific Pounds Magnetic Approximate melting point gravity /cubic in attraction
8.9 0.321 None 1100°C
TUFt = Thermal coetticient of resistivity
C.2Coil specifications
A summary of the coil dimensions is given in Table C.2. Number of
turns is given per one layer. For instance, coil Cl has 24 total turns. ID and
OD refer to inner and outer coil diameter, and IL x 1W and OL x OW are
inner and outer length and width of the rectangular coils. Spacing between
coils is 0.04 m, measured from center to center. The coil # Iis placed
underneath the distributor plate, approximately 0.03 m below it. Table C.3
shows the currents applied to the coils to obtain the desired magnetic field.
The coils that are attached to the same power supply were connected in
series to provide the same current. For strong magnetic fields, generation
of heat was observed. To maintain the same fieldstrength,itisrecommended to keep the coils at the same temperature. Coil temperature
was controlled with a fan.
Table C.2Coil dimensions.
Experiment Coil code#Turns#Layers ID Em] OD [m]
Repulsion&
Susceptibility
RS1
RS2
10 0 027 0 080
CI 8 3 0.076 0.118
C2 7 3 0.076 0.113
MAFB C3 6 3 0.076 0.107
Cylindrical C4 5 3 0.076 0.102
C5 4 3 0.076 0.097
C6 3 3 0.076 0.092
Experiment Coil code#Turns#Layers IL x 1W [ml OL x OW [m]
RI 9 5 0.1720.0610.2200.109
R2 8 5 0.1720.0610.2150.104
MAFB R3 7 5 0.1720.0610.2100.098
Rectangular R4 6 5 0.1720.0610.2040.093
R5 5 5 0.1720.0610.1990.088
R6 4 5 0.1720.0610.1940.083187
Table C.3Coils arrangement and current used in the MAFB.
Experiment Field
Code
Coils
Code
Current,
[A] Linear model obtained
Pressure drop
Cylindrical
PD
Ci 11.0
B=-0.0503z+0.O1 15
C2 11.0
C3 8.8
C4 8.8
CS 7.0
C6 7.0
Expansion
Rectangular!
Mixing-
segregation
Rectangular I
MSS
Rectangular
RA
Ri 15.0
B=-0.041 7z+0.0099
R2 7.9
R3 7.9
R4 7.9
R5 4.4
R6 4.4
RB
Ri 18.0
B=-0.0500z+0.01 19
R2 9.4
R3 9.4
R4 9.4
R5 5.3
R6 5.3
RC
Ri 2.0
B=-0.0584z+0.0i39
R2 11.0
R3 11.0
R4
R5 6.2
R6 6.2
RD
RI 24.0
B=-0.0667z+0.0i59
R2 12.6
R3 12.6
R4 12.6
RS 7.1
R6 7.1
RE
RI 27.0
B=-0.0750z+0.0179
R2 14.1
R3 14.1
R4 14.1
R5 7.8
R6 7.8
RF
Ri 30.0
B=-0.0834z+0.0199
R2 15.7
R3 15.7
R4 15.7
R5 8.9
R6 8.91I
Table C.3Coils arrangement and current used in the MAFB
(continued).
Experiment Field
Code
Coils
Code
Current,
[A] Linear model obtained'
Mixing-
segregation
Cylindrical
CA
Cl 15.0
B=-0.0342z+0.0084
C2 15.0
C3 12.0
C4 12.0
C5 10.8
C6 10.8
CB
Cl 20.0
B=-0.0423z+0.0836
C2 20.0
C3 16.0
C4 16.0
C5 14.4
C6 14.4
CC
Cl 25.0
B-0.0529z+0.01 39
C2 25.0
C3 20.0
C4 20.0
C5 18.0
C6 18.0
z is a distance in meters measured from the distributor plate and B is obtained
in Tesla.
C.3Magnetic field generated
Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3 show the magnetic fields used in the
MAFB experiment. These magnetic fields were calculatedwiththe
mathematical model, Equation (3.2.2-7), and corroborated with direct
measurement. Figure C.1 represents the field used in MAFB cylindrical
column during pressure drop measurement (Section 5.3). The thin lines are192
APPENDIX D
MANUFACTURING OF ALGINATE BEADS
Two types of composite particles are used in this study, magnetically
susceptible and non-magnetically susceptible. Alginic acid,ferrite, and
zirconium powder are mixed in the necessary proportions to create particles
of the desired properties.The following instructions are used in the
preparation of the 2% (w/w) alginic acid solution used to produce alginate-
ferrite beads with ferrite content of 20% (w/w). Properties of the materials
used are given in Table 0.1.
1. Weigh 392 g of deionized water into a 600 ml beaker.
2. Weigh 8 g of alginic acid into a weighting cup.
3. As deionized water is mixed (300 rpm), slowly add the alginic
acid powder to the 600 ml beaker.
4. Mix the solution for at least 1 hour to ensure a homogeneous
solution. Increase the mixer speed as the viscosity of the solution
increases.
5. Weigh 102 g of ferrite powder and add it slowly to the freshly
prepared alginate solution. Typically, a viscosity increase is
observed; therefore, the mixer speed is increased to 500 rpm.193
6.Mix for about1hr to ensure that theferrite powder is
homogenously distributed.
7. Pour the mixture into the holding tank of the bead maker
apparatus and extrude the alginate-ferrite droplets into 1.0 M
CaCl2 solution.Itisimportant to maintain constant mixing,
pressure in the holding tank, and air flow to ensure uniform
particle size and density.
Once the droplets fall into the 1.0 M CaCl2 solution, cross-linking is
initiated as calcium alginate forms on the surface of the alginate beads.
Initially the droplet center remains unreacted until the calcium has diffused
to form a homogeneous calcium alginate structure. The reaction between
calcium ions and the alginate molecules is as follows
2H(Alg) + Ca2 >Ca(Alg)2 +2H
Other particles with different physical properties were prepared in
similar manner. Proportions used are described in Table D.2.194
Table D.1Physical properties of materials used in beads manufacturing.
Material Powder size Density
[tm] [kglm3]
Alginic acid
(Low viscosity, 250 cps for 1 .8 1590
2% solution_at_25_°C)
Ferrite powder
5-8 5030
(Steward®, 73300 series)
Zirconium oxide 7-14 5872
Table D.2Composition and characteristics of the alginate beads.
Ferrite ZrO ParticleDensitySusceptibility
Particle
type content,content, size, averaqe(Estimated')
%[w/w]%[w/w] [tm] [kg/m] [-]
5.0 0 1600 1126 0.124
10.0 0 1860 1195 0.264
Alginate- 15.0 0 1920 1314 0.436
Ferrite 19.7 0 2180 1430 0.623
20.0 0 1844 1430 0.632
25.0 0 1970 1595 0.882
Alginate-
0 15.0 1800 1340 0
ZrO
Alginate-
Ferrite- 5.0 5.0 231 1124 0.124
Alginate-
ZrO-Red 0 10.0 256 1267 0
'Model= 11.12; where, 4 = (%195
APPENDIX E
CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS
Several instruments are used in this study. Their calibrations are
required to achieve repeatability and accuracy of the experimental results.
The gaussmeter was sent to the manufacturer, Lakeshore®, for its annual
recalibration. The flow rate delivered by the pump is measured with a digital
turbine rate-meter and the pressure drop along the fluidized bed column
was determined with a pressure sensor system. Instrument characteristics
are discussed in Chapter 3. In the following sections we only present the
calibration curves.
E.1MAFBflowrate calibration
Table E.1 provides the data obtained in the flow rate calibration.
Figure E.1 shows the relationship between the reading of the conventional
flowmeter andthe measuredflowrate.FigureE.2representsthe
comparison between the reading of the digital flowmeter and the measured
flow rate. The scale factor used in the digital flowmeter was 0.063. Since196
Table E.1 MAFB flow rate calibration data.
SampleTime
[s]
Volume
[ml]
Flow rate
[I/mm]
Digital
flowmeter
[I/mm]
Conventional
flowmeter
[gal/mm]
1 6.01 163.84 1.64 1.67 0.4
2 7.09 195.36 1.65 1.67 0.4
3 6.77 187.54 1.66 1.67 0.4
4 7.02 199.19 1.70 1.67 0.4
5 5.49 149.16 1.63 1.67 0.4
6 5.31 147.25 1.66 1.67 0.4
7 7.75 218.46 1.69 1.67 0.4
8 8.41 238.19 1.70 1.67 0.4
9 3.29 136.19 2.48 2.56 0.6
10 5.26 212.11 2.42 2.56 0.6
11 5.17 207.73 2.41 2.56 0.6
12 4.72 190.38 2.42 2.56 0.6
13 3.99 159.18 2.39 2.56 0.6
14 6.22 270.73 2.61 2.56 0.6
15 4.72 200.86 2.55 2.56 0.6
16 5.06 212.3 2.52 2.56 0.6
17 2.65 152.22 3.45 3.33 0.8
18 3.46 192.36 3.34 3.33 0.8
19 3.43 189.54 3.32 3.33 0.8
20 3.32 179.80 3.25 3.33 0.8
21 3.98 220.60 3.33 3.33 0.8
22 4.94 257.89 3.13 3.33 0.8
23 3.84 203.96 3.19 3.33 0.8
24 3.94 209.46 3.19 3.33 0.8
25 2.43 167.22 4.13 4.17 1.0
26 3.41 221.09 3.89 4.17 1.0
27 3.9 244.66 3.76 4.17 1.0
28 4.49 282.15 3.77 4.17 1.0
29 3.67 242.28 3.96 4.17 1.0
30 3.53 244.47 4.16 4.17 1.0
31 2.68 175.41 3.93 4.17 1.0
32 3.87 252.97 3.92 4.17 1.0
33 2.62 207.43 4.75 4.90 1.2
34 2.00 159.98 4.80 4.90 1.2
35 2.35 182.47 4.66 4.90 1.2thereis a slight difference between the experimental data and the
calibration line; the scale factor is modified to 0.061. Details of calibration
can be found in the manual (Omega Engineering, 2000).
E.2Pressure measurement calibration
Measurement of the pressure distribution throughout the MAFB is
performed with a pressure sensor (PX1 39-001 D4V, from Omega®) coupled
with a data acquisition card (PCI-20450P-35). Calibration of this instrument
was made by measuring the static pressure in a water column. The
transducer is attached to one end of the pressure probe and the other end
of the pressure probe is submerged in the water. Collected data are
compared with the calculated pressure to obtain a linear relation that can be
used in the Visual Designer software. Table E.2 shows the recorded and
calculated data. Static pressure is calculated using the equation p = pgh,
where h is the probe depth (into the water column). Figure E.3 shows the
relationship between the static pressure and the voltage signal. The linear
equation served as adjusting parameter used in the FlowGram diagram.
The voltage offset, value obtained from Figure E.3, was subtracted from the
originalvoltagesignalto produce another relationship between the
corrected voltage and static pressure as is shown in Figure E.4.199
Table E.2Pressure transducer calibration data.
Probe depth Static
pressure
[Pal
Voltage
recorded
[VI
Voltage
corrected
(Offset = 2.27)[V1
0 0.0 2.261 -0.009
0.01 98.1 2.288 0.018
0.02 196.2 2.318 0.048
0.03 294.3 2.346 0.076
0.04 392.4 2.375 0.105
0.05 490.5 2.406 0.136
0.06 588.6 2.433 0.163
0.07 686.7 2.457 0.187
0.08 784.8 2.485 0.215
0.09 882.9 2.511 0.241
0.1 981.0 2.536 0.266
0.11 1079.1 2.561 0.291
0.12 1177.2 2.589 0.319
0.13 1275.3 2.615 0.345
0.14 1373.4 2.640 0.370
0.15 1471.5 2.668 0.398
0.16 1569.6 2.695 0.425
0.17 1667.7 2.721 0.451
0.18 1765.8 2.746 0.476
0.19 1863.9 2.773 0.503
0.2 1962.0 2.800 0.530
0.21 2060.1 2.828 0.558
0.22 2158.2 2.855 0.585
0.23 2256.3 2.882 0.612
0.24 2354.4 2.906 0.636
0.25 2452.5 2.934 0.664
0.26 2550.6 2.960 0.690
0.27 2648.7 2.988 0.718
0.28 2746.8 3.015 0.745
0.29 2844.9 3.042 0.772
0.3 2943.0 3.070 0.800
0.31 3041.1 3.095 0.825
0.32 3139.2 3.123 0.853
0.33 3237.3 3.149 0.879
0.34 3335.4 3.174 0.904
0.35 3433.5 3.201 0.931201
Therefore, Visual Designer converts the voltage signal to pressure
according to the following relationship,
p=36894.4(J/ 2.27) (E.1)
where, V, is given in volts and pressure,p, in pascal.
Details of the Visual Designer setting is provided in the user manual
(Intelligent Instrumentation, 1993) and briefly described in Appendix F.203
The icon descriptions are as follows:
pAnaloglnput: It contains information about the type and configuration of
the input signal. Table F.1 provides the information about the type of analog
channel and the range of signal.
Table FlpAnaloglnput icon settings.
Name
IDeviceUnit
IChannelGain
Range
I [V]
IConfiguration
I I
PCI-20450P-3XLPT1 1 0 1 +1-10Single ended
Moving average 1: This is a common method used to smooth the data. A
finite number of raw data values is averaged. The next time step, the oldest
value is discarded and the new data is included in the average. The
maximum number of data values averaged each time is given by the buffer
size, 4096. Taking more values makes the data smoother, but also slows
the response of the average to changes in pressure. We found that
averaging 2001points was adequate to smooth the voltage signal
fluctuation.204
mX+bl: This icon contains the adjusting parameter to correct the averaged
voltage by subtracting the offset voltage. In our case we set m1 .0 and
b= -2.27 (value found in the linear regression of Figure E.3).
mX+b2: This icon serves to correlate the corrected voltage with the reading
pressure. From figure E.4 we found that a linear relationship exist setting
the slope, m=3689.4, and the intercept, b=0.
ASClIFiIeWrite 2: This icon represents a text file where the data is to be
stored. A file name, with absolute path, should be provided. The file is open
for append and closed after each data is written.
Timer 1: In this icon we are able to set the sample period, the initial delay
and pause the clock when the program is stopped. Our sample period was
every 3 minutes with an initial delay of 2 minutes.
Audio Annunciator: This instruction is connected to the timer to produce
a sound signal every time the sample period expired (the data is stored and
it is time to move the pressure probe to another position). The sound used
wasnotify.wav.
Panel 1: Display the raw voltage data, V, in decimal format.
Panel 2: Display the corrected voltage data, V, in decimal format.205
Panel 3: Display the equivalent pressure data, Pa, in decimal format.
Chart 4: This icon sets a plotting instruction to the plotting panel 2 where a
plot of the raw voltage against the buffer is displayed.
Chart 5: This icon sets a plotting instruction to the plotting panel 3 where a
plot of the pressure in Pascal against the buffer is displayed.
More setting details can be found in the user's manual provided by
(Intelligent Instrumentation, 1993).206
APPENDIX G
EXCEL MACROS
In this appendix four Excel macros are presented. Macros Bfield3
and BcoilGrad3 are written to evaluate the magnetic field and the magnetic
field gradient generated by the set of cylindrical coils used in the MAFB
cylindrical column. Macros FORCER and FORCETHETA serve to evaluate
the radial and angular interparticle magnetic force, respectively.
G.1Macros BfieId3 and BcoiIGrad3
Parameters provided to BfieId3 and BcoilGrad3 are: Current, I, [A];
number of turns per layer,Turns, [-];distance above the coil center line, Z,
Em]; coil inner radius,CRmin,[m]; total number of layers per coil,Clayers, [-];
and the wire diameter,Wdiameter,[m]. The magnetic field and the magnetic
field gradient are obtained using the Equation (3.2.2-8). These macros
evaluated the total magnetic field and magnetic field gradient for the set of
coils along the z-axis (see Figure 3.14). However, a spatial calculation can
be made in similar manner using the Equations (3.2.2-6) and (3.2.2-7). The
axial magnetic field gradient at column wall was measured experimentally207
to verify how much the magnetic field gradient varies from the center. The
axial magnetic field gradient differs in less than 3.4%. The radial magnetic
field gradient was not measured but itis assumed to be even smaller,
(Sornchamni, 2000).
Public Function Bcoil3 (I, Turns, Z, CRmin, Clayers, Wdiameter)
Dim R, sumB, K, J, Zcorr
For K=1 To Clayers
Zcorr= Z +((Clayers+1)/2-K)*Wdiameter
For J=1 To Turns
R=CRniin+(J-1)*Wdianieter
sumB=suniB+MUO*
J*RA2/(2*(R"2 Zcorr"2) 1.5)
Next J
Next K
Bcoil3=sumB
End Function
Public Function BcoilGrod3 (I, Turns, Z, CRmin, Clayers, Wdiameter)
Dim R, sumGradB, K, J, Zcorr
For K=1 To Clayers
Zcorr= Z +((Clayers+1)/2-K)*Wdianieter
For J=I To Turns
R=CRmin+(J-1)*Wdiameter
sumGradB=sumGradB (3*MUO*
J*Zcorr*RA
2)/(2*(R 2
+ZcorrA2)A2.5)
Next J
Next K
BcoilGrad3=sumGradB
End FunctionI;
G.2Macros FORCER and FORCETHETA
The macros FORCER and FORCETHETA are used to calculate the
force between two particles, considered as ideal dipoles, in the presence of
a uniform magnetic field. The total magnetic field that the particles sense is
the addition of the external magnetic field and the induced field produced by
its neighbor particle. Parameters used in FORCER and FORCETHETA
macros are: distance between the particles, R, [ml; angle between the
vertical-axis and the line R (distance),Theta,[rad]; particle susceptibility,
XhiP, [-]; particle radius, Rp, [m]; and the external magnetic field strength,
HO, [Aim] (refer to Figure B.1 of Appendix B). The forces obtained are given
in newton.
DefDbl A-Z
Option Explicit
'COMMON CONSTANTS
Const P1 = 3.14159265358979
Const MUD = 0.000001256637 '1 m /A0N/A2
'FORCER
Public Function FORCER(ByVal R, ByVal Theta, ByVal XhIP, ByVal Rp, ByVal MO)
Dini A, Gamma, M, DgammaDr, DniDr, XhiE, Vp
XhiE = XhiP / (1 + XhiP / 3)
Vp = 4 / 3 * * Rp " 3
A = XhiE * Vp / (8 * P1 * R A 3)Ai
Gamma =Atn(3* A *Sin(2*Theta)/ (1 +A*(3*Cos(2*Theta)1)))
MXhiE*Vp*HO/ ((1 A)*Cos(Gamma) 3*A*Cos(2*Theta-Gamma))
Dgammaor -9*A*Sin (2*Theta)/(R* ((1 +A*(3*Cos (2*Theta)
1))2 +(3*A*Sin(2*Theta))A2))
DmDr=XhiE*Vp*HO*(((1 A)*Sin (Gamma)+3*A*Sin (2*Theta
- Gamma))*DgammaDr 3*A*(Cos (Gamma)+3*Cos (2*Theta-
Gamma))/R)/(Cos (Gamma)-A*(Cos (Gamma)+3*Cos (2*
Theta-Gamma)))"2
FORCER=(-MUO/ (4 *PT))* CM A2/R 3* (-6 *Cos (Theta-Gamma)
*Sin (Theta-Gamma))*DgamaDr+(1-3*(Cos (Theta_
-Gamma)) '2)*(_3*MA2/RA4+2*M/RA3*DmDr))
End Function
'FORCETHETA
Public Function FORCETHETA(ByVal R, ByVal Theta, ByVal XhiP, ByVal Rp, ByVal HO)
Dim A, Gamma, M, DgarnmaDtheta, DmDtheta, XhiE, Vp
XhiE= XhiP /(1+XhiP/3)
Vp 4/3*P1*Rp 3
A=XhiE*Vp/(8*pJ*R 3)
GammaAtn(3*A*Sin(2*Theta)/ (1A *(3*Cos(2*Theta) 1)))
M=XhiE*Vp*HO/ ((1 -A)*Cos(Gamma)-3*A*Cos(2*Theta-Gamma))
DgammaDtheta=(2*
(3*A*Sin (2*Theta)) 2+ 6 *A*Cos (2*Theta)_
*(1+A*(3*Cos (2*Theta)-1)))/((1+A*
(3*Cos (2
*Theta)1)) "2+(3*A*Sin(2*Theta))AZ)
DmDtheta=XhiE*Vp*HO* (((1-A)*Sin (Gamma)+3*A*Sin (2_
*Theta Gamma))*DgammaDtheta6 * A *Sin (2*Theta_
-Gamma))/((1-A)*Cos (Gamma)-3*A
*Cos(2*Theta-Gamma)) 2
FORCETHETA=(-MuO/ (4 * *R 4))* (6 * M A2*Cos (Theta-Gamma)
*Sin (Theta-Gamma)*(1-DgammaDtheta)+2*
* (1-3*(Cos(Theta-Gamma))"2)* DniDtheta)
End Function210
APPENDIX H
AZTECA AND BOLITAS CODES
In this appendix two important code are attached: the AZTECA code
and the BOLITAS code. The AZTECA code is used to simulate the behavior
of a MAFB column and the BOLITAS code perform all the post-processing
for visualization purposes.
AZTECA code is written in Fortran 77 and was developed following
the philosophy used by the SAFIRE code (Mikami, 1999), details of the
code development is provided in Chapter 4.
The BOLITAS visualization code is coupled with AZTECA code to
show graphically the behavior of particles and fluid in a MAFB column.
BOLITAS code was designed exclusively for its use with AZTECA code
(Cruz-Fierro, 2001). The BOLITAS code imports a binary file (bolitas.bin)
created by the AZTECA code. The file has a header and a series of frames
with the following information: number of particles, particle radius, time step,
column dimensions, number of fluid cells, type of particles, number of
iteration, particle position, and pressure and voidage in each fluid cell.
BOLITAS features include: view of the MAFB showing particle
positions, pressure map, voidage map, and mixing map (when two types of
particles are present). Another specific capabilities include: zooming, frame211
copy as bitmap, bed height, average voidage, average pressure drop, and
simulation time.
The BOLITAS main code is listed in the Section H.2. Because of its
length and complexity, the non-essential parts of the code are not included.
The main window of the BOLITAS code is displayed in Figure Hi, where
the icons, displays and features are shown.
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Figure H.1BOLITAS window showing its icons, displays, and features.212
H.1AZTECA code
C
C
C AZTECA codeVer 1.0June 2002
C
C Created by Joaqurn Pinto-Espinoza
C
C Cheniical Engineering Department at Oregon State University
C
C The Founder of the SAFIRE Code: Takafumi Mikami (1996-1998)
C Horio-Kamiya Lab. Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture and Technology
C
C "The AZTECA code, based on the SAFIRE code, follows a CFD-DPM approach to simulate a
C Solid-Liquid Magnetically Assisted Fluidized Bed (MAFB). It handles one or two type of
C particles with equaldiameter in a rectangular column. An external magnetic field with
C constant gradientalong the column creates two additional forces: external magnetic force that
C pulls the particles (magnetically susceptible) toward the column bottom, and interparticle
C magnetic force which produces magnetic attraction or repulsion between the particles
C
C ***RectangularColumn
C
c ***** CONTROL PARAMETERS
Particle Properties ***
C ** NBALL
:Number of particles.
PARAMETER ( NBALL = 3300)
C ** DB:Particle diameter fml)
PARAMETER ( DB = 1.84E-03
C ** RB:Particle radius {mj
PARAMETER( RB = DB/2.0
C ** ROP1 & ROP2:Particle density, types1 and 2 [kg/m3]
PARAMETER ( ROP1 = 1430.0)
C ** XHIP:Particle Susceptibility 'PARTICLE TYPE 1IS MAGNETICALLY SUSCEPTIBLE"
PARAMETER ( XHIP = 0.624
C ** PARPOS:tnitia1 oa'tic'e type positioning, O:Random mixed, 1:Type 1at bottom, 2:Type 2 at bottom
PARAMETER (PARPOS " 0
C ** TYPE1FRAC: Particle type 1 fraction
PARAMETER ( TYPE1FRAC = 0.5)
C NUMTYPES: Number of particle types(1 or 2)
PARAMETER ( NUMTYPES =1)
C MAGNETIC FIELD SWITCH-> 0:FIELD OFF, 1:FIELD ON **
INTEGER SWITCH
PARAMETER (SWITCH = 1)
c ** DO YOU WANT INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE? INTERMAG --> 0: NO,1: YES
INTEGERINTERMAG
PARAMETER (INTERMAG = 0)
c ** MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENT [T/m] & FTEU) AT THE DIST. PLATE [TJ**
PARAMETER ( GRADB=-7.5O6E-O2, BZERO=1.790E-02) FIELD E!
C *** Fluid Properties "
C ** ROF:Fluid density [kg/m3)
PARAMETER ( ROF = 998.2
C ** MYU
:Fluid viscosity [Pa.sJ
REAL MYU
PARAMETER ( MYU = 1.002E-O3
C ** MUZERO: Vaccum permeability [N/A2)
REAL MUZERO
PARAMETER ( MUZERO =1.256637E-06213
C ** UN1 & UN2: Fluid velocity on distributor plate [rn/si
C UN1is for cells marked as 31
C UN2 is for cells marked as 32
PARAMETER( UN1 = 0.034, UN2 = 0.034)
C STARTTIM[: Time used to gradually increase fluid velocity [s]
PARAMETER( STARTTIME = 1.0
C =' Column Dimension ***
C DX & DY: Column width and height [ir]
PARAMETERC DX = 0.076, DY = 0.297
C LI & U: Number of fluid cells in X and Y direction
PARAMETER (LI = 11, U= 43
C LN: Number of dimensions for the U array (1*Ux, 2'Uy, 3=Press correction, 4=Pressure)
PARAMETER ( LN =4
C ** MMX & MMY:Used for particle grid dimension, calculated based on particle radius
PARAMETER( MMX = DX/RB-1, MMY = DY/RB-i
C ** NPWALL :Vertical length of the cells to integrate the bed pressure NPWALL*RB
PARAMETER( NPWALL 10
C Runtime Controls ***
C ** IWAY 0:free fall, 1:fluidization, 2:fall and fluidization
PARAMETER (IWAY = 2
C TOTALTIME:Total time in seconds.Number of iterations will be calculated as
C MAXLOOP=TOTALTIME!DTIME where DTIME=COL TZERO/5.0
PARAMETER( TOTALTIME = 20.0
C ** IEP0: simpe, 1:RigurousVoidage calculation method!
PARAMETER (IEP =1
C ** NMAX
:Max iteration number fluid caic., CC :Limit of residual.
PARAMETER( NMAX = 3000, CC = 0.0001
INTEGER DRAGF Method used to evaluate the drag force 5: De Felice; 8: Ergun
PARAMETER (DRAGF=8)
C Output Controls
C ** LOCINT:Interval for output: how many iterations between outputs to files.
PARAMETER ( LOCINT 10000
C *** BOLITAS parameters
C
'BOLFRAME: Number of frames wanted per second
PARAMETER (BOLFRAI'IE=lOO)
C ** BOLFREQ: Bolitas data acquisition frequency [s]
PARAMETER( BOLFREQ=1.0/BOLFRAME
C ** BOLVER: Version of Bolitas data file: 3=1&2 types, pressure and voidage
INTEGER BOLVER
PARAMETER( BOLVER = 3
C VARIABLE DECLARATION S*****
C *** FOR CONTRO *****
INTEGER COUNT !Counter
INTEGER LNN
INTEGER MAXLOOP !Maximum loop number
INTEGER MX
INTEGER MXI
INTEGER MY
INTEGER MY1
INTEGER NUMBALL, NUMBALL2
INTEGER PLOOP Particle collision judge loop number
INTEGER XLOC,YLOClocation in particle X and V grid respectively
C FOR PARTICLE ***
REAL DELTAN, DELTAS!Normal and tangential direction overlap at collision between particles [m]REAL DELTANW, DELTANBNormal direction overlap at collision to the wall and to the bottom [rn)
REAL DELTASW, DELTASB'Tangential direction overlap at collision to the wall and to the bottorn[rn]
REAL ON ,DS !Norrnal and tangential dumping force at particle-particle collision [N]
REAL DNWR,DNWL !Normal dumping force at particle-right and left wall collision [N]
REAL DPIJ !Rotative displacement [m]
REAL DSWR,DSW_L !Tangential dumping force at particle-right and left wall collision[N]
REAL DuNE time step for particle calculation [s]
REAL DXIJ,DYIJRelative distance at collision in X and V axis[ni]
REAL ElAN Normal
REAL ETANW
REAL FORCEN, FORCET Normal and tangential force between particles collision [NJ
REAL GV Gravitational Force in vertical direction [m/S2]
REAL*8JR Trigger for random number
REAL KN Normal spring constant [N/rn]
REAL KNW Normal spring constant at the wall[N/rn]
REAL KS Tangential spring contant [N/rn]
REAL KSW Tangential spring constant at the wall[N/mJ
REAL MU Friction factor for Particle-Particle
REAL MUW Friction factor for Particle-Wall
REAL P1 Constant 3.1416....
REAL RIJ !Distance between particle centers [ml
REAL SINT,COST !Collision particle angle, sine and cosine respectively
REAL*8 UNIFRORatio JR/MU for random number
REAL XIJ, ViiDistance between the center of colliding in X and V axis respectively [m]
REAL XW1 ,XWO ,YBO Overlap between particle in right,left and bottom wall(m]
REAL DELTAP(NBALL) Rotational displacement of particle [rad]
REAL DELTAX(NBALL), DELTAY(NBALL) !Displacement in the X and Vdirection [m]
REAL EN(NBALL,6) Rotational distance memory [rad]
REAL ENWR(NBALL), ENWL(NBALL), ENWB(NBALL)Normal repulsion force between particle and right,
C left and bottom wall[N]
REAL SITA(NBALL) Particle rotation angle [rad]
REAL VELP(NBALL) Rotational particle velocity [rad/s]
REAL VELX(NBALL),VELY(NBALL) Particle velocity in X and V direction [m/s]
REAL X(NBALL), Y(NBALL) !location of particle [rn]
INTEGERCOLN(NBALL) !Nurnber of touching point on a particle [6]
INTEGERIEN(NBALL,6,3) !Array with (number of particles, contact point)
INTEGERIPENWB(NBALL) !Contact flag between particles
INTEGERIPENWR(NBALL),IPENWL(NBALL) !Contact flag to the right and left wall
INTEGERIPENWT(NBALL)
INTEGERMESH(-3:MMX+3,-3:MMY+3) Particle positioning mesh (1:exist, O:none)
INTEGERXMESH(NBALL),YMESH(NBALL) Particle mesh for the X and V axis respectively
REAL ESWR(NBALL),ESWL(NBALL),ESWB(NBALL)Tangential dumping force to the right, left and
C bottom wall [N]
REAL ESWT(NBALL) !Tangential dumping force between particles [NJ
REAL FORCEP(NBALL) Total '-otational force at collision[N]
REAL FORCEX(NBALL), FORCEY(NBALL) Total force at collision in X and V direction [N]
REAL PWALL(O:I?'lY/NPWALL) !Normalparticle force on left wall[N]
REAL RP(4) Relaxation coefficient; for velocity, 1: X direction, 2:V direction, 3: for
C pressure correction, and 4: for pressure
REAL BOXN(LI+2,LJ+2) !Particle number in fluid cell
C FORFLUID
INTEGER LB(Li+2,LJ+2,LN) Boundary condition number for fluid cell
REAL EP(Li-4-2,LJ+2),EP1(LI+2,LJ+2) !Void fraction (epsilon) new and old
REAL PDS(LI+2,LJ2) ,PDW(LI+2,LJ2)
REAL RZZS(LI+2,LJ+2) Memory of ZZS for each grid
REAL U(LI+2,LJ+2,LN+2),U1(Li+2,LJ+2,LN+2)Fluid properties memory storage for velocity in both
C direction,pressure correction, and pressure;1:NV1(X direction), 2:NV2(V direction),3:NP
C (pressure correction) ,4:NQ (pressure) (NEW and OLD)
***FOR PARTICLE-FLUID***
INTEGER IBOX(LI+2,LJ+2,4O) !Particle number in fluid cell
INTEGER IBOXN(LI+2,LJ+2) Order of IBOX
REAL BOXVX(LI+2,LJ+2),BOXVY(LI+2,LJ+2) !Suni of the particle X velocity in the fluid cell
REAL FPBX(LI+2,LJ+2) X fluid particle interaction force acting on fluid cell[N]215
REAL FPBY(LI+2,LJ+2) V fluidparticle interaction force acting onfluidcell[N]
REAL FPPX(NBALL) !X fluidparticle interaction force acting on aparticle in cell[N]
REAL FPPY(NBALL) !Y fluidparticle interaction force acting on aparticle in cell[N]
REAL RELVX, RELVY !Relative velocity of particle-base for X and Vaxis [rn/s]
REAL UXAVR !X-fluidaverage velocity of the cell[rn/s]
REAL UYAVR !Y-fluidaverage velocityofthe celi[m/s]
**ADDED DECLARATIONS MISSING IN THE ORIGINAL CODE***
FOR RANDOM INITIAL PARTICLE POSITIONING
REALDIST !1/2 OFTHE DISTANCE BETWEENPARTICLE SURFACES
REALRX !1/2 OFTHE DISTANCE BETWEENPARTICLE CENTERS (DIRECTION X)
REALRY 1/2 OFTHE DISTANCE BETWEENPARTICLE CENTERS (DIRECTION Y)
INTEGER XMAX MAXIMUMNUMBER OF PARTICLESON X DIRECTION
INTEGER YMAX MAXIMUMNUMBER OF PARTICLESON V DIRECTION
REALGRIDX, GRIDY,GRIOZ FLUID CELL SIZE [rn]
**** MY VARIABLES ****
REAL COUNT1 PARTICLE TYPE1 COUNTER
REAL CSB !PARTICLE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA [rn2)
REAL FBVMX !VIRTUAL MASS EFFECT ON THE X COMPONENT
REAL. FBVMY VIRTUAL MASS EFFECT ON THE V COMPONENT
REAL FDBO FLUID DRAG FORCE IN THE ABSENCE OF OTHER PARTICLES
REAL FORCEMAG !EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FORCE [N]
REAL FORCEVM !VIRTUAL MASS FORCE, N
REAL IM1,M2 !INERTIA MOOMENT OF PARTICLE TYPE 1& 2 [Kg rn2]
REAL INTERX, INTERY !PARTICLE POSITION FOR INTERPOLATION [mi
REAL INTERUX, INTERUY INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY AT PARTICLE POSITION [rn/s]
REAL MBAV AVERAGE MASS OF PARTICLE TYPE 1 & 2 [Kg]
REAL MB1,MB2 PARTICLE MASS OF TYPE 1 & 2 [Kg]
REAL RELA MAGNITUDE OF RELATIVE ACCELERATION, [rn/s2]
REAL RELAX RELATIVE ACCELERATION IN X DIRECTION,[rn/s2]
REAL RELAY !RELATIVE ACCELERATION IN Y DIRECTION,[rn/s2]
REAL RELV MAGNITUDE OF RELATIVE VELOCITY, [rn/s]
REAL RELVXOLD(NBALL) RELATIVE VELOCITY IN X DIRECTION,[rn/si
REAL RELVYOLD(NBALL) RELATIVE VELOCITY IN V DIRECTION,[rn/si
REAL TIME CURRENT TIME OF CALCULATIONS [s]
INTEGER TYPES(NBALL) PARTICLE TYPE
REAL XHI !DI FELICE COEFFICIENT TERM
REAL SUMP(LJ) AVERAGE OVERALL PRESSURE ALONG THE COLUMN. [Pa]
REAL SUMEP(LJ) !AVERAGE COLUMN VOIDAGE, [-I
REAL PBED(LJ) !AVERAGE FLUIDIZED BED PRESSURE, [Pa]
REAL AK !PARAMETER FOR INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE,[-]
REAL GAMMA DIPOLE MOMENT ANGLE, [RAD]
REAL MDIP !OIPOLE MOMENT OF THE PARTICLE, [A m2]
REAL XHIPE !EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY, [-]
REAL HZERO !AVERAGE FIELD STRENGTH, [A/rn]
REAL THETA !ORIENTATIONAL ANGLE, [RAD]
REAL DGA1+IADR !PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF GAMMA WITH RESPECT TO R,[RAD/rn]
REAL DGAl?lADTHETA !PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF GAMMA WITH RESPECT TO THETA, [RAD/R.AD]
REAL DMDIPDR !PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF M WITH RESPECT TO R,[A in]
REAL DMDIPDTHETAPARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF H WITH RESPECT TO THETA, [A rn2/RAD]
REAL IMFR MAGNETIC RADIAL FORCE,[N]
REAL IMFTHETA MAGNETIC ANGULAR FORCE, [N]
REAL IMFX MAGNETIC HORIZONTAL FORCE, [N]
REAL 1MEV MAGNETIC VERTICAL FORCE,[N]
VARIABLES FOR BOLITAS ONLY
REAL BOLTIMER TIME NEEDED TO STORE THE NEXT BOLITAS DATA [s]
REAL PRESSURE(LI+2,LJ+2)'FLUID PRESSURE U(I,J,4) [Pa]C %%%%% END OF DECLARATIONS %%%%%
C OPEN FILES
OPEN (58, FORM=UNFORMATTED, FILE='bolitas,bin
OPEN (65, FORM= FORMATTED, FILE=fmoL.txt
OPEN (68, FORM= FORMATTED, FILE=avpbed.tst
OPEN (76, FORMFORMATTEO, FILE=genno.txt
OPEN (15O,FORM= FORMATTED, FILE&pressure.txt)
IF (NUMTYPES.EQ.1) THEM
WRITE(*,*)AZTECA ver 1.0 => One type of particle <
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)A7TECA ver 1.0Two types of partices <='
END IF
WRITE(*,*) OSU Jovanovic-Fluidization Tem
WRITE(150,*)COLUMN OVERALl. PRESSURE DROP
WRITE(150,*)PLOOP CENTER DIAGONAL
C *** ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES ***
P1 = 3.141592
C ** GV: Gravity acceleration (vertical) [m/52]
GV =+9.80665
IF (NUMTYPES.EQ.1) THEN
C ** MB1:PARTICLE MASS (kg]
MB1 = ROP1*4.O/3.O*PI*RB**3
WRITE(*,*) M8l [ks] ,MB1
C ** IM1: MASS MOMENT[kgm2]
IM1 2.O*MB1*RB**2/5.0
ELSE
C **MBI & MB2: Particle mass of types 1 & 2 [kg]
MB1ROP1*4/3*PI*RB**3
MB2ROP2*4/3*PI*RB**3
WRITE(*,*)Pjrtice massI: MRIkO] ,MB1
WRITE(*,*)Pdrticle mass ?: MB2 [kq]=',MB2
C IM1 & 1M2: Rotational inertia moment[kg ml
IM1 = 2.O*MB1*RB**2/5.O
1M2 = 2.O*M82*RB**2/5.O
ENDIF
C ** BV: Particle volume[mi)
BV4.O/3.O*PI*RB**3
C ** CSB: Particle cross sectional area[m2]
CSB = PI*RB**2
C ** XHIPE:Effective Particle Susceptibility [-]
XHIPE - XHIP/(1.O+XHIP/3.0)
For HOOK spring model
EOR 0.9 RESTITUTION COEFFICIENT
EORW =0.9 !RESTITUTION COEFFICIENT for WALL
MU 0.3 FRICTION FACTOR FOR P-P
MUW 0.3 FRICTION FACTOR FOR P-WALL
KN 8.E2 STIFFNESS NORMAL
KS O.1*KN
KNW =KN
KSW =KSIF (NUMTYPES.EQ.1) TEEN
COL TZERO= SQRT(MB1/KN*(PI*PI))
COLT = SORT(MB1/KN*(P1*PI+ALOC(EOR)**2))
COLTS= SORT(MB1/KS*(PI*PI+ALOG(EORW)**2))
ElAN =_2.O*MB1/COL T*ALOG(EOR)
ETAS =_2.O*MB1/COLTS*ALOG(EORw)
ELSE
IF (MB1.T.MB2) THEN
COLTZERO= SQRT(MB1/KN*(PI*PI))
ELSE
COLTZERO= cQRT(MB2/KN*(pI*PI))
ENDIF
MBAV= (MB1-*1B2)/2 .0
COL_T = SORT(MBAV/KN*(PI*P1+AOG(EOR)**2))
COL_TS= SQRT (MBAV/KS*(PI*PI+ALOG(EORW)**2))
ElAN =_2.O*MBAV/COL T*ALOG(EOR)
ETAS =_2.O*MBAV/COLTS*ALOG(EORW)
END IF
ETANW = ElAN
ETASW = ETAS
C TIME STEP AND MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ------
DTIME = COL TZERO/5.0
MAXLOOP = ThT(TOTALIIME/DTIME)
WRITE(*,*) TOT1L TIME ,TOTALTIME,
WRITE(*,*)DELTA TIME ,DTIME,
WRITE(*.*) MAXLOOP ,MAXLOOP
C PARAMETERS FOR INITIAL LOCATION OF BALLS ------
IR = 1.5 for RANDOM NUMBER
DIST= RB*O.25 Distance from another ball [m]
RX = (RB+DIST)
RY = (RB+DIST)
XMAX= INT((DX-RB-DIST)/RX/2.0)MAX NUM. of BALL in X-axis
YMAX Ir(NBALL/XMAX) !MAX NIJM. of BALL in Y-axis
FOR FLUID ------
RP( 1) =0.7
RP(2)=0.7
RP(3)=0.9
RP (4) =0 . 9/4 .0
NV 1= 1
NV2=2
NP=3
NQ=4
GRIDX = DX / LI
GRIDYDY / U
GRIDZ = DB
N R RAT = MYU/ROF
AE=GRIDY*GRIDZ
AN=GRIDX*GRIDZ
VBOX=GRIDX*GRIDY*GRIDZ
DO I=1,LI+2
DO J=1,LJ+2
DO K=1,LN
LB(I,J,K)=O
END DO
END DO
END DO
RSREF=GRIDY
CELL SIZE X DIRECTION [mJ
CELL SIZE V DIRECTION [m}
CELL SIZE Z DIRECTION [m]
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY [m2/sJ
CELL VOLUME [m3]
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C FOR INITIAL LOCATION of BALLS -
DO I=-3,MMX+3
DO J=-3,MMY+3
MESH(I ,J)=O
END DO
END DO
DO I=1,NBALL
XMESH( I) =0
YMESH( 1) =0
END DO
C ----- ## LEVEL 1 START (Initial location of balls)
IF (IWAY.EQ.O .OR. IWAY.EQ.2)THEN
C for BALL initial setting for IWAY=O,2 -----
C PARTICLE TYPE ASSIGNATION
IF (NUMTYPES.EQ.1) THEN
DO I=LNBALL
TYPES (1) =1
END DO
ELSE IF (NUMTYPESEQ.2) THEN
IF (PARPOS.EQ.1) THEN
DO I=1,NBALL
IF (I.LE.(NBALL*TYPE1FRAC)) THEN
TYPES (1) =1
ELSE
TYPES(I)=2
ENDIF
END DO
ELSE IF (PARPOSEQ.2) THEN
DO I=1,NBALL
IF (1.GE.(NBALL*(1_TYPE1FRAC))) THEN
TYPES(I)=1
ELSE
TYPES(I)=2
ENDIF
END DO
ELSE
COUNT 1= 1. 0
TYPES( 1) =1
DO I=2,NBALL
IF ((COUNT1/(I-1)),IT.TYPE1FRAC) THEN
TYPES(I)=1
COUNT1=COUNT1+1 .0
ELSE
TYPES(I)=2
ENDIF
END DO
ENDIF
ENDIF
C RANDOM SETTING OF PARTICLES ---------
COUNT= 0
DO J=1, YMAX+1
DO 1=1, XMAX+1
XO=2.*RX*(I_1)+O.9*UNIFRD(IR)*DIST+RB+Rx*rcn(J+1,2)
IF (DX-XO-RB.GE.O.0) THEN
YO=2.*RY*(J_1)+O.9*UNI FRD(IR)*DIST+RB
COUNTCOUNT + 1
IF (COUNT.GT.NBALL) THEN
GOTO 30[Mill
X(COUNT) = XO
Y(COUNT) = YO
XMESH(COUNT)=T 1(X(COUNT)/RB)
YMESH(COUNT)=: T(Y(couNT)/RB)
VELX(COUNT)=O. 1*(O.5_UNIFRD(IR))
VELY(COUNT)=O. 1*(O.5_UNIFRD(IR))
VELP(COUNT)=O.O*(O.5_UNIFRD(IR))
MESH(XMESH(COUNT) ,YMESH(COUNT) )=COUNT
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
C INCLUIR PARTICULA +TURBADA
ENDIF
C %%%%% LEVEL 1 END (Initial location of balls) %%%%%
30 COUNT = 0
PLOOP=O
C ***OUTPUT INITIAL LOCATION OF PARTICLES ***
WRITE (*,*)ttdrtL L1)CATION WAS SET
C ===== BOUNDARY FLAGS SETTING
DO NN=NV1NQ
DO J=1,LJ+2
DO I=1,LI+2
LBB=LB(I ,J,NN)
IF(I.EQ.LI+2 .AND. J.GE.1 .AND. J.LE.LJ+2 ) LBB=44
IF(I.EQ.1 ) LBB=22
IF(J.EQ.LJ+2AND. I.GE.2 .AND. I.LE.LI+1.AND.I.LE.LI+1)LBB=36
IF(J.EQ.LJ+1AND. I.GE.2 .and. I.LE.LI+l) LBB=35
C SET BOUNDARY AT DISTRIBUTOR PLATE.
Il(J.EQ.1 .AND. I.GE.2 .AND. I.LE.LI+1)LBB=32
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.I.EQ.3) LBB=31
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.I.EQ.5) LBB=31
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.I.EQ.7) LBB=31
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.I.EQ.9) LBB=31
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.I.EQ.11) LBB=31
LB(I,JNN)=LBB
END DO
END DO
END DO
C %%%%% END BOUNDARY FLAGS %%%%%%
C FLUID GRID OUTPUT
WRITE(65,*) FLt,ID CELL DATA Veioities, Pressure, and Void fraction
WRITE(65,*) CELL ON X DIRECTION LI= ,LI
WRITE(65,*) CLLL ON Y DIRECTION LJ,LJ
C BOUNDARY FLAG OUTPUT -----
WRITE(65,*) FOLJNDARLES FLAGS
WRITE(65,*) LF:I,J,N) ,Nr4=,1,
DO J=LJ+2,1,-1220
WRITE(65,1026) J,(LB(I,J,l),I=+1,LI+2)
END DO
WRITE(65,1027) (I,I=+1,LI+2)
1026 FORMAT(1H ,13,3X,4614)
1027 IORMAT(1H, ,3X,4614,/)
C INITIALIZATION OF FLUID VELOCITIES***
DO I=1,LI+2
DO J=1,LJ+2
PDW(I,J)=O.O
PDS(I,J)=O.O
EP(I,J) =1.0
EP1(I,J)=EP(I,J)
DO K=1,LN+2
U(I,J,K)=0.0
U1(I,J,K)=U(I,J,K)
END DO
U(I,J,4)=ROF*GV*(DY/L3)*(LJ+l_J) INITIAL PRESSURE ASSIGNMENT
U1(I,J,4)=U(I,J,4)
END DO
U(I,LJ+2,4)=0.0 !Pressure in the topmost cell is not used, set to zero
U1(I,LJ+2,4)=0.0 IThe same, for previous iteration
END DO
C INITIALIZATION OF RELATIVE VELOCITIES
DO 1=1, NBALL
RELVXOLD(I)=0.O-VELX(I) FLUID VELOCITY MINUS PARTICLE VELOCITY
RELVYOLD(I) =0.0-VELY(I)
END DO
C
C * BOUNDARY CONDITIONS for first loop*
C ** ====
NN=NV1
DO J=1,LJ+2
DOI=1,LI-f2
LBB=LB(I,J,NN)
C NN=NV1
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(I,J,NV1)=O.0
IF(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,NVI)=0.0
IF(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,NV1)=U(I,J-1,NV1)
IF(LBB.EQ.31) U(I,J,NV1)=0.O
C NN=NV2
IF(LBB.EQ.32) U(I,J,NV2)=0.0
IF(LBB.EQ.31) U(I,J,NV2)=0.0
IF(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,NV2)=-U(I-1,J,NV2)
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(1,J,NV2)=-U(I+1,J,NV2)
IF(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,NV2)=U(I,J-1,NV2)
C NNNP
IF(LBB.EQ.35) U(I,J,NP)=0.0
!F(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,NP)=0.0
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(I,J,NP)=0.0
!F(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,NP)=0.0
C NNNQ
!F(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I,J-1,NQ)
IF(LBB.EQ.35) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I,J+1,NQ)
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I1,J,NQ)
IF(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I-1,J,NQ)
C EP221
IF (LBB.EQ.22) EP(I,J)=EP(I+1,J)
IF (LBB.EQ.44) EP(I,J)=EP(I-1,J)
IF (LBB.EQ.31) EP(I,J)=1.0
IF (LBB.EQ.32) EP(I,J)=l.O
END DO
END DO
INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES AND ARRAYS
COUNT = 0
PLOOP = 0
LOOP= 0
do I=l,NBALL
DELTAX(I)=O.O
DELTAY (I) =0.0
DELTAP(I)=O.O
[ND DO
IF (IWAY. EQ. 1)T[N
do I=1,NBALL
VELP(I)= 0.0
VELY(I)= 0.0
VELX(I)= 0.0
END DO
ENDIF
DO I=1,NBALL
COLN(I)= 0
ENWR(I) 0.0
ENWL(I)= 0.0
ENWB(I)= 0.0
ESWR(I)= 0.0
ESWL(I)= 0.0
ESWB(I) 0.0
FORCEX(I)= 0.0
FORCEY(I)= 0.0
FORCEP(I)= 0.0
FPPX(I)= 0.0
FPPY(I)= 0.0
DO J=1,6
EN(I,J)= 0.0
DO K=1,3
IEN(I,J,K)0
END DO
END DO
END DO
COLN2 = 0
COST= 0.0
SINT= 0.0
DXIJ= 0.0
DYIJ= 0.0
DPIJ 0.0
DELTAN= 0.0
DELTAS= 0.0
%%%%% END of INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND ARRAYS %V%%
CLOSE (58)
CLOSE (65)
CLOSE (68)
CLOSE (76)
CLOSE (150)
OPEN (58, FORM-UiFORATTED,ACCESS.APP[ND ,FILE='bolitas.bin
OPEN (65, FORM-FORMATTED,ACCESS=APPEND,FILE-f'mout.txt
OPEN (68, roRM= FORMATTED,ACCESSAPPFND ,FILE=avpbed.Lxl222
OPEN (76, FORM= ,ACCESS='APPEND ,FILE
OPEN (15o,FoRM=rnrrD
C BOLITAS DATA OUTPUT
C BOLITAS - HEADER
WRITE (58) BOLVER,NBALL,RB,DTIME,DX,DY,LI,LJ,NUMTYPES
C WRITE LIST OF TYPES,IF NECESSARY
IF (NUMTYPES.EQ.2) WRITE (58) TYPES
C BOLITAS - INITIAL LOCATION
DO I=l,LI+2
DO J=1,LJ+2
PRESSURE(I ,J)=U(I,J,4)
END DO
END DO
C BOLITAS -INITIAL POSITION
WRITE (58) PLOOP, X, Y, PRESSURE, EP
C BOLITAS - TIME FOR THE NEXT FRAME
BOLTIMER = BOLFREQ
C LOOP U LEVEL1
START OF THE MAIN LOOP ****
1 CONTINUE
TIME PLOOP*DTIME
LOOP=LOOP+1
DO I=1,LI+2
DO J=l,LJ+2
IBOXN(I,J)= 0
BOXVX(I,J)= 0.0
BOXVY(I,J)= 0.0
PDW(I,J)= 0.0
PDS(I,J)= 0.0
END DO
END DO
C ULEVEL 1 START
C ----- Making particle mesh to judge collision and counting how many particles
C are in each cellvoid fraction
IF (IEP.EQ.0)THEN
C Approximated Method -----
DO lB = 1 .NBALL
IBX=i'.(X(IB)/GRIDX)+2
IBY=Ir(Y(IB)/GRIDY)+2
IBOXN(IBX, IBY) =IBOXN(IBX, IBY)+1
IBOX(IBX,IBY,IBOXN(IBX,IBY))=IB
BOXVX(IBX, IBY)=BOXVX(IBX, IBY)+VELX(IB)
BOXVY(IBX,IBY)=BOXVY(IBX,IBY)+VELY(IB)
END DO
ELSE
C ---- Rigurous Method -----
IF( IEP. EQ. 1) THEN
DO I=1,Ll+2
DO J=1,LJ+2223
BOXN(I,J) 0.0
END DO
END DO
DO lB1, NBALL
HXDR=O.O
HXUR=O.O
HYDR=O.O
HYUR=O.O
VXDYD=O.O
VXDYU=O.0
vXuYu=O.O
VXUYDO.O
vxD=O.O
vxu=O.O
VYD=O.O
vYu=O.O
HXD=O.O
HXU=O.O
HYD=O.O
HYU=O.O
IBX=:rJ(X(IB)/GRIDX)+2
IBY=UT(Y(IB)/GRIDY)+2
XED=X(IB)-(IBX-2) *GRIDX
XEU=X(I8)_(IBX_1)*GRIDX
YED=Y( IB)-(LBY-2) *GRIDY
YEU=Y(IB)-(IBY_1)*GRIDY
IF (XED. LT .RB)THEN
HXD=(R8-XED)/RB
HXDR=HXD*HXD* (3 .O_HXD)*O.25
END IF
IF(XEU.GT.-RB)TN[N
HXIJ= (RB+XEU)/RB
HXUR=HXU*HXU* (3.O_HXU)*O. 25
EN[)I1
IF(YED.LT.RB) TFI[N
HYD= (RB-YED)/RB
HYDRHYD*HYD* (3 .0-HYD) *025
ENDIF
IF(YEU.GT .-RB)TEEN
HYU= (RB+YEU)/RB
HYUR=HYU*HYU* (3 .O-HYU) *0.25
END IF
IF (HXDR+HXURHYDR+HYuR.NE .O.0)THEN
VXO=HXDR* (1 .OHYUR)* (1 .O-HYDR)
VXIJ=HXUR* (1 .O_HYUR)* (1 .O-HYDR)
VYD=HYDR*( 1 .O-HXUR)*(1 .O-HXDR)
VYU=HYUR*(1 .O_HXUR)* (1.O-HXDR)
VXDYD=HXDR*HYDR
VXDYIJ=HXDR*HYUR
V XU V U =H X UR* HYUR
V XV V D=H X UR*HY DR
ENDIF
BOXN(IBX,IBY)=BOXN(IBX,IBY)+I.0-(VXD+VXU+VVD+VYU+VXDYDVXDYU+VXUYU+VXUYD)
TOTAL PARTICLE NUMBER in BOX
BOXN(IBX+1, IBY) B0XN(IBX+1, IBY)+VXU
BOXN(IBX, IBY-1)=BOXN(IBX, IBY-1)+VYD
BOXN(IBX. IBY+1)=BOXN(IBX, IBY+1)+VYU224
BOXN(IBX-1,!BY)=BOXN(IBX-1,IBY)+VXD
BOXN(IBX-1,IBY-1)=BOXN(IBX-1,IBY-1)+VXDYD
BOXN(IBX-1,JBY+1)=BOXN(IBX-1,IBY+1)+VXDYU
BOXN(!BX+1 IBY-1)=BOXN(IBX+1, IBY-1)+VXUYD
BOXN(IBX+1, IBY+1)=BOXN(IBX+1, IBY+1)+VXUYU
IBOXN(IBX, IBY)=IBOXN(IBX,IBY)+1
IBOX(IBX,IBY, IBOXN(IBX,IBY) )=IB
BOXVX(IBXJBY)=BOXVX(IBX, IBY)+VELX(IB)
BOXVY(IBX, IBY) =BOXVY(!8X, IBY)+VELY(l8)
END DO
ENDIF
ENDIF
C %%LEVELI END%%%
C** Epsilon Calculation***************
DO IBX=2,LI+1
DO !BY=2,LJ1
EP1(IBX,IBY)=EP(IBX,!BY)
C for simple way ------
IF(IEP.[Q.0) EP(IBX,IBY)=(VBOx_BV*IBOxN(IBx,IBY))/VBOX
C for rigorous way
IF(IEP.FQ.1) EP(IBX,IBY)=(VBOX_BV*BOXN(IBX,LBY))/VBOX
[ND DO
[ND DO
C %%%%%endepsilon calculation %%%%%%
C #9 LEVEL 1 START
C *****PART!CLE_FLLJID INTERACTION FORCE****
IF(IWAY.EQ.0)GOTO 968
IF (LOOP.LE.1) GOTO 1
DO I=l,LI+2
DO J=l,LJ-f2
FPBX(I,J)=O.O
FPBY(1,J)=O.O
END DO
END DO
DO I=1,NBALL
FPPX (1) =0.0
FPPY(I) =0.0
END DO
DO 376 IBX=21L1+1
DO 377 IBY=2,LJ+I
EPNOW=EP( IBX. IBY)
C FOR BOUYANCY EFFECT SET GRADP***
GRADPX=(IJ(IBX+1 ,IBY,NQ) -U(IBX-1 IBY,NQ) )/2.O/GRIDX
GRADPY=(U(IBX,IBY+1,NQ) -IJ(IBX,IBY-1,NQ))/2.0/GRIDY
IF(IBY. [Q.2) GRADPY=(U(IBXIBY+l,NQ)-U(IBX,IBY,NQ))/GRIDY
IF(IBX.EQ.LI+1) GRADPX=(U(IBX,IBY,NQ)-U(IBX-1,IBY,NQ))/GRIDX
IF(IBX.[Q.2) GRADPX=(U(IBX+1,IBY,NQ)-U(IBX,IBY,NQ))/GRIDX
IBNN=IBOXN(IBX. IBY)225
IF (IBNN.NE.0) THEN
c DRAG FORCE EVALUATION
IF (DRAGF.EQ.8) THEN
C ERGUN AND WEN-VU CORRELATIONS
IF (EPNOW.LT.O.8) THEN
C ERGUN EQUATION
C Fluid(superficial) velocity interpolation ***
IF (IBY.EQ.2) THEN
UXAVR=(U(IBX,IBY,NV1)*EP(IBX,IBY)+U(IBX_1,IBY,NV1)*EP(IBX_1,IBY))*O.5/EP(IBX,IBY)
UYAVR=(U(IBX,IBY,NV2)*EP(IBX,IBY)+U(IBX,IBY_1,NV2)*EP(IBX,IBY_l))*O.5/EP(IBX,IBY)
ELSE
UXAVR=(U(IBX,IBY,NV1)+U(IBX_1,IBY,NV1))*O.5
UYAVR=(U(IBX, IBY,NV2)+U(IBX,IBY_1,NV2))*O.5
END IF
BOXAVEVXBOXVX(IBX, IBY)/IBNN
BOXAVEVY=BOXVY(IBX, IBY)/IBNN
RELVX=UXAVR-BOXAVEVX
RELVY=UYAVR-BOXAVEVY
VAVR=SQWT (RELVX**2+RELVY**2)
IF(VAVR.NE.O.0) THEN
FORCE _VAVR*(1.O_EPNOW)/DB*(150.O*MVU*(1.O_EPNOW)/(DB*EPNOW)+
& 1.75*ROF*ABS(VAVR))*VBOX
FPBX ( IBX, IBY) =FORCE*RELVX/VAVR
FPBY(IBX, IBY) =FORCE*RELVY/VAVR
DO KPF = 1,IBNN
FPPX(IBOX(IBX,IBY,KPF)) = -FPBX(IBX,IBY)/IBNN
FPPY(IBOX(IBXIIBY,KPF)) = -FPBY(IBX,IBY)/IBNN
END DO
END IF
ELSE
C WEN-YU EQUATION
DO IJL=1,IBNN
IB=IBOX(IBXIBY,IJL)
RELVX=UXAVR-VELX(IB)
RELVY=UYAVR-VELY( 18)
VAVR=SQl(RELVx**2+RELvY**2)
IF(VAVR.NE.O.0) THEN
REP =ROF*ABS (VAVR) *PB*EPNOW/MYU
IF (REP.GE.1000.0) THEN
CD = 0.44
II SF
CD = 24.O*(1.O+O.15*REP**O.687)/REP
END IF
FORCE = O.3927*CD*ROF*VAVR*P(VAVR)*DB**2*EPNOW**(_2.7)FPPX( TB) FORCE*RELVX/VAVR
FPPY (TB) =FORCE*RELVY/VAVR
FPBX(IBX, IBY)=FPBX(IBX,IBY)-FPPX(IB)
FPBY(IBX,IBY)=FPBY(IBX,IBY)-FPPY(IB)
END IF
END DO
END IF
ELSE:
C Dl FELICE APPROAC-
DO IJL=l,IBNN
IB=IBOX(IBX, IBY, IJL)
C INTERPOLATION OF FLUID VELOCITY AT PARTICLE POSITION ***
INTERXX(IB)_(IBX_2)*GRIDX
INTERYY(IB)_(IBY_2)*GRIDY
IF (IBY.[O.2) INTERY=GRIDY/2.O
INTERUX = U(IBX-1, IBY,NVT)+INTERX/GRIDX*(U(IBX,IBY,NV1)_U(IBX_l ,IBY,NV1))
INTERUYU(IBX,IBY_1,NV2)+INTERY/GRIDY* (U(IBX,IBY,NV2)-U(IBX, IBY-1,NV2))
RELVX= INTERUX-VELX ( IB)
RELVY= INTERUY-VELY (TB)
RELV= SORT (RELVX*RELVX+RELVY*RELVY)
IF (RELV.NE.O.0) THEN
REP=ROF*DB*AFS (RELy) *EPNOW/MYU
CD= (0.63+4.8/SORT (REP))**2
XHI=3.7_O.65*FXP(_(l.5_LOGTO(REP))**2/2.0)
FDBO=O. 5*CD*ROF*CSB*RELV**2
FORCE= FDBO*EPNOW**(_XHI)Forparticle
FPPX(IB) =FORCE*RELVX/RELV
FPPY (TB) =FORCE*RELVY/RELV
FPBX(IBX, IBY) =FPBX(IBX, IBY) -FPPX(IB)
FPBY(IBX,IBY)=FPBY(IBX,IBY)-FPPY(IB)
END IF
END DO
END IF
C VIRTUAL MASS FORCE
DO IJL=1, IBNN
IB=IBOX(IBX,IBY,IJL)
C *j* INTERPOLATION OF FLUID VELOCITY AT PARTICLE POSITION *
INTERX = X(IB)_(IBX_2)*GRIDX
INTERYY(IB)_(IBY_2)*GRIDY
IF (IBY.EQ.2) INTERY=GRIDY/2.O
INTERUX = U(IBX_1,IBY,NV1)+INTERX/GRIDX*(U(IBX,IBY,NV1)_U(IBX_I,IBY,NV1))
INTERUY = U(IBX,IBY_1,NV2)+INTERY/GRIDY*(U(IBX,IBY,NV2)_U(IBX, IBY-1,NV2))227
RELVX=INTERUX-VELX(IB)
RELVYIJTERUY-VELY(IB)
RELAX=(RELVX-RELVXOLD(IB) )/DTIME
RELAY= (RELVY-RELVYOLD(IB) )/DTIME
RELASQRT (RELAX*RELAX+RELAY*RE LAY)
IF (RELA.NE.O.0) THEN
FORCEVMO.5*ROF*BV*RELA
FBVMX=FORCEVM*RELAX/RELA
FBVMY= FORCE VM*RELAY/RELA
ELSE
FBVMXO.O
FBVMY=O.O
END IF
FPPX(IB) =FPPX(IB)+FBVMX
FPPY (IB) =FPPY(IB)+FBVMY
*** RELATIVE VELOCITIES UPDATE
RELVXOLD(IB) =RELVX
RELVYOLD(IB) =RELVY
[ND 00
C *** EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FORCE ACCOUNTED OVER THE FLUID***
IF (SWITCH.EQ.l) THEN
DO IJL=1, IBNN
IBIBOX(IBX,IBY,IJL)
Ii (TYPES(IB).EQ.1) THEN
FORCEMAG = BV*XHIP/MUZERO*(GRADB*(GRADB*Y(IB)+BZERO))
FPBY(IBX, IBY) =FPBY(IBX, IBY)+FORCEMAG
END IF
[ND DO
[ND IF
C BOUYANCY FORCE OVER PARTICLES EXCLUSIVELY ***
DO IJL=1, IBNN
IB=IBOX(IBX,IBY,IJL)
FPPX ( IB) =FPPX(IB) _BV*GRADPX
FPPYCIB) =FPPY ( IB) _BV*GRADPY
END DO
END IF
377 CONTINUE
376CONTINUE
C %%%%% LEVEL 1 END %%%%%
C228
C #####ØIFLUID CALCULATIONS########
C
DONN=NV1,NQ
DOJ=l,LJ+2
DOI=1,LI2
U1(IJ,NN)=U(I,J,NN)
[ND DO
END DO
END DO
NITER=O
C LOOP #LEVEL 2 START (FLUID CALCULATION)
C ***START OF NITER LOOP
40 NITER=NITER+1
DOJ=1,LJ+1
DOI*l,LI+1
U(I,J,NP)=O.O
END DO
END DO
C
C ***BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR main loop
NN=NV1
DOJ=1,LJ+2
DOI1,LI+2
LBB=LB(I ,J,NN)
C NN*NV1
IF(LBB.FQ.22) U(I,J,1)=0.O
IF(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,1)=0.O
IF(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,1)=U(I,J_11)
C NNNV2
IF(TIME.LT.STARTTIME) TFEN
rr(LBB.EQ.32) U(I,J,2)=UN2*TIME/STARTTIME
IF(LBB. EQ.31) U(I ,J,2) =UN1*TIME/STARTTIME
ELSE
IF(LBB.EQ.32) U(I,J,2)=UN2
IF(LBB.EQ.31) U(I,J,2)=UN1
ENDIF
IF(LBB.EQ.35) U(I,J,2)*U(I,J_1,2)
C NN=NP
IF(IBB.EQ.35) U(I,J,NP)=0.O
IF(LBB.EQ.36) U(I,J,NP)=0.0
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(I,J,NP)=0.O
IF(LBB.EQ.44) U(I,J,NP)=O.O
C NNNQ
IF(LBB.EQ.22) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I+1)J,NQ)
I1(LBB.[Q.44) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I-1,J,NQ)
I1(LBB.[Q.31) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I,J+1,NQ)+ROF*GV*GRIDY
IF(LBB.EQ.32) U(I,J,NQ)=U(I,J+1,NQ)+ROF*GV*GRIDY
C EP
IF (LBB.[Q.22) EP(I,J)=EP(I+1,J)
IF (LBB.EQ.44) EP(I,J)=EP(I-1,J)
IF (LBB.EQ.31) EP(I,J)*1.O
IF (LBB.EQ.32) EP(I,J)=1.0229
END DO
END DO
** ** * * ** ***** ** * *** ******* *** **** *** ***
x -velocity***************
NN=NV1
DOI=LI,21-1
DOJ=2,LJ+1
EPEEP(I+1,J)
EPW=EP(I ,J)
EPN=(EP(I ,J)+EP(I+1,J)+EP(I,J+1)+EP(I+1,J+1))/4.O
EPS(EP(I ,J)+EP(I+1,J)+EP(I,J-1)+EP(I+1,J-1))/4.O
EPX=(EPE+EPW)/2.O
ZPVBOX*ROF*EPX/DTIME+AE*(ROF*EPE*?AX(O.,O.5*(U(I,J,NV1)+U(I+1,J,NV1)))
+ROF*EPW*JX(O. ,_O.5*(U(I_1,J,Nv1)+U(I ,J,Nvl) ))+2*MyU*EpX/GRIDX)
AN*(ROF*EPN*tAX(O. ,O.5*(U(I,J,NV2)+U(I,J+11NV2)))
+ROF*EPS*MAX(O.,_O.5*(U(I,J_1,NV2)+(J(I,J,NV2)))+2*MYtJ*EPX/GRIDY)
ZNQ=AE*EPX*(U(I,J,NQ)_U(I+1 ,J,NQ))
ZZS=VBOX*ROF/DTIME*EPX*U1(I,J,NV1)+(FPBX(I,J)+FPBX(t+1,J))/2.O
ZE=AE*(ROF*EPE*MAX (0. ,_O.5*(U(I,J,NVI)+U(I+I,J,NV1) ))sMYU*EPX/GRIDX)
ZW=AE*(ROF*EPW*MAX (0. ,O.5*(U(I_1,J,NV1)+U(I,J,NV1)))+MYU*EPX/GRIDX)
ZN=AN*(ROF*EPN*MAX (0. ,_O.5*(U(I ,J,NV2)+U(I ,J+1,NV2)))+MYU*EPX/GRIDY)
ZS=AN*(ROF*EPS*MAX (0. ,O.5*(U(I,J_1,NV2)+U(I ,J,NV2)))+MYLJ*EPX/GRIDY)
ZZZ=U(I+1J,Nv1)*ZE+U(I_1,J,NV1)*ZW
+0(1 ,J+1,NV1)*ZNs.U(I ,J1 ,NV1)*ZS+ZNQ+ZZS
PDW( I ,J) AE/ZP
IF(ZP.NE.O.0) THEN
zzzzz/zp
Z=U(I ,J,NVL)
VU ,J1NV1) =Z+RP(NV1)*(ZZ_Z)
END II
END DO
END DO
* **** **** **** * * *** **** ** * * *** **** *** ****
Y-VELOCITY
NN=NV2
DOI=2,LI+1
DOJ=2,LJ
EPE=O.25*(EP(1 ,J+1)+EP(I,J)+EP(I+1,J+1)+EP(I+1,J))
EPW=O.25*(EP(1,J+1)+EP(I,J)+EP(I_1,J+1)+EP(I_1,J))
EPN=EP(I ,J+1)
EPS=EP(I ,J)
EYP= (EPS+EPN)/2 .0
ZP=VBOX*ROF*EYP/DTIME+AE*(ROF*EPE*?X(O.,O.5*(U(I,J,NV1)+U(I,J+1,NV1)))
+ROF*EPW*N\x (0. ,_O.5*(U(I_1,J,NV1)+U(I_1,J+1,NV1)))+2*MYU*EYP/GRIDX)
+AN*(ROF*EPN*r1AX(O.,O.5*(U(I,J,NV2)+U(I,J+1,NV2)))
+ROF*EPS*YAX(0.,_O.5*(U(I,J_1,NV2)+U(I,J,NV2)))+2*MYU*EYP/GRIDY)
ZNQAN*EYP*(U(1,J,NQ)_U(I ,J+1,NQ))
ZZS=VBOX*(ROF/DTIME*EYP*Ul(I,J,NV2)+EYP*ROF*GV*(_1))+(FPBY(1,J)+FPBY(1,J+1))/2.O230
ZE*AE*(ROF*EPE*MAX(O.,_O.5*(U(I,J,NV1)+U(I,J+1,NV1)))+MYU*EYP/GRIDX)
ZW=AE*(ROF*EPW*tAX(O. ,O.5*(U(I_1,J,NV1)+U(I_1,J+1,NV1)))+MYU*EYP/GRIDX)
ZN=AN*(ROF*EPN*MAX(O. ,_O.5*(U(I ,J,NV2)+U(I,J+1,NV2)
))+MyU*[yp/GRDY)
ZS=AN*(ROF*EPS*PAX (0. ,O. 5*(U(I,J_1 ,NV2)+U(I ,J,NV2)))+MyU*Eyp/GRIDY)
ZZZ=U(I+1J,NV2)*ZE+U(I_1,JNV2)*ZW
& +U(I ,J+1,NV2)*ZN+IJ(I ,J_1,NV2)*ZS+ZNQ+ZZS
PDS( I ,J) =AN/ZP
Ir(zP.Nu.O.o) THEN
zz=zzz/zP
Z=U(I,J,NV2)
U(t,J,NV2) *Z+RP(NV2)*(ZZ_Z)
[ND IF
[ND DO
[ND DO
C
*******PRESSURE CORRECTION TERM**********
C
NN=NP
DOI=2,LI+l
DOJ=2,LJ+l
LBB=LB(I ,J,NN)
IF(LBB.EQ.71) GO TO 113
CE= O.5*(EP(I,J)+EP(I+1,J))
CW= 0.5*(EP(I,J)+EP(I_1,J))
CN= O.5*(Ep(I,J)+Ep(J,J+1))
CS= 05*(Ep(IJ)+Ep(IJ_1))
IF (J.EQ.2) CS=l.0
ZE=PDW(I ,J) *CE*AE
ZW=PDW(I_l,J)*CW*AE
ZN=PDS(1 ,J) *CN*AN
ZS=PDS(I ,J_1)*CS*AN
ZP=ZE+ZW+ZN+ZS
ZZS=U(I_1,J,NV1)*CW*AE_U(I,J,NV1)*CE*AE
+ +U(I ,J_1,NV2)*CS*AN_U(I ,J,NV2)*CN*AN
+ (-EP(I ,J)+EP1(I,J))*VBOX/DTIME
ZZZ=(U(I+1,J,NP)*ZE+U(I_1,J,NP)*Zw
+ +U(I,J+1,NP)*ZN+U(I,J_1,NP)*Z5)
+ +zzS
IF(ZP.NE.O.0) THEN
ZZ=ZZZ/ZP
RZZS(I ,J)*ZZS
Z=U(I,J,NP)
U(I,J,NP)=ZZ
END IF
113 CONTINUE
[ND DO
END DO
C***** ******************* * **********
C MODIFIED VELOCITIES AND PRESSURE WITH PRESSURE CORRECTOR TERN***
C
DOI=2,LI+1
DOJ=2,LJ+1
U(I)JNQ)=U(I,J,NQ)+RP(NQ)*U(I,J,NP)231
END DO
END DO
DO I=2,LI
DO J=2,LJ+l
U(I,J,NV1)=U(I ,J,NVI)+(O.5*(EP(I,J)EP(I+1,J))
+ *PDW(I,J)*(IJ(I,J,Np)_U(I+1,J,Np)))
END DO
END DO
DO I=2,LI+1
DO J=2,LJ
U(I,J,NV2)*U(I,J,NV2)+(O.5*(EP(I,J)+EP(I,J+1))
+ *PDS(I,J)*(U(I J,NP)-U(I,J+1,NP)))
END DO
END DO
C V%%END%%%%%
C
c CONVERGENCE JUDGMENT
C
RStIAX=1.O
IF(MOU(NITER,1).EQ.0) THEN
RSMAX=O.O
DOJ=2,LJ+1
DOI=2,LI+1
RS=RZZS(I ,J)/RSREF
IF(ABS(RS)GT.AFS(RSMAX)) THEN
RSHAX=RS
IRSMAX=I
JRSMAX=J
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
ENDIF
EF(NITER.LT.NMAX) THEN
ARSMAX=ABS (RSMAX)
IF(ARSMAX.GT.1.OE+2OAND. NITER.GT.5) THEN
WRITE(**) - -- ,NITER,ARSMAX
WRITE(65,*) -: ,NITER
ELSE
IF(ARSMAX.GT.CC .OR. NITER.LE.2) GO TO 40 for normal
ENDIF
ELSE loop end for NITER
WRITE(*,*) FLUID CALCULATION DOES NOT CONVERGE!
WRITE (65,*) FLUID CALCULATION DOES NOT CONVERGE!
STOP
ENDIF
IF(MOD(PLOOP,LOCINT),IQ.O)THEN
wRITE(*,*) ,PLOOP.NITER-,NITER,TIME,DTIME*PLOOP
WRIT{(65,*) ,PLOOP,NITEF,NITER,TIME- ,DTIME*PLOOP
DONN=NV1,NP
IF (NN.EQ.1) WRITE(65,*) LLUL11ILS U.:4 uN,NN
IF(NN.EQ.2) WRITE (65,*) VELOCITIES ON V DIRECTION, NN4*'
II (NN.[Q.3)WRITE (65,*) PRESSURE CORRECTION, NN3
A4
DOJ=LJ+2,1,1
WRITE(65,1325) J,(U(I,J,NN),I=1,LI+2)
END DO
WRITE(65,133O) (I,I=1,LI+2)232
END DO
NN=NQ
WRITE (65,*)
DOJ=LJ+2,1,-1
WRIT[(65,1325) J,(U(I,J,NN),I=1,LI+2)
END DO
WRITE(65,1330)(I,I=1,LI+2)
WRITE(65,*)
DOJ=LJ+2,1,-1
EP(1,J)=O.O
EP(LI+2,J)=O.O
WRITF(65,1325) J,(EP(I,J),l=1,LI+2)
END DO
WRITE(65,1330)(I,I=1,LI+2)
C COLUMN, BED PRESSURE AND BED VOIDAGE AVERAGING
DO J2, LJ+1
SUMP(J-1)=O.O
SUMEP(J-1)=O.O
00 1=2, LI+1
SUMP(J-1) SUMP(J-1)+U(l,J,NQ)
SUMEP(J-1)=S(JMEP(J-1)+EP(I ,J)
END DO
SUMP(J-1)=SUMP(J-1)/LI
SUMEP(J-1) =SUMEP(J-1) /Ll
END DO
DO J=1,LJ
PBED(J)=SUMP(J)_SUMP(LJ)_ROF*GV*(LJ_J)*GRIDY
END DO
1320 FORMAT(1H ,13,1X,43F7.2)
1325 FORMAT(1H ,I3,1X,43F9.3)
1330 FORMAT(1H ,3X,4319)
ENDIF
IF (PLOOP.EQ.MAXLOOP/2) THEN
WRITE (68,*) BED PROPERTIES AT 1/2 DE ITERATIONS
WRITE (68,*)PIDOP =,PLOOP,TIME,TIME,
WRITE (68,*) TI HEIGHT COL PRESS BED PRESS VOIDAGE
DO K=1,LJ
WRITE(68,1335) K,GRIDY*(K),SUMP(K) ,PBED(K),SUMEP(K)
END DO
END IF
C %%%%% END %%%%%
C LOOP ## LEVEL 2 END (FLUID CALCULATION)
968 CONTINUE
C LOOP U LEVEL 2 START (PARTICLE CALCULATION)
C *********MAIN LOOP FOR PARTICLE **********
PLOOP = PLOOP + 1
DOI=1,NBALL
FORCEX(I) = 0.0
FORCEY(I) = 0.0
FORCEP(t) = 0.0
END DO233
C INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE EVALUATION ***
IF (SWITCH.EQ.1 .AND. INTERNAG .EQ.1) THEN
DO NUMBALL=1,NBALL-1
PARTCOUNT'l
IF (TYPES(NUMBALL).EQ.1) THEN
XLOC=XMESH (NUMBALL)
YLOC=YMESH (NUMBALL)
MXXLOC-3
MY=YLOC-3
MX 1= XLOC+3
MY1=YLOC+3
DO WHILE (MYLE.MY1)
DO WHILE (MX.L[.MXl)
IF (MESH(MX,MY).GT.NUMBALL) THEN
NUMBALL2=MESH (MX ,MY)
IF (TYPES(NUMBALL2).EQ.1) THEN
PARTCOUNT=PARTCOUNT+1
XIJ = X(NUMBALL2) - X(NUMBALL)
YIJ = Y(NUMBALL2) - Y(NUMBALL)
RIJ = SQkT(XIJ*XIJ+YIJ*YIJ)
!DISTANCE FROM PARTICLE CENTERS
C ** MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH **
HZERO=(l/MUZERO) *(GRADB*( (Y(NUMBALL2)+Y(NUMBALL) )/2.0)+BZERO)
C ** THETA ANGLE CALCULATION
IF (XIJ.EQ.O.O .AND. YIJ.GT.O.0) THETA=O.O
IF (XIJ.GT.O.O .AND. YIJ.GT.O.0) THETA=ATAN(XIJ/YIJ)
IF (XIJ.GT.O.O .AND. YIJ.EQ.O.0) THETA=PI/2.O
IF (XIJ.GT.O.O .AND. YIJ.LT.O.0) THETA=PI/2.O + ATAN(-YIJ/XIJ)
IF (XIJ.EQ.O.O .AND. YIJ.LT.O.0) THETA=PI
IF (XIJ.LT.O.O .AND. YIJ.LT.O.0) THETA=PI+TAN(XIJ/YIJ)
IF (XIJ.LT.O.O .AND. YIJ.EQ.00) THETA=3.O*PI/2.O
IF (XIJ.LT.O.O .AND. YIJ.GT.O.0) THETA=3.O*PI/2.O +ATAN(-YIJ/XIJ)
AH=XHIPE*BV/(8.O*PI*RIJ**3)
GANMA=ATAN(3.O*AH*5IN(2.O*THETA)/(1.O+AH*(3.O*CO(2.O*THETA)_1.0)))
MDIP=XHIPE*BV*HZERO/( (1 .O_AH)*COS (GAMMA)_3.O*AH*CCS (2.O*THETA_GAMMA))
DGAMMADR=_9.O*AH*IN(2.O*THETA)/(RIJ*((1.O+AH*(3.O*CCc(2.O*THETA)_1))**2
& +(3.O*AH*c:N(2.O*THETA))**2))
DGAMMADTHETA=2.O*((3.O*AH*SIN(2.O*THETA))**2+6.O*AH*LUS(2.O*THETA)
& *(1O+AH*(3O*cos (2.O*THETA)_l.0)))
& /((1.O+AH*(3.O*CCS(2.O*THETA)_1.0))**2+(3.O*AH*SIP(2.O*THETA))**2)
DMDIPDR=XHIPE*BV*HZERO* (((1. O-AH) * I(GAMMA) +3 .O*AH*S I N (2 O*THETA_GAI+IA))
&
& /(:os(GAMMA)_AH*(LL(GAMMA)+3.O*cc(2.O*THETA_GANMA)))**2
DMDIPDTHETA=XH IPE*B V*HZERO* ( ((1. O-AH )I(GAMMA) +3 O*AH*S IN (2 O*THETA_GAMMA)
& *DGAMDTHETA_6O*AH*c tN (2 .O*THETA_GAMMA))234
& /((1.O_AH)*CS(GAMMA)_3.O*AH*CCS(2.O*THETA_GAMMA))**2
IMFR= (-MUZERO/(4 .O*PI) )*((MDIP**2/RIJ**3)*(_6. OCCS (THETAGAMMA) (THETA-GAMMA)
& *DGAMMADR+(1O_3O*(CClc(THETA_GA))**2)*((_3.O*MDIp**2/RIJ**4)
& +(2.O*t.jDIp/RIJ**3)*DMDIpDR))
IMFTHETA=(_MUZERO/(4.O*PI*RIJ**4))*(6.O*MDIP**2*c1s(THETA_GAMMA)*cIN(THETA_GAMMA)
&
IMFXIMFR*cr(THETA)+IMFTHETA*CCIS (THETA)
IMFY=IMFR*r:o (THETA)- IMFTHETA*S I N (THETA)
FORCEX(NUMBALL) =FORCEX(NUMBALL) -IMFX
FORCEY (NUMBALL) =FORCEY (NUMBALL) -IMFY
FORCEX(NUMBALL2) FORCEX(NUMBALL2)+IMFX
FORCEY (NUMBALL2) FORCEY (NUMBALL2)+IMFY
END IF
END IF
MX=MX+1
ENDDO
MY-MY+1
MX-XLOC-3
END DO
FORCEX(NUMBALL) =FORCEX (NUMBALL)/ (PARTCOUNT)
FORCEY(NUMBALL) =FORCEY (NUMBALL)/(PARTCOUNT)
FORCEX(NUMBALL2)=FORCEX(NUMBALL2) /(PARTCOUNT)
FORCEY(NUMBALL2)=FORCEY(NLRIBALL2)/(PARTCOUNT)
END IF
END DO
END IF
C END MAGNETIC INTERPARTICLE FORCE CALCULATION
C COLLISION JUDGEMENT FOR PARTICLES
DO 594 NUMBALL=1NBALL-1
XLOC=XMESH (NUMBALL)
YLOC=YMESH (NUMBALL)
MX=XLOC-3
MY=YLOC-3
MX 1= XLOC+3
MY1=YLOC3
DO 1212 WHILE (MY.LE.MY1)
DO 1211 WHILE (MX.LE.MX1)
IF(MESH(MX,MY).EQ.O .OR. MESH(MX,MY).LE.NUMBALL)GO TO 1050
NUMBALL2=MESH (MX,MY)
DOLNN=1,COLN(NUMBALL)
IF (IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,1),IQ.NUMBALL2) GOTO 2468
END DO
XIJ=X(NUMBALL2)-X(NUMBALL)
YIJ=Y(NUMBALL2)-Y(NUMBALL)
RIJ=OFT(XIJ*XIJ+YIJ*YIJ)
If (RIJ.LT.DB)THEN
COLN (NUMBALL) =COLN(NUMBALL)+1
!EN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL) ,1)=NUMBALL2
LNN=COLN (NUMBALL)235
GOTO 2468
ELSE
GOTO 1050
END IF
2468 CONTINUE
XIJ = X(NUMBALL2) - X(NUMBALL)
YIJ = Y(NUMBALL2) Y(NUMBALL)
RIJ = SQT(XIJ*XIJ+YIJ*YIJ) DISTANCE FROM PARTICLE CENTERS
SINTYIJ/RIJ
COST = XIJ/RIJ
DXIJ = DELTAX(NUMBALL) - DELTAX(NUMBALL2)
DYIJ = DELTAY(NUMBALL) - DELTAY(NUMBALL2)
DPIJ = DELTAP(NUMBALL) + DELTAP(NUMBALL2)
DELTAN =DXIJ*COST + DYIJ*SINT
DELTAS = _DXIJ*SINT + DYIJ*COST + RB*DPIJ
DXN=DB-RIJ
EN(NUHBALL,LNN) = EN(NUMBALLILNN) + DELTAS
IF (DXN.GE.O.0) THEN
C ---- for Hooke and linear interaction
ENN KN*DXN
ENT= KS*EN(NUMBALL,LNN)
DN= ETAN*DELTAN/DTIME
DS= ETAS*DELTAS/DTIME
IF (AS(ENT).GT.AIS(MU*ENN)) THEN
ENT = SIGN(ENN,EN(NUMBALLLNN))*MU
DS =0.0
EN (NUMBALL, INN) =ENT/KS
C contact time --- -
IEN(NUMBALL, LNN,2) -IEN(NUHBALL,LNN, 2)+1
IEN(NUMBALL, LNN, 3) =0
END IF
FORCEN = ENN+DN
FORCET ENT+DS
ELSE
EN(NUMBALL,LNN) =0.0
IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,2) = 0
IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,3) = 0
EN(NUMBALL,LNN) = EN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL))
IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,1) = IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL) ,1)
IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,2) = IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL),2)
IEN(NUMBALL,LNN,3) = IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL),3)
EN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL)) = 0.0
IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL),1) = 0
IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL),2) = 0
IEN(NUMBALL,COLN(NUMBALL),3) = 0
COLN(NUMBALL) = COLN(NUMBALL) -1
GO TO 1050
ENDIF
FORCEX(NUMBALL) =FORCEX(NUMBALL) _FORCEN*COST+FORCEI*SINT
FORCEY (NUMBALL) =FORCEY (NUMBALL) _FORCEN*SINT_FORCET*COST
FORCEP(NUMBALL) =FORCEP(NUMBALL) -FORCET
FORCEX (NUMBALL2) =FORCEX (NUMBALL2)+FORCEN*COST_FORCET*SINT
FORCEY (NUMBALL2) =FORCEY (NUMBALL2)+FORCEN*SINT+FORCET*COST236
FORCEP(NUMBALL2) =FORCEP(NUMBALL2) -FORCET
1050 CONTINUE
MX =MX+ I
1211 CONTINUE
MY=MY+1
MX=XLOC-3
1212 CONTINUE
594 CONTINUE
C %%%%%%%%%% END of BALL-BALL COLISION %%%%%%%%%%
C Judgement for Collision to wall and bottoit
c COLLISION TO RIGHT WALL
MX=MMX
MY=O
00 1312 WHILE (MX.GE.MMX-2)
DO 1311 WHILE (MY.LE.rTIY)
:r (MESH(MX,MY).NE.0)THEN
Xw1 =- (DX - RB) + X(MESH(MX,MY))
1= MESH(MX,MY)
IF (XW1.GT.O.0) THEN
IF(IPENWR(I).EQ.0) IPENWR(I)=2
DELTANWDELTAX(I)
DELTASW = DELTAY(I) + RB * DELTAP(I)
ESWR(I) = ESWR(I) + DELTASW
C ----- for Hookes law -----
FNWR = _KNW*XW1
FSWR = _KSW*ESWR(I)
DNWR = _ETANW*DELTANW/DTIME
DSWR= _ETASW*DELTASW/DTIME
Ii (AB(FSWR).GT.ABS(MUW*FNWR)) THEN
FSWR = _MUW*SIGN(FNWR,DELTASW)
DSWR=0.O
ESWR(I) = -FSWR /KSW
[NOTE
C fornormal
FORCEx(I) = FORCEX(I) + FNWR + DNWR
FORCEY(I) = FORCEY(I) + FSWR + DSW R
FORCEP(I) = FORCEP(I) + FSWR + DSWR
ELSE
ESWR(I) =0.0
IPENWR(I)=0
END IF
END IF
MY=MY+1
1311 CONTINUE
MY=0
MX=MX-1
1312 CONTINUE
C %%%%%%%%%% END of COLLISION to RIGHT WALL %%%%%%%%%
C ***COLLISION TO LEFT WALL ***
MX=O
MY=O
DO 1314 WHILE (MX.LE.2)237
DO 1313 WHILE (MY.LE.t+IY)
IF (MESH(MX,MY).EQ.0)00101120
XWO = -x(MESH(Mx,HY)) + RB
1= MESH(MX,MY)
IF (XWO .01. 0.0) THEN
IF(IPENWL(1).EQ.0) IPENWL(I)=2
C O:before colision, l:no pendular, 2:pendular
DELTANW = DELTAX(I)
DELTASW = DELTAY(I) - RB * DELTAP(I)
ESWL(I) = ESWL(I) + DELTASW
C for Hooke's law -----
FNWL KNW*XWO
FSWL = - KSW * ESWL(I)
DNWL =- ETANW * DELTANW /DTIME
DSWL =- ETASW * DELTASW /DTIME
rr(ARs (FswL) .01 .ABS (MUW*FNWL)) THEN
FSWL-MUW * SIGN(FNWL,DELTASW)
DSW L = 0.0
ESWt(I) =-FSWL/KSW
END IF
C for normal -----
FORCEX(I) = FORCEX(I) + FNWL + DNWL
FORCEY(I) = FORCEY(I) + FSWL + DSW_L
FORCEP(I)FORCEP(I) - FSWL - DSWL
PWALL((MY+1)/NPWALL)=PWALL((MY+1)/NPWAIL)+FNWL
ELSE
ESWL(I)=0.0
IPENWL(I)=0
END IF
1120 CONTINUE
MY=NY+1
1313 CONTINUE
MY=O
MX=MX+1
1314CONTINUE
C %%%%%%%%%% END of BALL - LEFT WALL COLLISION %%%%%%%%%%
C BALL-BOTTOM COLLISION ***
MX=0
MY=O
DO 1316 WHILE (MY.LE.2)
DO 1315 WHILE (MX.LE.f?lX)
IF (MESH(MX,MY).EQ.0)GOTO1140
YBO =-Y(MESH(MX,MY)) + RB
1= MESH(MX,MY)
IF (YBO.GT.O.0) THEN
IF(IPENWB(I).EQ.0)IPENWB(I)=2
C O:before collision, 1:no pendular, 2:pendular
DELTANBDELTAY(I)
DELTASBDELTAX(I) + RB * DELTAP(I)
ESWB(I) = ESWB(I) + DELTASB
C for Hook's law -----
FNWB = KNW*YBO
FSWB =- KSW * ESWB(I)
DNB = - ETANW * DELTANB /DTIME238
DSB=-ETASW*DELTASB /DTIME
IF (AES(FSWB).GT.MHS(MUW*FNWB))THEN
FSWB=lGN(MUW*FNWB, FSWB)
DSB =0.0
ESWB(I) =-FSWB/KSW
END IF
C fornormal -----
FORCEY(I) FORCEY(I)+FNWB+DNB
FORCEX(I)=FORCEX(I)+FSWB+DSB
FORCEP(I) FORCEP(I) FSWB+DSB
EL. SE
ESWB(I)=0.0
IPENWB( 1) =0
ENDIF
1140 CONTINUE
MX=MX+1
1315 CONTINUE
MX=0
MYMY+1
1316CONTINUE
C %%%%%%%%%%% ENDofBALL-BOTTOM COLLISION %%%%%%%%%%%
C ***BALL-TOP COLLISION***
MX=O
MY=MMY-2
DO 1318 WHILE (MY.LE.MMY)
DO 1317WHILE(MX.LE.MMX)
IF (MESH(MX,MY).EQ.0)GOTO1341
Via =DY-Y(MESH(MX,MY))-RB
1= MESH(MX,MY)
IF (YTO.LT.0.0) THEN
IF(IPENWT(I).[Q.0)IPENWT(I)=2
DELTAST= (-VELX(I)+RB*VELP(I))
ESWT(1)= ESWT(I)+DELTAST*DTIME
C for Hooks law -----
FNWT KNW*YTO
FSWT= -KSW*ESWT(I)
DNT= -ETANW*VELY(I)
DST= -ETASW*DELTAST
IF (ABS(FSWT).GT._MUW*FNWT) THEN
FSWTSV?(MUW*FNWT,FSWT)
DST 0.0
ESWT(I) =FSWT/KSW
END IF
C fornormal -----
FORCEY(I) =FORCEY(I)+FNWT+ DNT
FORCEX(I)=FORCEX(I)-FSWT-DST
FORCEP(I)=FORCEP(I)+FSWT+DST
ELSE
ES WIC 1) =0 .0
IPENWT(I)=O
END!F239
1341 CONTINUE
MX=MX+1
1317 CONTINUE
MX=O
MY=MY+1
1318CONTINUE
C j%%%%%%%%%%END of BALI-TOP1 COLLISION %%%%%%%%%%%
C EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT
IF (SWITCH.EQ.1 .AND. TIME .GT. STARTTIME) THEN
DO I=1,NBALL
IF (TYPES(I).EQ.1) THEN
FORCEMAGBV*XHIP/MUZERO*(GRADB*(GRADB*Y(I)+BZERO))
FORCEY(I)=FORCEY(I)+FORCEMAG
END IF
END DO
END IF
C NEW VELOCITY integration of equationf motion
DOI=-3,I1X+3
DOJ=-3,MMY+3
MESH(I,J)=O
END DO
[ND DO
DOII=1,NBALL
IF (TYPES(II).EQ.1) THEN
VELX(II)=VELX(II)+(FORCEX(II)+FPPX(II))/MB1*DTIME
VELY(II)=VELY(II)+(FORCEY(II)_MB1*GVFPPY(II))/MB1*DTIME
VELP(II)=VELP(II)+(FORCEP(II)* RB)/IM1 *DTIME
ELSE
VELX(II) VELX(II)+(FORCEX(II)+FPPX(II))/MB2*DTIME
VELY(II)=VELY(II)+(FORCEY(II)_MB2*GV+FPPY(II))/M82*DTIME
VELP(II)=VELP(II)+(FORCEP(II)* RB)/1M2*DTIME
ENDIF
DELTAX(II)=VELX(II)*OTIME
DELTAY(II)=VELY(II)*DTIME
DELTAP(II)=VELP(II)*DTIME
X(II)=X(II)+DELTAX(II)
Y(II)=Y(II)+DELTAY(II)
SITA(II)=SITA(II)DELTAP(II)
IF(ABS(SITA(II)).GT.6.283185308)THEN
SITA(II)= MO[}(SITA(II)6.2831853O8)
END IF
XMESH(II)=Ir\T (x(II)/Ra)
YMESH(II)=INT (Y(II)/RB)
MESH (XMESH(II) ,YMESH(II))=II
END DO
C %%%%%%%%%%% END V%%%%%%%%
C COUNTER ------
COUNT=COUNT +1
C %%%%%% LEVEL 2 END (PARTICLE CALCULATION) %%%%%
C **1LEVEL 1 START (OUTPUT to FILES)***
C OUTPUT LOCATION ------240
IF(MO[I(PLOOP,LOCINT) .EQ.0) THIN
C - DELTA PRESSURE --- -
WRITE(150,1118) PLOOP,U((LI/2)+1,2,NQ)-U((LI/2)+l,LJ+1,NQ) ,U(2,2,NQ)-U((LI/2)+l,LJ+l,NQ)
1118 FORMAT(3X,I8,2F14.3)
DO I=O,MMY/NPWALL
PWALL(I)=O.O
END DO
ENDIF
C %%%%%%%%%% LEVELIEND (OUTPUTtoFILES) %%%%%%%%%%
C ROLITAS - EXPORT FRAME
IF (TIME .GE. BOLTIMER) THEN
DO I=1,LI+2
DO J=1,LJ+2
PRESSURE(I,J)=U(I,J,4)
END DO
END DO
WRITE (58) PLOOP, X, V. PRESSURE, EP
BOLTIMER=BOLTIMER+BOLFREQ Time for the nextBolitas output
END IF
IF (PLOOP.LTMAXLOOP) GOTO 1 !Continue to next iteration
C ½%%%%%%%%% END of MAIN LOOP !!!!!
WRfTE(*,*)'TFE ETD Is REACHED
C AVERAGE BED PRESSURE & VOIDAGE OUTPUT
WRITE (68,*) BED PROPERTIES AT THE END OF ITERATIONS **
WRITE (68,*) PLOOP,PLOOP,TIME =,TIME,'s
WRITE (68,*) CELL HEIGHTCDL PRESS REP PRESS VOIDAGE
DO K=1,LJ
WRIIE(68,1335) K,GRIDY*(K),SUMP(K),PBED(K),SUMEP(K)
END DO
1335 FORMAT(1X,I2,4F12.3)
C *** GENERAL RUN INFORMATION **
WRITE(76,*) GENERAL RUN INFORMATION
wrte(76,*)
WRIIE(76,*)PARTICLE PROPERTIES
write(76,*)
WRITF(76,*) TOTAL PARTICLES, NBALL ,NBALL
WRITE(76,*) TYPES OF PARTICLES, NUMTYPES .NUMTYPES
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE DIAMETER, DR ,DB,
WRIT[(76,*) PARTICLE VOLUME, BY ,BV,
IF (NUMTYPES.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(76,*) iTICLE DENSITY, ROPI ,ROP1,
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE MASS. MB1 ,MB1,
ELSE
WR!TE(76,*) FRACTION OF PARTICLE TYPE I, TYPEIFRAC .TYPEIFRAC
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE IDENSITY, ROPI ,ROP1,kyni-
WRITE(76,*) PARTTCL.E 2 DENSITY, ROP2 ,ROP2,ku!&
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE IMASS. MB1 ,MB1,kg
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE 2 MASS, MB2 ,MB2,kg
END IF
WRITE (76
WRITE(76,*) \FTIC PROPERTIES'241
WRIT[(76,*)
WRITE(76,*) MAGNETIC FIELD StITCH, SWITCh ,SWITCH
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY,XHIP ,XHIP
WRITE(76,*) MAGNETIC FIELD AT 01ST. PlATE, 3ZERO ,BZERO,
WRITE(76,*) MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENT, GRADB ,GRADB,
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)'LLID PROPERTIES'
WRITE(76,*)
WRITE(76,*) FLUID DENSITY, ROE =,ROF,
WRITE(76,*) FLUID VISCOSITY, MYU ,MYU,
WRITE(76,*) FLUID VELOCITY AT 01ST. PLATE, UNI ,UN1,
WRJTE(76,*) FLuID VELOCITY AT 01ST. PLATE, UN2 =' ,UN2,
WRITF(76,*) TIME OF VELOCITY STABILIZATION, STARTTIME=' ,STARTTIME,
WRITE (76
WRITE(76,*)'COLUMN SPECIFICATION'
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*) WIDTH, DX ,DX,
WRITE(76,*) HEIGHT, DV ,DY,
WRITE(76,*) THICKNESS, DZ ,DZ,
WRITE(76,*) FLUID CELL ON X DIRECTION, LI ,LI
WRITE(76,*)
'FLUID CELL ON V DIRECTION, Li ,LJ
WRIT[(76,*) PARTICLE GRID ON X DIRECTION, x,lX
WRITE(76,*) PARTICLE GRID ON V DIRECTION, MMX -,t+IY
WRITE (76,*) SIZE OF LIQUID TELLS*
WRITE (76,*) GRIDX ,GRIDX, rn
WRITE(76,*) GRIDY ,GRIDY, rn
WRIT[(76,*)
' GRIDZ ,GRIDZ,
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)'RUNTIME CONTROL
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*) RUN TOTAL TIME, TOTALTIME ,TOTALTIME,
WRITE (76,*) TIME STEP SIZE, DTIME ,DTIME,
WRITE (76,*) MAXIMUN NUMBER OF ITERATION, MAXLOOP ,MAXLOOP
WRITE(76,*)
'OUTPUT CONTROLER, LOCINT ,LOCINT
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)BOLTIAS FILE'
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*) OUTPuT FRAMES PER SECOND, BOLFRAME ,BOLFRAME
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)HOOK MODEL PARAMETERS
WRITE (76,
WRITE(76,*) FOR ,EOR, 'EORW = ,EORW
WRITE(76,*)
' MU ,MU, MUW =' ,MUW
WRITE(76,*) N = ,KN
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)'RELAXATION PARAMETERS'
WRITE (76,*)
WRITE(76,*)'RELAX PARAMETER FOR Vx RP(I) ' ,RP(1)
WRITE(76,*)'RELAX PARAMETER FOR Vy RP(2) ,RP(2)
WRIT[(76,*)RELAX PARAMETER FOR PRESS CORRECTOR RP(3)= ,RP(3)
WRITE(76,*)RELAX PARAMETER FOR PRESSURE RP() ,RP(4)
C BOLITASEXPORT FINAL LOCATION**
DO I=1,LI+2
DO J=1,LJ+2
PRESSURE(I,J)=U(I ,J,4)
END DO
END DO
WRITE (58) PLOOP, X, V. PRESSURE, EP
C *** CLOSE ALL FILES AND END PROGRAM ***
CLOSE (58)
CLOSE (65)
CLOSE (68)
CLOSE (76)242
CLOSE (150)
STOP
END
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
REAL*8 FUNCTION UNIFRD(IR)
INTEGER L, C, T3O
REAL*8 MU
PARAMETER (L=843314861, C=453816693, T30=2**30, MU=2.O**31)
IR=L*IR+C
IF ([RLT.0) IR=(IR+T30)+T30
UNIFRD = IR/MU
RETURN
END243
H.2BOLITAS code
Attribute VBName = "Bol Main
'BolMain.basMain code of the program
SD: Unknown
Option Explicit
Option Base 1
'Compiler directive to enable double precision
Disable this line for normal (single precision) compilation
'#Const PRECISION = "DOUBLE"
Default data type is set by conditional compilation
#If PRECISION ='DOUBLEThen
DefDbl A-Z
#Else
DefSng A-Z
#End If
'Integer and floating point lengths are set by conditional compilation
'These values are used to calculate header and frame sizes
#If PRECISION "DOUBLE" Then
Public Const INTSIZE = 4
Public Const FLOATSIZE = 8
#Else
Public Const INTSIZE = 4
Public Const FLOATSIZE = 4
#End If
'Caption for the main window set by conditional compilation
#If PRECISION = "DOUBLE" Then
Public Const BOLITASCAPTION ='Bolitas Fluidization Viewer for AZTECA"
& "(Double Precision)"
#Else
Public Const BOLITASCAPTION = "Bolitas Fluidization Viewer for AZIECA'
#End If
'Constants
Public Const APPNAME = "Bolitas"
Public Const Margin = 2#
Public Const ZoomFactor 1.7
Public Const GRAVITY = 9.81 'm/s2
Variables for SAFIRE data
Public BOLVER As Long
Public NBALL As Long
Public RB
Public DTIME
Public DX
Public DY
Public LI As Long
Public UAs Long
Public NUMTYPES As Long
Public PLOOP As Long
Public X()
Public Y()
Public TYPES() As Long
Public UXQ, UY()244
Public PRESSURE()
Public EP()
Other variables
Public TotaiFrames As Long
Public CurrentFrame As Long
Public FrameSize As Long
Public HeaderSize As Long
Public File As String
Public FilelsOpen As Boolean
Public Del taX
Public Del taY
Public ROF
Public WhatToDraw As Long
Public Zoomed As Boolean
Public ShowTirne As Boolean
Public ShowGrid As Boolean
Public ShowHeight As Boolean
Public ShowCenters As Boolean
Private Type2Count() As Long
Public ParticleCount() As Long
Public Hei ghtByCol urnn ()
Public BedHeight
Public Bytes() As Byte
Display colors
Public BedBorderColor As Long
Public BedColor As Long
Public FluidGridColor As Long
Public TypeOColor As Long
Public TypelColor As Long
Public Type2Color As Long
Public BorderColor As Long
Public MaxPress
Public Interval As Long
Public Zoom, ZoornX, ZoornY
Public Sub CopyFramelmage()
Copies the frame bitmap to the clipboard
Cl ipboard.Cl ear
Clipboard.SetData Bolitas.Surface.Irnage, vbCFBitmap
End Sub
Public Sub CopyMixingMap(Optional ByVal Averaged As Boolean = True)
Copies the current mixing map data to the clipboard
Const Mult = 100 'A constant multiplier to be applied to the data
use 100 to get percentages, use 1 to get fraction
Dim Str As String
Dim RowParticleCount As Long, RowType2Count As Long
Dim ii As Long, ii As Long
Clipboard Cl ear
If Averaged Then
Str = "Height,[rn]& vbTab &Type 1" & vbTab &Type 2'
For jj = 1 To U 'for each row
RowParticleCount = 0
RowType2Count = 0
'Add all particles in row
For ii= 1 To LI
RowParticleCount = RowParticleCount + ParticleCount(ii, jj)
Rowlype2Count = RowType2Count + Type2Count(ii, jj)
Next ii245
If RowPartjcleCount <> 0 Then
Do only if there are particles in this row
Str = Str & vbNewLine & (ii 0.5) * DeltaY
& vblab & Mult * (1 - Rowjype2Count / RowParticleCount)
& vblab & Mult * (RowType2Count / RowParticleCount)
End If
Next jj
Clipboard.SetText Str, vbCFText
Str = "Row-averaged mixing data has been copied to the clipboard.
& vbNewLine & "It can now be pasted into Excel.
Else
Copy full map
Str Sorry, no full maps for the time being.& vbNewLine
&Wait for another version."
End If
MsgBox Str, vboKonly Or vblnformation, "Mixing map data"
End Sub
Public Sub CopyPressureDrop(Optional ByVal Averaged As Bool man = True)
Copies the current pressure drop map to the clipboard
Dim Str As String
Dim RowPressure
Dim ii As Long, ii As Long
Clipboard. Clear
If Averaged Then
Str = "Height, [ci" & vbTab & "Pressure Drop"
For jj = 1 To U for each row
RowPressure = 0
Add all pressures in row
For ii =1 To LI
RowPressure = RowPressure + PRESSURE(ii + 1, jj + 1)
Next ii
RowPressure = RowPressure / LI
Str = Str & vbNewLine & (jj- 0.5)* Del taY
& vbTab & RowPressure
Next ii
Clipboard.SetText Str, vbCFText
Str = "Row-averaged pressure drop data has been copied to the clipboard."
& vbNewLine & "It can now be pasted into Excel."
Else
Copy full map
Str = "Sorry, no full maps for the time being." & vbNewLine
& "Wait for another version."
End If
MsgBox Str, vbOKOnly Or vblnformation, "Pressure drop map data"
End Sub
Public Sub DrawBackground()
Draws flat background (for particles)
Bolitas.Surface.Line (0, O)-(DX, DY), BedColor, BF
End Sub
Public Sub DrawBedHeight()
Draws a mark to show the average bed height
Bolitas .Surface.ForeColor = BedBorderColor
Bolitas.Surface.Line (-DeltaX, BedHeight)-(-O.3 * DeltaX, BedHeight)
Bolitas.Surface.Line (DX + 0.3 * DeltaX, BedHeight)-(DX + DeltaX, BedHeight)
End Sub
Public Sub DrawBorder()
Draws border for the bed246
Bolitas.Surface.FillStyle = vbFSjransparent
Bolitas.Surface.Line (0, 0)-(DX, DY), BedBorderColor, B
End Sub
Public Sub DrawCenters()
Dim iAs Long
For i= 1 To NBALL
Bolitas.Surface.PSet (X(i), Y(i))
Next i
End Sub
Public Sub DrawColorMap()
Updates color scale for the current map
Dim ii As Integer
Dim Color As Long
Select Case WhatjoDraw
Case 0Particles don't need scale
With Bolitas.ScaleMax
.Caption = 0
.Enabled = False
End With
With Bolitas.ScaleMin
.Caption = 0
.Enabled = False
End With
Bolitas.ColorMap.Cls
Bolitas.Franie5.Caption = 'Scale
Case 1'Pressure
With Bol itas.ScaleMax
.Caption = MaxPress
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bolitas.ScaleMin
.Caption = 0
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bol itas.ColorMap
For ii = 0 To .ScaleHeight -1
ColorHSLt0RGB((ii / (.ScaleHeight1)) * 2/3, 0.95, 0.5)
Bolitas.ColorMap.Line (0, ii)-(.ScaleWidth, ii), Color
Next ii
End With
Bolitas.Franie5.Caption = "Scale [Pa]'
Case 2Voidage
With Bolitas.ScaleMax
.Caption =1
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bolitas.ScaleMin
.Caption = 0
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bolitas.ColorMap
For ii = 0 To .ScaleHeight -1
Color = Gray(1 ii / (.ScaleHeight - 1))
Bolitas.ColorMap.Line (0, ii)-(.ScaleWidth, ii), Color
Next ii
End With
Bolitas.Frame5.Caption = "Scale [-]'
Case 3'Mixing map
With Bolitas.ScaleMax247
.Caption =Type 2"
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bolitas.ScaleMin
.Caption =Type 1"
.Enabled = True
End With
With Bolitas.ColorMap
For ii= 0 To .ScaleHeight 1
Color = RGB((1 - ii / (.ScaleHeight 1)) * 255, 0, 0)
Bolitas.ColorMap.Line (0, ii)-(.ScaleWidth, ii), Color
Next ii
End With
Bolitas.Frame5.Caption 'Scale [-]"
End Select
End Sub
Public Sub DrawrluidGrid()
Shows fluid cells
Dim ii As Long, jj As Long
If WhatToDraw = 0 Then
'Use color fluid grid only when drawing particles
Bolitas.Surface.ForeColor = FluidGridColor
Else
Bol i tas . Surface. ForeCol or = vbBl ack
End If
For ii= 1 To LI -1
Bolitas.Surface.Line (ii * DeltaX, 0)-(ii * DeltaX, DY)
Next ii
For ii =1 To U-1
Bolitas.Surface.Line (0, ii * DeltaY)-(DX, ii * DeltaY)
Next ii
End Sub
Public Sub DrawFrame()
'Main subroutine controlling drawing to surface
GetCurrentData
Bol i tas .Surface.Cl s
SetScal e
'Decide what to draw
Select Case WhatloDraw
Case 0
DrawBackground
If ShowGrid Then DrawFluidGrid
DrawBorder
DrawParti cl es
Case 1
DrawPressure
If ShowGrid Then DrawFluidGrid
DrawBorder
Case 2
Drawvoidage
If ShowGrid Then DrawFluidGrid
DrawBorder
Case 3
DrawMixi ngMap
If ShowGrid Then DrawFluidGrid
DrawBorder
End Select
If ShowTime Then DrawTime
If ShowHeight Then DrawBedHeight248
If ShowCenters Then DrawCenters
Update some controls
With Bolitas
.lblCurrent.Caption = Format$(CurrentFrame)
.lbllinie.Caption Forniat$(PLOOP * DTIME,0.00) & s
.Sliderl.Value = CurrentFrame
End With
End Sub
Public Sub DrawMixingMap()
Calculates and draws mixing of particles
Dim ii As Long, ii As Long
Dim MapColor As Long
Dim Xloc As Long, Yloc As Long
Clear arrays
For ii=1 To LI
For ii =1 To U
ParticleCount(ii, jj) 0
Type2Count(ii, jj) 0
Next ii
Next ii
Check all particles for mixing map
For ii=1 To NBALL
Xloc = Int(X(ii) / DeltaX) + 1
Yloc = Int(Y(ii) / DeltaY) + 1
ParticleCount(Xloc, Yloc) = ParticleCount(Xloc, Yloc) + 1
If TYPES(ii) = 2 Then
Type2Count(Xloc, Yloc) = Type2Count(Xloc, Yloc) + 1
End If
Next ii
Draw squares with color code
Bolitas.Surface.FillStyle = vbFSTransparent
For ii 1 To LI
For ii =1 To U
If ParticleCount(ii, ii) = 0 Then
MapColor = vbWhite
Else
MapColor = RGB(Type2Count(ii, jj) / ParticleCount(ii, ii) * 255, 0, 0)
End If
Bolitas.Surface.Line ((ii 1) * DeltaX, (ii - 1) * DeltaY)-(ii * DeltaX,
jj * DeltaY), MapColor, BF
Next ii
Next ii
End Sub
Public Sub DrawParticles()
Do I have to explain it?
OK, Ill do it ;)
Draws the particles.
Dim iAs Long
With Bol i tas . Surface
Draw particles
.DrawStyle = vbSolid
.FillStyle vbFSSolid
.ForeColor = BorderColor
.FillColor = TypelColor
For i 1 To NBALL For all particles...
Select color based on type249
If NUMTYPES = 2 Then
If TYPES(i) =1 Then
.FillColorTypelColor
ElseIf TYPES(i) = 2 Then
.FillColor = Type2Color
Else
.FillColorTypeOColor
End If
End If
Draw particle
Bolitas.Surface.Circle (X(i), Y(i)), RB
Bolitas.Surface.PSet (X(i), Y(i))
Next i
End With
End Sub
Public Sub DrawPressure()
Calculates and draws the bed pressure map
Dini ii As Long, jj As Long
Dim MapColor As Long
Dim NorePress, AvPress
Recalculate pressure to get only bed pressure drop
Average top-row pressure to substract
For ii 2 To LI + 1
AvPress = AvPress + PRESSURE(ii, U+ 1)
Next ii
AvPress = AvPress / LI
For ii 2 To LI + 1
For jj = 2 To U+ 1
PRESSURE(ii, jj) = PRESSURE(ii, jj)
- AvPress - ROF * GRAVITY * (U+ 1 jj) * DeltaY
Next jj
Next ii
'Draw squares with color code
Bolitas.Surface.FillStyle = vbFSTransparent
For ii = 1 To LI
For jj = 1 To U
MapColor = ColdToHotColorMap(PRESSURE(ii + 1, jj + 1)
/ MaxPress, 0.9, 0.5)
Bolitas.Surface.Line ((ii -1) * DeltaX, (jj 1) * DeltaY)
-(ii * DeltaX, jj * DeltaY), MapColor, BF
Next jj
Next ii
End Sub
Public Sub DrawTime()
Shows the frame timestamp below the bed
With Boll tas . Surface
.ForeColorvbBlack
.CurrentX 0
.CurrentY = 0
Bolitas.Surface.PrintTime:" & Format$(PLOOP * DTIME, "0.00) & s
End With
End Sub
Public Sub 0rawVoidage()
Calculates and draws void fraction map
Dim ii As Long, ii As Long
Dim MapColor As Long
Usually, no voidage for initial data250
If CurrentFrame = 1 Then
MsgNoData
Exit Sub
End If
Draw squares with color code
Bolitas.Surface.FillStyle = vbFSTransparent
For ii =1 To LI
For ii =1 To U
MapColor = Gray(EP(ii + 1, jj + 1))
Bolitas.Surface.Line ((ii 1) * DeltaX, (jj 1) * DeltaY)
(ii * DeltaX, ii * DeltaY), MapColor, BE
Next ii
Next ii
End Sub
Public Sub GetCurrentData()
Reads current frame data from file
Assumes file is already open
Dim ii As Long, ii As Long
Dim Xloc As Long, Yloc As Long
Dim Position As Long
Position = (CurrentFrame - 1) * FrameSize + (HeaderSize + 1)
Select Case BOLVER
Case 3
Version 31 & 2 types, pressure and voidage
Get #58, Position, PLOOP
Get #58,,X
Get #58,,Y
Get #58, ,PRESSURE
Get #58, ,EP
End Select
Clear array for bed height
Select Case BOLVER
Case 3
For ii=1 To LI
HeightByColumn(ii) = 0
Next ii
Check all particles for bed height
For ii =1 To NBALL
Xloc = Int(X(ii) / DeltaX) + 1
Yloc = Int(Y(ii) / DeltaY) + 1
If Y(ii) > HeightByColumn(Xloc) Then
HeightByColumn(Xloc) = Y(ii)
End If
Next ii
Calculate average bed height
BedHeight = 0
For ii=1 To LI
BedHeight = BedHeight + HeightByColumn(ii)
Next ii
BedHeight = BedHeight / LI
End Select
Bolitas.lblHeight.Caption = Format$(BedHeight, "0.000) &
End Sub
Public Sub MsgNoData()
Shows a very polite message!
Const Msg =No data available
Bol i tas .Surface.Cl s251
SetScal e
DrawBorder
If Showlime Then Drawlime
With Bol i tas Surface
.ScaleMode = vbPixels
.ForeColor = vbBlack
.CurrentX = (.ScaleWidth .TextWidth(Msg)) / 2
.CurrentY = (.ScaleHeight - .TextHeight(Msg)) / 2
Bo1itas.SurfacePrintNo data available
End With
End Sub
Public Sub OpenFile()
Opens the file and reads the header information
File is assumed to exist, so no error handling is provided
Open File For Binary As #58
FilelsOpen True
Get #58, ,BOLVER
Select Case BOLVER
Case 3
Version 3 -1 & 2 types, pressure and voidage
Get #58,, NBALL
Get #58, ,RB
Get #58,, DTIME
Get #58, ,DX
Get #58,,DY
Get #58, ,LI
Get #58, ,U
Get #58,, NUMTYPES
If NUMTYPES = 2 Then
ReDim TYPES(1 To NBALL)
Get #58,, TYPES
End If
If NUMTYPES = 1 Then
Header has 5 integers and 4 floats
HeaderSize = 5 * INTSIZE + 4 * FLOATSIZE
Else
Header has 5 integers, 4 floats, and an array of NBALL floats
HeaderSize = 5 * INTSIZE + (4 + NBALL) * FLOATSIZE
End If
Frame has 1 integer, 2 arrays of NBALL floats, and
2 arrays of (LI+2) by (LJ+2) floats
FrameSize = 1 * INTSIZE + (2 * NBALL + 2 * ([I + 2) * (Li + 2))
* FLOATSIZE
TotalFrames = Int((LOF(58) - HeaderSize) / FrameSize)
ReDini X(1 To NBALL), Y(1 To NBALL)
ReDirn PRESSURE(LI + 2, Li + 2), EP(LI + 2, U+ 2)
If NUMTYPES = 2 Then
ReDim Type2Count(LI, Li)
ReDim ParticleCount(LI, Li)
End If
ReDim HeightByColumn(LI)
DeltaX = DX / LI
DeltaY = DY / Li
Case Else
Version unknown
MsgBoxWrong version of file", vbCritical
End Select
'Update some controls
With Bolitas
If NUMTYPES = I Then252
.Label6.Visible = False
.lblType2.Visible = False
Else
.Label6.Visible = True
.lblType2.Visible = True
End If
End With
End Sub
Public Sub SetColors()
Colors used for drawing the frames
BedBorderColor = vbBlue
BedColor = RGB(240, 255, 255)
FluidGridColor = RGB(0, 170, 0)
TypelColor = Gray(0.7)
Type2Color = RGB(255, 128, 128)
TypeOColor = vbGreen
BorderColor = vbBlack
With Bolitas
.lblTypel.ForeColor = vbBlack
.lblType2.ForeColor = vbRed
End With
End Sub
Public Sub SetScale()
Pdjusts scale in drawing surface, depending on zoom
Dim LabeiHeight
Dim AvailY, AvailX
Dim FactorY, FactorX
Zoom = 1.7
ZoomX = 0.03977419
ZoomY = 0.08161291
With Bol itas .Surface
.ScaleMode = vbPixels
AvailY = .ScaleHeight - Margin * 2 -1
If ShowTinie Then
Label Hei ght =. TextHei ght ( T)
AvailY = AvailY - LabeiHeight
End If
AvailX = .ScaleWidth - Margin * 2
FactorY = DY / AvailY
FactorX = DX / AvailX
Base on highest factor
If FactorY > FactorX Then
.ScaleHeight = -.ScaleHeight * FactorY
.ScaleWidth .ScaleWidth * FactorY
.ScaleTop = (AvailY + Margin) * FactorY
.ScaleLeft = -(.ScaleWidth DX) / 2
Else
.ScaleHeight = -.ScaleHeight * FactorX
.ScaleWidth = .ScaleWidth * FactorX
.ScaleLeft = -Margin * FactorX
.ScaleTop (AvailY / 2 + Margin) * FactorX + DY / 2
End If
If Zoom <> 1 Then
Rescale using zoom factor
.ScaleLeft = ZoomX - .ScaleWidth / (Zoom * 2)
.ScaleTop = ZoomY - .ScaleHeight / (Zoom * 2)
.ScaleHeight = .ScaleHeight / Zoom
.ScaleWidth = .ScaleWidth / Zoom
End If
End With
End Sub253
APPENDIX I
COMPLIMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1.1Magnetic susceptibility measurement
This section presents the complimentary results obtained in the
evaluation of the magnetic susceptibility of alginate-ferrite particles.
Figure 1.1 represents the water evaporation rate experienced during
the TGA magnetic susceptibility experiment. A second order regression
model is used to estimate the weight loss due to water evaporation and it is
added to the weight used to evaluate the magnetic force.
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Figure 1.1Water evaporation rate in the TGA experiment.
Experimental data () and polynomial fitting (solid line).254
Figure 1.2 and 1,3 represent the calculated values for the magnetic
field and the magnetic fieldgradient,respectively, usedinthe TGA
experiment.In these figures, the magnetic field and the gradient are
obtained by passing 40 and 10 A current through the coil used in the
magnetic susceptibility experiment (MS). Figures 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 are the
experimental data obtained to determine the particle susceptibility with
5, 10, 15, and 19.7% (wlw) ferrite content, respectively. The slope of the
regression line is the particle susceptibility,
.
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Figure 1.2Magnetic field calculated in the TGA experiment for
a current of 10 [A] (solid line) and 40 [A] (dashed line), coil RS1.255
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Figure 1.3Magnetic field gradient calculated in the TGA experiment
for a current of 10 [A] (solid line) and 40 [A] (dashed line), coil RSI.
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Figure 1.4Magnetic force for particles with 5% [w/w] ferrite
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Figure 1.5Magnetic force for particles with 10% [w/w] ferrite
content. Experimental data (.)and linear regression (solid line)
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Figure 1.6Magnetic force for particles with 15% [w/w] ferrite
content. Experimental data ()and linear regression (solid line)257
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Figure 1.7Magnetic force for particles with 19.7% [wfw] ferrite
content. Experimental data (.)and linear regression (solid line)
1.2Magnetic repulsion force
Figures 1.8 and 1.9 are the complimentary results obtained from the
repulsion force experiment using a different set of particles. Characteristics
of the particles and the capillary tubes were given in Table 5.2 of Chapter 5.
The distance calculated with the repulsion model agrees consistently
experimental data in the tree experiments, at least for the region where all
MAFB experiments were performed (below 0.04 T).258
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Figure 1.8Magneticrepulsionbetweentwomagnetically
susceptible particles (Run B). Experimental data(0),modeled data
(.),and minimum distance between particles(A).
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Figure 1.9Magneticrepulsionbetweentwomagnetically
susceptible particles (Run C). Experimental data(0),modeled data
(,),and minimum distance between particles (*).259
1.3Mixing-segregation experiment
1.3.1MAFB rectangular column
A sample set of pictures taken during the mixing-segregation
experiment, performed in the MAFB rectangular column, is exhibited in the
Figures lR.1,lR.3,IR.5,lR.7,lR.9,IR.11, and lR.13.Similarly,the
corresponding results obtained from the image analysis are displayed in
Figures lR.2, lR.4, IR.6, IR.8, IR.1O. IR.112, and IR.114. At each operating
condition, three pictures were randomly chosen in time, however only one is
shown.100
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Figure IR.1Snapshot for no field applied,
particles are fluid ized and segregated.
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Figure IR.2Data analysis with no field applied. Magnetic
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Figure IR.3 Snapshot of field RA applied.
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Figure IR.4Data analysis with field RA applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible (*).262
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Figure IR.5 Snapshot of field RB applied.
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Figure IR.6Data analysis with field RB applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non-susceptible(A).100
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Figure IR.7Snapshot of field RC applied.
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Figure IR.8Data analysis with field RC applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(A).100
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Figure IR.9 Snapshot of field RD applied.
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Figure IR.1O Data analysis with field RD applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(A).
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Figure IR.12 Data analysis with field RE applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.) and non- susceptible(A).
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Figure IR.13 Snapshot of field RF applied.
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Figure IR.14 Data analysis with field RF applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(A).267
1.3.2MAFB cylindrical column
A set of pictures for the mixing-segregation experiment performed in
the cylindrical column is taken in the similar way as in the rectangular
column, previously discussed. However, the total magnetic fields applied
were three.Figures 10.1, 10,3, 10.5, IC.7 correspond to the experimental
snapshots. Figures lC.2, 10.4, IC.6, 10.8 display the image analysis of the
corresponding photograph.:\H
.b.: s\
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Figure IC.1Snapshot with no field applied
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Figure IC.2Data analysis with no field applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(a),269
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Figure IC.3 Snapshot of field CA applied.
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Figure IC.4 Data analysis with field CA applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(A).270
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Figure IC.5Snapshot of field CB applied
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Figure IC.6Data analysis with field CB applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(a).271
Figure IC.7 Snapshot of field CC applied.
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Figure IC.8Data analysis with field CC applied. Magnetic
susceptible particles (.)and non- susceptible(A).